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AN

ABSTRAC~

OF THE THESIS OF Clarice Solberg Kittleson

for the Master of Arts in German presented July 18, 1974.
A Oomparison of

Title:

~adduzier
~cost.B;,

.A.l?PRO~

~art
i

Gutzkow's

!.<'L"V~t-le, ~
y~

von Amsterdam, with his Drama.

and a

~ranslation

BY MEMBERS OF THE

~HESIS

of the

~'o-yel+e-•

COMMITTEE:

;Franz Langha:mmer, \J.,"f}lairnlS.ll

""1...--"'" ..

The same theme of one unorthodox
appointed

a'U~chor1 tatlve

mall

1

•••

RIMI,

$

. ...,.~

opposing a self

religious instltution is interpreted

in tl'IO d:t:f:tareIlt ways in two related. ",orks by F..a.rl Friedrich

Gutzkow:

his-Novelle,
Der Sadduz!er...........
von4 ~~sterdam
b
_r.o
.d....
• _, (1834),
J&

and in his drama,

g!i21-

A.cost~

(1846)..

;Soth worlt:'B fictional

ize the life'of Uriel Acosta (1585-1640), an UllQrthoq.ox Jew
who fled

~he

Spanish Inquisition in Portugal to

1y tolerant oountry of Holland.

Acosta's

th~ relative~

problgll~ wer~,not

wl'th the go·V'e:rnment of Holland. ho'wever_ but with his

orthodox Jewish temple authorities.

He opposed the

C"W71

w~itten

2

interpretations of the TalIDud and attempted to question-the

very idea of institutionalized religion as a mere human in
vention.

For this skepticism he was excommunicated and per

secuted..

Eventua.lly he took his', own life, leaving behind his

autobiography, A_Specimen of Human

lrJ.:~~

which Gutzkow read.

This thesis attempts tq define the likenesses as "Ile11

as the contrasts in Gutzkow:' S tW(:') interpretations.

The twelve

:#. ','"

yea:r span elapSing between the two works effects changes in
"".,

the author's use of characterization and in his resolution of
The method of invest1gati'on used was to analyze

the plot.

each work for plot, form, and content; the latter included
,

,

style and' characterization.
- liIaterials used were simply the
. .
'

~.

two works themselves as well .as

~upplementa.ry rea~ing

regard-

"

ing developments in the authorts:life' during the years be
-

,

..,

~i'

tween the writing of the Novelle' .and the drama.
~

"

#~,

Conclusions reached were that the tone of the Novelle
I



w·e.a one of despair, whereas.: ~he':drama handled the theme with

a certain .sophisticated tone' of

Acosta recants his

resignat~on.

.then

writings~

wlth~raws

In the Novelle,

his recantation,

onoe m?re recants his original d9ubte, and finally in a burst

of vengeance again renounces his'second recantation.
,

'drama~

.

however, the plot ls.faI-

In the

'

mo~e

carefully

and there 1s only one reluctant· recantation.

conatructed~

Gutzkow then de

velops Acostaia renunciation. of that recan.tatlon in a poe-tic

scene 'that bases religion on reason;

Acosta asks the rabbis

not to .limit the idea ot God to words nor to earth alone, be
oause God ts "wha.t hu.man thought can hardly yet conceive."

;
llthough the plea for' forebearanae, toleration,. and

10ve is the most outstanding
provem~ts

eff~ct

of the drama, 'other im

over the Novelle are GutzkDw's more effeetive use

of metaphors, similes and dialogue.

~he

characters in the

drama, particularly Judith and Uriel"are portrayed as much

stranger than

~hose

ot the

!ovell~.

Yet the -Novelle-wri
tten in the Romau:tic style and
~

respl.endent' with grottos, fountains, gardena, and swans

treats of a world long since gone, of weak characters caught
up in the religious upheavals of the ,seventeenth century and

incapa.ble of
tion..

de~ending ~hemselv:~s

either by reason or convic

Because the characters are weak, the story is not nec

essarily weak; one can appreoiate the struggle if not the
solution.
!fhe drama haa had four translations into English, the
last in 1895; and I have
first English translation

tr~sl~ted
a;~

~his

is the

appears as an appendix to this

thesis.

"

"

the Notalle.

~o
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Die Novelle Der Sadduz!er von Amsterdam handelt von
einer jUdisohen Familie, die in Amsterdam zur Zeit der ersten
Hllfte des s.iebzebnten Jahrhunderts lebt.

S.ie war vor kurzem

aua Portugal e1ngewandert. ' Die Zentralfigur ist Uriel Acosta.

Seine Mutter heiest Esther; seine BrUder sind Elieser, Joel
und Ruben.

Sein Vater 1st berefts gestorben.

Urlel 1st der dritte Sohn und ein gelehrter Mann, der
viele Irrlehren in den Wissenschaften beklmpft.
seiner

~1J.diBohen

Besonders in

ReI!'glon sleht Uriel viele Konflikte.

streitet mit den Weisen ,in der Synagoge und

di~

Er

Rabblner stel

len ein Ianges Verzeichnls von allen 6ffentlicnen Ausserungen
Urlels auf.
Seiner Familie zuliebe veraucht,Uriel endIioh sich
selbst zu Ilndern.

Er sagt seiner Familie:

entachloBsen, alle dieee

Zwla~igkelten

"Ich habe mioh

von mir zu welsen. tl

Ben Jochai, Uriels Vetter,·, der auoh in' Amsterdam lebt,
,

ist j't!ager

~s

"

Uriel und selu' un:terwtirfig.

Trotzdem bekennt

ibm Uriel auf einem Ritt,zu'seiner Verlobten Judith Vander
straten (die einat die Verlobte:Een Jocnais war!) seine in
neren Konfllkte, und, Uriel
die Ban Jochai nur zum
Uberrasoht, dleee

~~11

~~z~t

seine Lebensgeschichte,

gekannt hatte.

Bekenntni~Be,zu

Ben Jochai ist

h6ren, ala Uriel erkllrt,

rie seine Familie erst dem j1.td1.sohem,. dann dem christl1chem

2

und dann wieder dem jUdischem Glauben angeh6rt hat.

Dabei

sprioht Uriel von s·einen Zwelfeln am christlichen und sp4ter
auch am jUdisohen Glauben. Bald wird aue Zwelfeln "Hass ge
gen das G6ttllchel n1 Zuletzt bleibt nur dumpfe GleichgUltig
ke1t.

NatUrlich kann die Synagoge dieae Umstande n1cht er

tragen. . Man brach in Urlels Wohnung ein und raubte seine
Papiere.
sein

soll~

Diese Ubergab man dem Arzte de Silva, der berelt
s1e zu widerlegen.

Und Uriel schliesst:

So werde ich, ohne es zu wollen, in einen harten
Kampf verwickelt, den ich nicht beatehen kann.weil .
ich anne aIle RUstung bin. Denn we~ du mioh,fragBt~
welches mein Ziel, mein letztes, daB ioh trotz aller
Martern laase, sei, so bricht mein Leid in die Klage
aus, die 1m Raum und in der'Zeit alles um mich her"
stehnt, und die mich unaussprechlicher verzehrt als .
die WiderwArtigkeiten mit der Synagoge. Es lAsst
sieh nichts unwiderruflich festsetzen: ich weiss
nichta, lieber Vetter.2
'
Dooh Ben Jochai hat den Verdaoht, dass Ur1el wieder
Ohristentum Ubertreten wUrde.

ZQm

Und·, er sagt:

Unter Bolchen UmstAnden muss natUrlich deina alte
Liebe zum Christenglauben wieder in dir en~acht
sein, und ioh glaube, d~ wUrdest glUcklich werden,
wenn du einz1g der Eingebung·deiner Neigung und
de1nem ~ute, den ich nicht in Abrede Btell~, nach
g&beot.
~
>

,

~~

Aber Uriel antwortet:

'

'.

fllch·ltasse die Christen!ff

In Judiths VaterhaUB wird Uriel vor allen Anwesenden
p16t'z11ch von Abgeordneten

d~r

SYnagoge konfront1ert. Diese

verfluchen 1hn und sprechen die Acht Uber ibn aus.
weichen zurUck.

Selbst

Uriel flieht zum Hause

Jud~~h

Alle,

weist ihn mit Entaetzen abe

Beine~,Sohwester

Rachel Spinoza.

Rachels Sohn, Baruch. Spinoza, war demals ein Knabe von
sieben Jahren.

Baruoh hert "1.lber' Uriels Ungltick, und ihn
t

t

..

~berf!llt

treffen werden.
reden.

Le~den,

eine Abnung der

die ihn spAterhin selbst

Doah schweigt er, alB Uriel und Rachel

Raehel 1st treu und steht zu

langt es Bach E1nsamkeit und

Uriel~

er'verl~sst

Aber Uriel

aie.

ver~

Dhne Zwack

und Ziel wandert er von einem Ort-e zum anderen.
Baoh einer zweimonatigen Irrfahrt durch das Land
st8ast Uriel p18tzllch auf Ben Jochai und Judith, die ihn
suchen... Die AUBslShnung'lst llicht schwierig, denn beide,
Judith und Ben Jaohai, fUhlen slch sehr schuldbewusst.
,

'

Judith erk14rt, daBs sie bei Jachai allein Rat und Hilfe ge

funden h4tte, um Uriel zu :finden.

Beide Freunde tlberreden

Uriel, nach Amsterdam zurflckzukehren.

Jachai berichtet,

dass de Silva Uriel eher als einen Sadduz!er denn als einen
Christen betrachte.

Und die'ausgestorbene Sekte dar Sad

duzAer hat volle Freiheit, tID

zu lehren.

~empel

Seinen

wahren Geffthlen zum Trotz kehrt Uriel nach Amsterdam zurdck

und bekennt eich erneut zum,Judentum.
W'ohnung

d'es Hohenpriesters
~

IrrtUmer widerrufen hat,

~,~~ne,'
••:....1:

Nachdem er in der

t

..

nehmen die Rabbiner die Acht :von"Uriel.
'.

,

!I!rotzdem klmpft er in

"~81xt'~;r:.

See,le· m1 t den Zwe1feln an

dar Interpretation dar Jehovale~e.
gisat er seine guten Abs1chten

und

biner 11ber eine talmudische "'.Fr~g~~
ihn mi·t einer Drohung.

~e1nen

Er sieht n1emanden

al~er

Dar Rabbiner verllsst

neuen Gewaltstreich der

a~sser
.

Ton

streltet mit einem Rab

.

Uriel erwarte't taglich

Synagoge.

Und eines ~ages ver

Judith und isoliert eich
.

Gesel1schaft. .Mit Judith hat er viele

streitgespr!che

~ber

die menschliche

UnsterbliQhkeit~

seine Ideen werden

11ebt Uriel immar noch, aber

,Judith

ihr immer

unheimlicher und aie entfremdet sich innerlich von ihm.

lich verllsst ale

End

inn.

Uriel 1st verzwelfelt.

Ben Jochai kftndigt ihm an,

dass die Synagoge einen neuen Bann fiber ihn verhlngen wird.

Ben Jachal
sohaft.

~!t

Uriel zu demfttiger Busse vor dar Priester

Nu:r damit klJnne er Judith zurflekgewlnnenl

Ben Jochal mit diesem

Bezweckt

die v611ige Ern1edrigung Urlels?

~t

Uriel hat nicht vergessen, dass Judith einst Ben Jochais'
Verlobte war.

Die Schm8.hungen, die er von seinem elgenen Yolk zu
ertragen hat, brechen endlich Uriels stolz.
j~dische

wie ein Verbreoher, denn das

Steinwttrfen.
Gottesleugner!

Man ruft ibm nach:

Heide!

Yolk verfolgt ihn mit

"Abtrtlnnigerl

Christ!

Er geht zur Wobnung des

Philosoph!"

flVerdammt mich nicht, ehe ihr

Hohenprlesters und blttet:
mich angehBrt habt."

Er £!hlt sieh

Die Pri'este;r antworten, dass Uriel sieh

selbst verdammt habe, in

Rede und Tat.· Darauf er

Se~i~ti

kllrt Uriel, dass er Fri~q.eil:.:m1 t ihnen machen wolle.
...'

Aber

....

die Rabbiner brauchen viel Ze1tl"lhre Entscheid.un.g zu t.ref
•

.

"

. ..t .

,

,

•

fen, und Uriel wird auf ein·'~Z·im.nler geftihrt.
dar! er n1cht verlaasen,
dem andern geduldig

Diesee Zimmer

er,muss dort einen Tag nach

sonde~

ertrage~ ;un~· ,auf

die Entscheidung warten.

Endlioh ergibt eieh Uriel ein'er .:.vo'llkommenen Resignation.

Eines !Eages ~edoch w1rd ei": von den Priest~rn davon
'.

uaterr1chtet, dasa der Augenb11ch aeine'r Busse gekommen sei.

z

~t~

•

",

"1

~ ..

•

• ..

•

I

it:lt~i =&" '. i 't e·l~ sa ~tt .H;~ ~
t{'

-. ;?:' -~

~~

5
Urlel muss wei te

BUElskle1dEri;-', ~egen
,

und eine brennende

",

Kerze tragen, ala er 1~ die "'Synagoge ·tritt.

Diese 1st mit

Hensohen geftlllt.

Ala erste.' Busshandlung muss Uriel eine

lange Re1he seiner

Vergeh~

seines Vetters Verrat:

ablesen. 'Und dabe! erkennt er

denn war sonst ala Ben Jachai konnte

den Rabbinern gewiase Ereignisse aus Uriels Leben und ge
helme Gedanken preisgegeben';'haben?

Mit gr6sster Klal."heit

erkennt Uriel, in welche achmah1iche FaIle ihn Ben Jochai
ge~t

hat.

An eine SaUls gebunden muss

Rutenstreiche erleiden.

e~ neununddrei~sig

Und dar H6hepunkt seiner Erniedri

gung kommt ala er gezwungen wird, die Gemeinde an der Tempel

aohwelle

~ber

eich hinwegtreten zu lassen.

Nun 1st Uriel voll Bache; er zerreist seine Bande und
en-tf:tieht.

Er eil t zur Wohnung seiner Familia,' die er in

Trlnen aufge16st flndet.
Baruch Sp1noza, Urie!

Von'allen wagt as allein das Kind
Ihm flbergibt Uriel das

nahezu~reten.

Verm!chtnis seiner Rache·fftr, die WelterfUhrung seines unvoll
ende.ten WeI.'kes.

Dann verlAsat

ex

seine Familie und suoht

Ben Joohai auf--bewaffnet mit
zwei Pistolen. '
.
'.

In Vanderstratens

,Wonnting-£indet er ihn.

Judith war

ihm gerade angetraut worden~·l......Dem· Wahnsinn nahe sohiesat

Uriel aU£ Ben Jochal, fehit~~~be~'.una er trifft Judith. ' In
Verzweiflung macht Uriel

endl~c~.~t

einer Kugel seinem

Leben ein Ende.
. ....

*

" *:",:-

Die-se lange 11ove11e '!.at. ala e1ne Einheit ohue

"

.;

;

-~" ~,
~

,.t

·rS~.t:.,,~,

6

irgendwelche Unterte11ungen·.gesohrieben.

Der Autor beginnt

eie mitei:fler Anrede an d1e'Juden von Amsterdam:

"Gll1ckliche

Juden,. die ihr einst zwis"chen Hollands Poldern und Deiohen
euer Asyl suchtetlr.

Dann f!hrt er tn diesem ersten Abschnltt

mit Ihnliohen Fragen und Ausrufen fort, die a11e Ideen von

dam dama11gen jftdischen Leben zueammenfassen: .
Habt 1hr lrgendwo in dar Fremde euer Passahlamm

'in soloher Ruhe genosaen und'zu den LaubhUtten

80

viel Zweige von den BAumen brechen dUrfen, alB an
dam Meerbusen von Y? So lustlg rauchten nirgends
eure Schornsteine bel der Paraskeue am Vorabend des
Sabbats; so.reich verbramte Talare durften. die MIn~
ner, so schwere goldene Ke~ten und OhrgehAnge aure
Frauen nur in Amsterdam tragenl Die Hollander
fUrchteten eich weder vor eurem Gelde, noch yor
euren BArten, noch vor euren sch6nen T6chtern, noch
vor Jehova, der sleh prAchtlge ~empel in ilirem Lande
bauen lassen durfte und mit Wachskerzen, a~lerlei
unartlkulierten T6nen,'ja selbst mit recht Ullduldsamen,
ketzersfiohtlgen und ortliodoxen Priestern und Leviten .
verehrt wurde!4
Das. zentrale Thema 1st der Kampf zwischen tolerantem
und lntolerantem Denken.

Uriel Acostas angeborenes, hart

nlokiges Infragestellen seines·jewe11igen religitJsen Glaubens,
spa~er

zuerst des christlichen und
, Streit mit dar Synagoge

j~disohen,

dea

und'~ann'auch

fUhrt zum

zum Verlust seiner'

Verlobten Judith, die er nioht h$lraten darf, weil er ala Jude
~ 'l

.

_

'

• ~.

.

':

exkommuniziert wurde.

.Aus

,d:~~ V~rhalten

der Rabblner, Ben

Jochais und Judith' entwlckelt
Uriels pers6nliehe Tra
.. eich
.
.
~die,

dia ibn sum Widerruf

lungen treibt.

Die

s~~ner

,,

ketzerischen Ideen und Hand

Widerrufttngs~zene

in dar Synagoge 1st· ein

exploslver H6hepunkt der. Novelle •.

lun kommt der Wendepunkt, Wenn Uriel plbtzllch den

, .. I..

';M~eh4'eh

'.

.

•

.
I

7
Verrat seines Vetters erkennt.
E~

Seine Rache 1st grenflenlos.

sen-a-iast die Riemen, die ihn festgesclmall t halten an

dar Schwelle der !r11r der Synagoge, und er st11rzt aua a.em
~empel

durch die strassen in die Wohnung seiner Familie.

Dort schliesst er sloh zwel Tage

und da.xm.. mit zwei Pistolen in

Ip~g

d~r

in seinem Zimmer ein

Hand, suoht er Ben Jochal.

Am EDde erschleaat er irrt!m1ich Judith

tUld

dann sich selbst.

Der Treuhlnder von Uriels unvollendetam, zertretenem
Werk 1st das Kind Baruch Spinosa.

Hler hat Gutzkow eine

rein erdichtete Verbindung zwischen beiden Charakteren ge
Bchaf'fen..

Der Knabe ersche1nt nur selten, aber immer in

bedeutenden Sltuationen, dle es ibm erlauben, bedeutende

Bemerkungen zu machen.
DaB Tempo der Novelle

wechBel~

zwischen angenebmen, er

zlhlenden Abachnitten, did die Landschaft oder geaellige Ereig
Disse beschreiben und Bolchen, deren
Haudlung 4ie Novelle dem

H6hep~

beschle~igte,'

zutrelben.

erregte

"Der nat1!r

110he Zug aller dieBer Begegnisse. ging freilich darauf hinaus,
die kaum eingetretene Befr,ledlgung aller Parteien bald wieder
su zerat8ren," Bchrelbt

Gut3kow,~~lber.

Dies 1st der typische

Klang dieses Werkes-zuerst "HarIIiqp.ie, da.nn Zwietracht.

Dooh erst ganz am
als auch der ,Wendepunkt.

Ende:

erscheinen sowohl der H6hepunkt

Darin kann man GutzkOWB Absicht er

kennan, den Leser in einer allm!h11chen EntwloklUI).g durch wach

sende Spannung dem leldenschaftl'iohen bde entgegen.zuf1.th:ren.
~-.

1..

"

I

8

'Dar Sadduzaer von Amsterdam, erschienen im Jahre 1834,
war ains der frUhesten Werka Gutzkows.

Er hatte in Hamburg

die ~utobiographie Uriel Aeostas gelesen,5 und in dieser
Novelle beschreibt Gutzkow das Leben Acostas in dichterischer
Form.

Schon beim Titel ahnt dar Leser, daBs es sieh um eine

ungew6hnliche Pers6nlichkeit handeln muss.

Denn ein Sad

duzAer gehllrt einer alten aristokratischen, jt1dischen Sekte

an. die n1ch·t an die

Unsterblichke~

t der Seele oder an Engel

glaubte. 6 Aueh folgte er nicht den mftndlichen ~radit1onen
der Juden (dem Talmud), sondern nur der

geschr~ebenen

Torah.

Die Sekte der Sadduzl!er Uberlebt-e nicht den Sturz des jl1
~chen

Staats im Jahre 70 n •. Ohr.

Unter dem Eindruck dar franzlJsischen Julirevolution
(1830) fAugt Gutzkow an, ,seine Ideen in kUnstlerischer Form.
,

durch diese Novelle auazudrdcken.

,

Wie in anderer Vorm4rz

Llteratur befasst sieh das Thema mit Ereignissen, die nicht
in Deutschland stattfanden.. Die romantische Darstellung der
Landschaft und der Lebensweise verh~llt nicht Gutzkows Uber
zeugung, dass man die Freiheit
haben muss, seine eigenen Ge
. '
~""-I.

danken zu entwickeln, ohne yOn
':1••• •'
.' :1'

werden.

Mit ausserordent11chel!!

~~n
.....

'Ta~~nt

Autor1taten bedroht zu

'werden

Handlung~n

Stimmung-en bis ins kleinat'e.-.peta;l.l beschriaben.

viele Randbemerkungen oft Hberaus reizend.

oder

Auch sind

Schon am Antang

der Novelle stellt Gutzkow eingehend die Fam1lie Aoosta dar:

Sie waren a11e erst vor kurzem aus Portugal ein
gewandert. E1ieser Bchrieb,· daB Haupt auf den linken Arm
gestl1tzt, in die alte Heimat und rtlokte eich d1e,Kerzen

on

9
auf dem Tische lmmer n~her; Joel wog portugiesische
Mlnzen mit einer kleinen Goldwage und trug den Betrag
sorgf!ltig in ein Buch ein, worin er dann daa Gewieht,
in holl!ndisehen Mttnzen· ausgesprochen, b,erechnete;
Ruben, dar jtingste, ein etwa zw6lfj!hrige~~ Knabe mit
glln~enden Augen, sang lustige Lieder von den Reben
ufern des ~ajo; Esther aber neigte sioh zu jedem,
blickte bald in Eliesers Brief, lSllschte bald auf das
Z!nglein in Joels Goldwage, bald strich sie Rubens
lookiges Haar und kdsste den treuen Mund, der so
sch!ne Weisen nicht vergessen hatte. Das ist die Mut
ter des HebrAers, sie will jedem ihrer S6hne das ganze
GI~ck, die lSngsten Jahre, die sch6ns~e Braut und die
reizendsten Kinder schenken; sie ist mit einer Liebe
. immer ungereoht gegen die anderen und liebt sie doch
alle'~ 7

.

l3.e.1n tietes' ,E1nftth.l;uil:gsve.rm6gen."ze igt. :Js:L.oh auah j. wenn er.. '; eli,e
Llebe zwischen Uriel und Judith sehildert:
Uberf411e der belden Liebenden gelangen nur, wenn
sl'e mit List verbunden waren, Ulld da sie zur Vor- .
sicht keine Zeit hatten, so wurden aie oft ftber
listet. Sie mussten dann an den GesprAchen der
1ll>rlgen teilnehmen, auch an ihren Mahlzeiten, musa-
t~~ Antworten auf Fragen geben, die man eifrig an
sie riohtete, und do.ch taten sie alles das nux mit
dlmmerndem Bewusstsein. Sie tr~umten, indem aie
Vanderstratens weit hergewanderte Fasanen assen und
die herrlichtstell Seefische bald ausschlugen, bald
nach ihnen verlange~ Judith hielt alles fUr eine
widerliohe StHrung und fand einen Gang der Gerichte
ihres Vaters missratener ala den anderen. Sie warf
mit Brotkugeln nach ihren Verwandten und-behauptete,
sie hIltten auf lhre B!trte-heute nur geringe Sorg
faIt ve~1endet. Die Weine ihres Vaters gab sie fUr
verf!lscht aus" und wenn man sie mit vi~len Fragen
behelligte oder ihre Sch~nheit pries, so Behrie sie
auf und nannte sich das unglUckseligste·Wese~, 4as
am Ufer des Meerbusens Y wohnte. Kurz, sie war so
l1ebenswUrdig, dass Uriel verstummte und sie kaum
ansusehen wagte, weil er bef~rchtete, .das, was ihn

bezauber·te,. zu serst6ren.-S

Oft benutzt Gutzkow die Natur, um den Handlungen eine
gew1sse Stimmung zu geben. ,'Ohne Zweifel war er ein Behar:fer

und sorgflltlger Beoba.ohter der 'Natur, wie folgendes Beispiel
se1~eJ1

mag: ,"Sch-on nlherte eich der Abend, der Sonnensohein

10

sprang h~~er h1nauf in die Wipfel der B!ume. n9 Und wie in
anderen Llteraturen dieser Periode beschrelbt Gutzkow auch
exot1sch-romantisohe Szenen:

Bur fllr dfe Liebe sind aie geschaffen, diese
stillen Pl!tze mit ihren langen Fenstern, ihrer
weltechallenden Turmuhr, ihren Orangerien, Spring
brunnen, Teichen, Schwanen, ihren Grotten, chin
eslschen Tempeln, Statuen, mit all dlesen reizenden
Ges chmackwidrigke iten , die aber dann nur noeh, 'das
1st die Bedingung, einem Gartner, etRam Koch und
einer alten Hausmagd zuganglich sein dUrfen!lO

Er benutzt die Natur auch als Spiegel menschlicher GefUhle:
"Sleh, die Sonne ringt eieh drt1ben aua den Nebeln los.

Sel

dies ein Zeiehen, daeenur reine·, lichte Wah:r.helt 'fiber meine

Zunge kommen soll."ll Und wenn Uriel flieht, ruft er aua:
Ahnte lch
Tages etwas
nacht liegt
lch Wllsste,

doch, dass mir die Sonne des heut1gen
Gutes bedeutete! Wie eine lange Nebel
die j!ngste Vergange~eit hinter mire
dass Bich, j.etzt alles wenden mUsate .12

Oder, wenn Gutzkow die Nacht bescbreibt:
Die Dinge flohen nich~ mehr, er Bah, daBS alles
stand und nur auf ihn wartete, cb er herankame.
Der Mond stand tiber ibm, die BI,ume warfen lange,
sohwe1gsame Sehatten, ein stern blitzte nach den
anderen am Himmel auf. Er musste innehalten, um
~lch auf alles, was ges~~eh~n war, zu beB1nnen. 13
An anderer Stelle wlrkt die:' Lan~sehaft auf Urlels stimmung:
~

..

Wie aber so vieles in eurem Herzen von !uaseren
Umgebungen abb4ngt, so wirkt~n auf Uriel die ver
schiedenen Gegenden, die.:" er~ auf seiner. Irrfahrt
antra!, auf verschiedene:Weise. War er auf ein
samer Wanderung, auf sich selbst angewieaen, so
beherrschte ihn die Stimmung, die wir eben schilder
ten; sah er grosse StAdte, das Gewfthl dar Menschen,.
wie a11ee in del.' Erziel~g de,s eigenen Vorteils
slch vertiefte, dann 30g··,1hn. dieBer Anblick von
seinem Trf1bsinn bald wieder,ab, seine Miene er
heiterte sieh, und er wur~a ttnsehlUssig, ob er
nicht.wieder an diesem L!r.m, an d1esem Vertreiben
des einen Tagee durch den.andern teilnehmen sollte.

.... ;:

....

11

Die alte Keekhelt seines Gaiates steckte in ihm
wieder Ihre Fahne auf', und mutige, ml!nnllche Ge
danken ~Qgen mit klingendem Spiel dureh sein In
neree. l
>..
.

Es fillt

auf~

dass in'der letzten Hllfte der Novelle

Gutzkow fast nie mehr auf dle'Natur hinweist.

Daher ist die

Stlmmung hier auch ganz andere als im ersten Teil.
ver~Qert,

n1cht Iftnger

l~icht

Uriel 1st

empf!nglich fUr die Natur.

Auah der Traum spielt bei" Gutzkow eine wichtige Rolle,
um die

Handl~g

dar Iovelle vorauezuahnen.

Uriels Mutter

Esther, zum Beispie1, eagt die Ereignisse der Novelle voraus:
Dar grosse Gatt, dar jede Nacht zu mir im Tr~ume
sprloht, 11ess mich dies schon alles deutlich . vorsus
sehan. Ioh traumte, ihr waret noeh alle 'sebr jung,
und ioh f«hrte euch hinaus in die Berge von Porto.
Wle wir da so e~sam waren, erhellte sieh plBtzllch
die Gegend, und eln wunderbares Schloss stand'vor una,
in Sonnennebel eingehUllt und drinnen wie von tausend
Sonnen erleuchtet. An dem Tor aber liess sieh eine
herrliche Frau in h1mmelblauem Kleide blicken,.die rief
euch mit sehmeichelnden Wor~en EU, bei ihr einzutreten.
Aber nur Uriel verstand, 'was 'sie spraen. Er eilte zu
ihr hin, und sie schloss ibn. in ihren Arm. Doch nun
w!hrtees nicht 1ange, ,so h6rte ich aua dem Schloss
ein klAgl1ches Wehklagen'; es war Uriels ~t1mme, der
bald auf der h6chsten Zinne .~erschien und flehend, wie
1m letzten Todeskampf, seine HAnde nach uns ausstreekte.
Er rie!: 'Mutter, Joel,·:,Elieser, Ruben!' der doch
damals.noch nicht geboren wa~. loh wollte ihm zu Hilfe
ellen, aber im Augenblic~ v~~8chwand das Schloss, und
loh h~rte nichts mehr ala sein Ruten, das immer herz
zerschneidender wurde. ./:In rp.einer ftlrohterliohen Angst
lief loh dar Stimme naoh-; ab~r ich aah niehts, bis es.
N'acht wurde und em ;jah~r Abgrund mir und euoh das
. laebell. nahm.15
, " . ~:'.

SpAter in der Novelle Bterbe~ wl~klich Judith, Uriel und Esther!
Klassische undo

vertreten.

histo~+sclte'>,'Ansp1elungen

sind zahlreich

Wenn Gu~skow ~ersucli~, die Schilderung einer

gl'lokl1olien Liebe ~u geben, "'sagt' er etwa:

- '"::'

12
Man wdrde Aphrodite beleidigen, lauBchte man an
dam .Zelte des Achilles, wie f'Briaeis ihm den Helm
und Harnisch nimmt und unter Kosen und Lachen tiber
die' Sc~ecken der Schlacht einen Trittmph des ver
':.' .~" _l:lebteIl Scherzens..nach dem anderen feiert! 16
Un~

wenn er Uriels Flucht beschreibt, vergleicht der

Autor ihn mit mythologischen Figuren:
Wer Uriel in der D!mmerung Hber die strasse
stflrmen sah, ohne Hut, mit fliegendem Haar auf
schwels·striefenden Rosse, daB er unausgesetzt
mit seinen Sporen stachelte, mU8ste .ihn fUr einen
Damon der Fabel, einen K6nig der Heide halten,
dar fUnkenstiebend durch seinen Zauberkreis
tlleht,' um die Nacht zu erreichen, oder f!r
Orestes, der den Muttermord eben vollzog und
die Furlen hinti7 slch die brennenden Fackeln
schwingen hert.
.
Inselnen historisohen Anspielungen Macht Gutzkow die
Gestalt des jungen Baruch S'pinoza zum Erben und
von Uriel's Gedankengut.

~reub11nder

Auah spielt er auf' das franz6sische

KlJn1gtum an wenn er schreibt:

"H6chst royalistische, aber

auch hechst poetische Sitze, in die

F~ankreichB

Heinriche

Ihre Dianenvon Poitiers einschlossenln18 Ebenso wird die
spanische Inquisition herangezogen als eine jener histo

..

Jischen Ereignisse, die diese Novelle beeinflussen •
~erner

weist,Gutzkow oft aUf' die biblischen Tradltlonen

eowohl von Juden ala auoh Oh~iat~n hin.
.

1st

.

d~e Erw~ung

des

~1n typlac~es Beispiel

.

zwelund~s~gsten

Psalms von David:

Die Versammlung stlmmte inzwischen jenen Psalm
ea, 4en David sang, als Doeg~" der Edomitert kam
uud Saul anssgte, dass David in Ahimeleohs Haua ge
kommen: ftWas trotzest duo denn...:.-tl19
.
Dlese Anspielung ist passend,

ferrlter.

Doeg~

.

we~l

'

in dieaem Psalm David den,

einen Edomiter, der nicht Jude war, verdammt:

13
was trotzest du denn,. du Tyrann,. dass du kannat

Schaden tun; so doch Gotte~ G~te noah tAglich
W&hrt? lleine Zunge trachtet nach Schaden und
Belmeidet mit Lttgen wie ein scharfe's Schermesser.

Da rede·at l1eber Blf'ses denn Gutes, und Falsches
denn Rechtee. (Sela) Du redest gerne ~Oles, ~as
~

verderben dient. mit. falscher Zunge.

AUf diese Weise unterstreicht dieee biblische Szene die Szene
"

in der Synagoge, als der Verrater Uriel auch fir seine trttge

rische Zunge von der Gemeinde verdammt wird.
I·

Eine andere bibliache. Anspielung ersche1n\als der ex
kommUnizier~e'Urlel

zornig einen jlhen Untergang der LUge

und der Barbarai prophezeit.

Sein Neffe Baruch autwortet

"Wer :dir die eine Bac-ke schlAgt f dem reiche allch die

ibm:

andere."~l ~ diesar Bemerkung erkennt man die Begabung
die.es Kindes, das schon das

N~u~

Testament auf gr!echisch

Dieser christliche Begriff ist wichtig fUr die Hand

liest.

lung dar Novell"

weil Uriel,

de~

Neffen in seine Arme

schl.Iessend, auch die Begabung erkennt, wenn,'er sagt:
"Veniet alter. qui me ma30r erit.,,22 Mit dlesem Batz deutet

GutBkow Uriels kommenden·· S·turz 'an u;.ul. Spl:aoZas" 'EiitW1l:klung ala
das Genie, das die neue Eth1k,. die Uriel nur unvollstlndig
'.
formulierte, soha.t£en wflrde·.:
,

Dar Autor benutzt

met~phoriache

Sprache.

So beachreibt

er zum BeispIel den Rhein ala d.en "FUhrer fl der Reise Urlels.
Oder der Mond ers.cheint ala '''die$er a1te WAchter" v'ou'-Uriels r
Liebe.

Einige Ereignlsse beBchr~ibt der Aliter als ''Kaime

dar Zulomft...deren

tragisch~~ A~~SChlage

•

1

..

wir entgegengehen. II.

_

TInd ala Ur1el erkennt, da.ss 'er Judiths Liebe zerstlSrt hat; .
~

er &Us:

~etn

Liebstes babe

Ich.s~lbat

von mir gestoBsen;

14
ich fand eine Kurzweil darin, eine Perle mit meinen Fftasen
zu zertreten."

Am Ende dar .Novelle in einigen auadrucksvol

len eItzen wird die Rache eine Freundin genannt:

Urisl ertrug allee, denn die Rache ist eine
aufheiternde, trBstende Freundin jeder Kr4n~
kuBg. Sie versagt dem Munde die Kraft, seinen
Schmerz auszuschreien; sie maoht jede Klage
stumm, sie verkHrzt sogar die Zeit des Leidea
unu gibt da Leben wieder, wo man glauben sollte,
es sel g~zlich geflohen. • • • sie schwang ihre
blut1ge Fackel, und wie ein Raaender st~rzte23
Uriel von dem orte seiner Erniedrigung fort.
Gelegentllch

~bernimmt

der Erz!hler die Rolle eines

Beobachters, der zwischen der Handlung den Leser mit seiner
pers8nlichen Me1nung zu beeinfluasen veraucht.

Er erschelnt

dann und wann ala erkllrender oder mahnender Sprecher.

er SpinOZ8 vorstellt, befiehlt er den LeBem:

aure H!upterl"

Ala

"Entbl6sst'

SpAter vergleicht Gutzkow die Zust!nde der

Zeit,·tn dar er selbst lebte, mit denen in Acostas Leben:
Entziehen wir dam ungl~cklichen Manne unsere
Teilnahme nicht, weil wir ihn hier eine seiner
vielen PrUfungen schlecht,bestehen sehenl Wir,
die wir gewohnt Sind, in einer gleichsam ange
borenen, fortw!hrenden M!rtyrerschaft zu leben,
weraen leicht zur Hand sein, ftber einen ~ den
Sxab zu brechen, der gegen die Satzungen einer
.fanatischen, intolerante;n:' Religion aUfsutreten
dlm,Kut hatte und splter·'~st'ande. sam konnte,
.~eder her~zukriechen su· de~Hand, die ihn
z1!chtlgte. 24
'":," :, ,:
.,,'. ~.

j.;.

Und wdeder wird man Teilnehmer am·Geschehen, wenn er schrelbt:
"Aber' noch waren nur alle di~ Di~ge Keime der. Zukunf't,

deren traglschem Ausschlage

S1tuationan voller

!it

Iro~

e~tgegengehen."

w:,:,rden geschaffen·. um die

eympathie des Lesers zu weck~n. >·.~lS die Pries'tar den Fluch
Cer Uriel ausaprechen',

si;tge~

ete:

"Gelobt sei -Gott! tv

)

15
Auch auf dam HfShepunkt von

Ur~elB

Wut, ala

er

an eine Sl.tule

in der Synag.oge.·, gebunden 1st, B~gt die Gemeinde:

Gott. alle Lande!"
Xantrast

~wischen

tlJauchzet

Gutzkows,Absicht ist klar: er will den
der Selbstgerechtigkeit der Priester und

ihrer'Grausamkeit herausstellen.
])as Hervorstechende an/;, dem Stil Gutzkows 1st sem Ge

brauch la.:nger SchaohtelsAtZ'e.' H1er se! ein Beispiel gegeben:.
Es war in der ersten Hllfte des siebzehnten
in einer der strassen t die von
dem grossen Kai zu Amsterdam auslaufen•. in
etnen stattl1chen Bause t das.s1ch vor niemand
.
verst-eckt&, aber scho~ spAt, bel eingebrochener
NaCht. daas vielleicht die ,sorgsamste und,ehr
wUrdigste der jUdischen M~tter mit dreien von.
ihren S6hnen zusammensase. 25 '
.'
.
Jahrhunderts~

Oder, ala si'ch Uriel seine Zuk:untt voratellt :
Er ash voraus', dass 11m Neugi'er und unauf'ge
!orderte Teilnahme mit jedem ~chritt bel!stigen
wU.l:.'den t dass aich seine Freunde wUrden beeifern
mflssen, seinen :Entschluss zu loben und 1lnn ihre
Dlenste anzubieten, dass sieh jetzt jedermann

berechtigt glauben ~det Uber religi6se Irr
t1lmer in seiner Gegenwart mit einer schon
ausgemachten Sicherheit abzusprechenj,kurz,
das gauze Elend, das- da eintrltt, wenn. ai-ch
einmal grosse Geister herablasaen, im S1nne, der
kleinen zu hande1n. berechnete er mit weiser
Eins1eht, und vermochte e~611ber eich,. das Un
'vermaidliohe zu ertragen.
<.
, >

E1JI. . gUt entwlckeltea

,

~~ell:~::GutZkOWS kommt in semen

Charakterze10lmungen zum Ausiruck'•.. E1n besonders deutllches
Beispiel davon 1st die

~olge~e

Situation:

Verlobte Judith endl.i.ch nach: eiD.~r
gefUnden.

la.nge~

Uriel hat seine
Trennung wieder

Uriel sieht die A~se~lichke1ten. wahrend Judith

1hr Ideal suckt.> ',Das Bei8pi~_:L b~gil:mt mit d~~ Begegnung:

Es war eine kind.lsche 'VO;b~~itung~ womit d~e
baldeD. Liebenden die, Festtage'-1hres ZusammenseinB
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zu b'egilmen pflegten; denn ala ale die Orangerie er
batten, die o.ich:t am: Hause in die hinten
11egenden Gar-ten ffJh:rte., setzten sie zuerst ihren'
reioh~

SchimIok und die ausaeren.·Auskleidungen ihrer Schlln
Uriel, der jade Xette, jede Haar
sclmur, das Stlrnband,d1e Ohrgeh!nge, den Gttrtel,.,
alles un~bertref~lich und ganz angemessen fand dem
dunkaln, in langen Locken fallenden Haar, dar
ma3estAt1schen Stirn, dam blendenden Nacken, den
zah1losen Reizen, mit welohen Judith die kHhnste
Vorstellung von Grieahenlanda Liebesg6ttin !ber
traf; sie aber, der im Gegenteil am Geliebten nichta
recht war, weder die Halak:rause noch die Verachlin
~ der goldenen Brustkette, weder dar Fall dar
:Barettf'eder, noch die Schleit en an den Schuhen, die
1hr vor allem pedantisch erschienen. Sie hatte
,
viel an j.hrem Idol zu stutzen und zu ordnen, ehe sie
inn 1hrer X«sse fUr wtrdig hielt. Und Urle~ war '
glloldich in diesem Spiele, seine Augen verkleiner.:..
ten slch~ ala ware der Horlzont aeiuer Seele viel zu

halt zurecht:

weit fUr dleae still.e Freude, er gab sieh der Arg
losig~elt dieses Genusaes, d'en sonderbaren, liebens:'"

wlrdigen Einf4llen Judiths, ihren Launen, ihrem
·kindlsQhen, verstandlosen Gesehw4tz, dem ga.uzen Wahn
wits einer so jungen, Liebe hin. mit derselben'schwel
geJ:1sche~ Entwaffnung, die ihr em1>f'indet,. wenn eine
, Barte Hand in eurem Haa:re wflhlt!27
.

Weiter wird der Leser mit Uriel und Judith dureh die
.

,

Dialoge anderer beka.ml.t gemaoht., Sie werden dam Leser von
Uriels Mutter

Est~er

und den BrUdern vorgeatellt. welche

!ber be ide diskutieren.

Auah werden Uriels innerste Ge

danken durch seine Rede mit,
bart.

Er erklArt:

a~tnem

"Diesen,.. ~orge'n babe ·ich dazu erwahlt,

dich in meine VerMltnisse, :.. n ie

sam mbsen,

Cousin Ben Jochal offen

tie:1'er bl1Cken\u

,dir mum Teil noah unbekannt

~aSsen.n28

Dann :1'1lbrt Uri.el

mit den Einzelheiten s-eines Lebella fort., nioht nur in e1nigen
Abs~hn1tte~

sondern auf me~~en,Seiten.

1
t

t.

.'

wi~

der Leser mit de8

Auf dieae Weise

¥,,"

Blnter~d

von Uriela Leben bekannt,

"

gemacht.
Gutzkows Darste11ung,Uriels in der Novelle geht weit

17.
t.ber 3ene des Dramas hi:naus, besQnders bei dar l1usserliohen
~eaChreibung

bens.

Die

und der'Erkllrung von E1nzelheiten seines Glau

e~ste

Besohreibung von Uriel llsst ihn una klar

Beh.,.,:

Es war eine hohe, herrliohe Gestalt, yom krllftig

stan und ebenmlssigsten Gliederbau, das Antlitz
dUDkel und mit vollem Barte beschattet, die Miene
~t. verschlossen, nur selten von einem Zuoken um
dle Mundwinkel tlberrascht'f aber das Auge matt 9 in
siCh zurUckgezogen. DaB phantastische, ritter11che

Gawand vermehrte die edle Haltung und den Ans.tand,

a.r

»ann

seinem Benehmen angeboren schien. 2 9

beschreibt Gutzkow das Einf!hlungsverm6gen Uriels:

Urlel, der ein so feines Ohr batte, dass er die
Pulse in seiner Familie. klopfen h~rte, war unf!hig~
seine Verstimmung bis zur Grausamkeit zu·steiger:n.·
Er richtete siah auf, legte seinen Mantel ab, lttftete
'seine Kleider und nahm eine so freundlicmMiSne an,.
dass er vieles da~ gegeben bAtte, ware ihm diese
natUrlich gewesen.;O
,
Oft unteraucht Uriel seine
seine Taten.

~1genen

BeweggrUnde

f~

Er gesteht. dass er selbst zum !reil dar Grund

seines E1ends ist:, "loh ritze mir selbst die Seale wund und
macha·.,. dass

all~

maine GeistestAtlgke1ten in fortwahrendem

Heber liegen.,,31
~ch

direkte Rede

Ur~ela '~der

mit langen erzlhlenden

Abschnitten w1dmet Gutzkow ~gei~ ein Drlttel seiner Novelle
~

~"'-!

dfJD. innerlichsten Gedanken Ur1els..
sl.hl.ende . Absclmi.tte

Typisch' fttr

GUtZkOW8

sind dIe folgenden Ze11en:

ED war natUrlloh, daas Ur1~i unter so1chen Um
sttfnden eine andere Stimmung" .seines Charakters zu
laSsen IIlUsste. Die frt1he~e :a:~i terkeit' f die ihn
sel.bst da nicht gaaz verlieaa ~ .ala er ~1e einge
tretene Kataatrophe sich al~ich vorbereiten
sa;h. war g!nzllch aus se1n~.~ GemfJ.t verschwunde-n•.

Er lag gegen sich selbst

in Feindschaft und ve~
:ro1gta sieh mit einem Groll,' ala hatte siCh sem
.I

~»'tkYftt~ l~~; £;, }to., i t ? " · t, ~

~*i:'F'bi'f)

er
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Wesen. in zwei Halften geteiit. Es tobte ein fort
wJhrender Kampf in seinem Inneren. Bald ertappte
e~ sieh auf einer Gedankenreihe, die er von sich zu
verbannen beschlossen batte, bald verwarf er dies
g~ze abgemessene Wesen und nannte sich einen Toren,
dar Unaufhaltsames d!mmen wollte. Seine Augen Eogen
sich in ihre HBhlen zurUck, Furchen legten eich in
die Ebene seiner Stirn, dar gellufige strom seiner
Rede stockte, und die Teilnahme an fremden Interes
sen erkaltete.'~
.
Es muas hier 3edooh festgestellt werden, dass die Darstellung
Urle.1s als eines Mannes dar unaufh.6rlichen Dagen und Ge
w1ssensrechtfertigungen den Leser manchmal ermUdet.

Doah

st8sst man oft auf eine scharfe Beobachtungsgabe Uriels, die
in direkter Rede wiedergegeben w1rd.

Da

stellt er zum Bei

spiel Judith eine Frage:
Sage m1r, wenn es wirklich eine Ewigkeit gtlbe und
sie sieh damit beschaftigte, diesen EU belohnen und
3enen zu bestrafen, h!tte sie damit nicht auch eine
grosse Mangelhaftigkeit in'der Weltordnung zugela.ssen'?
D~nn was hiasse das anders, ala Preise aussetzen,
die nicht mellr die Tugend zu erringen hAtte, sondern
dar Eigennutz? Die Tugend 1st, wie die Wahrheit,
'um ihf'er selbst willen da. Sie teilt hie.rin die
Eig~sohaft, die dar Sch6nh~it nooh nie bestritten
wurde. Von der SchBnheit verlangst. du nieht, dass
aie e1ch dereinst noah steigere. 53
Judith wird als ein
dargestallt.

Aber die

se~6nes,

wlch~igst.e·.

reizendes, junges MAdchen
Entwicklung ihres Charakters

,1st Gutzko~~' Erkltlrung von uf1el~·.,versuch, Judith auf seine
gleieha geistige Sture emporzuheben.
B~auf

Obglelch sie, ala dar

Uriel ausgeaprochen wird; keinen Widerstand gegen

ihrea Vater leistet und dabei Ur~el verlAast, finden wlr
spater. dass aie ihn wieder s~cht
und ihrer Liebe versichert •
.
Doch kommt Gutzk~w in seiner Cha.~erze1chnung zu dem Schlusa,
~

dass

S~&

~~.

~

zu dieser geistigen Verlnderung unfthig 1st.

Er
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schreibt aUBserdem 1m allgeme1nen tiber die "SpbAre des
Weibes," zuerst tiber Jud1ths

Ve~s:uch,

,Uriel zu verstehen,

daun tfber 1hre Probleme und,' end11ch 11ber ihr Versagen.
ihre~

'tiber

Versuch sagt Gutzkow:
,

'

Judith bot alle ihre Kraft auf, jetzt mit dem Ge
liebten in gleichem Schritte zu bleiben. Die War.n~
gel;l, die man. ihr zufltlsterte, tlberh6rte sie; sie unter
l~esa es sogar, offenbare Verleumdungen, die man gegen
Utlel verbre1tete, zu mildern; denn aie glaubte jetzt
alles. an ihm entschuldigen zu k6nnen. Sie f~lte sich
~tiger, erhabener als alle, seitdem aie die Ver~raute
e~es starken Geiates geworden war.
Doch wie oft
t)erraschte sie siah wieder auf einer Schwache! Es
geb Augenblicke, wo aie ganz in ihre natttrlichen An
lagen zurUckfiel und vom Ausserordentlichen ihrer Lage
sQhwer gedrfJ.ckt wurde. In zu kurzer Zeit hatten ihre
~tschl~sse reifen sollen, zu schnell war ihr Inneres
herausgekehrt worden an die' 'rauheste Seite des Lebena.
Ein weibl!ches Herz vermag vielleicht gr6sseren
,Schmerz zu ertragen als das m4nnliche, doch muss es
alJm!bJicher an Leiden gewBhnt werden. Bei Judith
~ alles ohne Vorbereitung; sie sollte lieben, has
sen, bleiben, fliehen, fast in demselben Momente.34
. tiber ihre Probleme:
DeahaIb· machte er \lJrieil Judith zur Vertrauten
seiner Studien, er bemtlhte s.ich, aie von ihren Vor
-qteilen zu befreien, UJIl ,auf, .diese Weise ihre Meinung
fUr sich zu haben. Aber der Fluch dieser Erziehung
11). der Liebe;, die schon so manchen Jtlngling betrog,
dJrohte au~h hier einzusch1ag~n. Jedes Weib hat
'
"iellelcht Lust, ihre Spb1tre:? zu 4berschreiten, aber
8~e ftirchtet dann isolie~t z¥ werden.
Den Trotz,
dl$r deli Mann, einer Wel~ ':gegen11J>er, nicht verlasst,
k~nnt sie nicht, sie emp~!ngt~ inn nur durch ein Bei
s:p-le1., das seine Wirkung' 'verl1ert, sobald as aus den,
Al1-geJl 1st. Dem Manne f dJ~r Ge'danken schafft ~ dienen
4ie Stufen, auf denen e~,~u'~hnen emporstieg; doch
_lches Weib htttte s.loh'; wenD: sie je einer ausser
~dentlichen Bildung teilhaf~i,g wurde, durch Mittel
~ieder emporgeschwungen?
E~, waren immer nur voll
~dete,. schon fertige, vom Schmutz des Aufbauens und ,
~:UChens gereinigte Ge~anken, die sie in .sich auf
, und die sle dann auch'nicht zu verteidigen
V!rstande Hier braoh sich Judiths F$higkei.t. hier
b 1eb sie hinter Uriel ZUi."tlck" und je weiter er sich
V n 1hr antfernte, je mehr er ihr von solclien schrof
f_D. fUr sie unbeweisbaren Und unbewiesenen Ideen
~warf, desto unglUckl1cher,wuxde 81e.35
.

•

!~,/

\ '1

:

",:0:.'

•

~-

•

~
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Und endlich, nach einem Geaprlch

~er

die Unsterbliehkeit

der 8"e1e, die .Uriel verneint, entzieht sich Judith ibm:
Judith war freilich nicht selbst!ndig genug, als
dass sie gewagt batte, jetzt ~ber Urlel den Stab zu
br.echen; aber eingesteh~n konntesie sich, dass ihr
Vertrauen zu ihm wankend wurde
Er hatte aie aelbst
a~s ihrer frUheren Unbefangenheit herausgeriBsen und
sie gelehrt, auf Fragen dieaer Art, wie aie an jenem
Abend unterschieden wurden, Wert zu legen. Sie sah'
e~, dass sie diesem Fluge nicht mehr folgen konnte.
S~e wUrde nicht geglaubt haben, daBS dies ZurUck
blelben eine Verringerung ihrer Liebe sein k6nnte,
venn Uriel nicht selbst geaagt hatte, daBs man auch
o~e Unsterblichkeit lieben k6nnte. Keinem diesar
Dtlemmen, in die ihr Glaube und ihre Liebe gerieten,
war sie gewachsen; sie ~~rde unwillig, dass sie da
z:w1schen geraten war, und es gab Augenblieke, wo sieh
d.r MiSsmut Uber den Urheber' dieser Verwirrung bia
~ Hasse steigerte •. Schon vermied sie zuweilen,
U~iel zu begegnen, ob sie ihn gleich, da es sie dann
v~eder reute, von freien StUeken wieder aufsuchte •
. Be~ Jochai, dessen Rat sie ansprach, bestarkte sie
in ihrem Entschlusse, slch von Uriel loszureissen.,6
0

Aufschlussreich ist, daBs Gutzkow einen solchen Charak
ter wie Judith in dieaer Novelle entwlckelt, der mit Rosalie
ScheiQeman~el

verglichen werden

~ann.

Er hat in seinem

eigenen Leben (1834) eine glelc4e Erfahrung mit elnem Mad
bhen «leses

Nam~gehabt.

Diese'·,Situat"lon
ist von Peter
.
". ~

.

"

Ml1l1er 1.4 GutzkOWB Werke besohrl¥ben:
:'~..

~

Ala Schleiermaoher am.'.12 •.:'Febrllar 1834 starb, ver
lJtfent11chte Gutzkow in' ~er';·S.tuttgarter "Allgemeinen
Zeltung" einen Nekrolog, ···.·.de;~!·bei der Berliner Ortho
dox1e elnen sturm. der El1trt.trJtung. hervorrief. Rosalie
f8hlte Bich durch die p1et~~lnse Kritik an lhrem
gteisen Liebllngsprediger au:tl3 t1efste verletzt. Ala
Gutzkow zu Ostern nach Berlin zurUekkehrte, -wies die
Mutter dem IIGottesleugner" die fi!Ur, und die Tochter,
sG sehw.sr es ihr auch fiel, ~trat au.f ihre Se:ite. Un
'v«Emlhlt starb Rosalie im J~e 1863. 37
:D1.e- Scliuld ftlr Uriels
.eft.:unentscb1osaene:
;Ha.ndlungen
.
.
c

~

~

g1bt cler Autor meistens' Ben'JQchS.l. Einmal spricht Gutzkow

'.
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direkt !ber ihn:

"In seinem ganzen Wesen lag viel frei

Unterwerfung, yielleicht, mehr als h1nreichend war,

w111i~e

una Vertrauen zu erwecken. ,,38 Am Ende der llovelle enth1lllt
schliesslich den Hintergrund des angeblichen

~utzkow

lnteresses, Jochais ffir Uriel'.
~g

Allm!hlich, durch Vorspiega.;..

talacher 2atsachen, treibt er Uriel trftgeriach zu seinem

Bwe1ten Widerruf.

Er war ein feiner Menschenkenner und

WHsate. dass dieser Widerruf

~r~els

Stolz brechen warde.

Da4uroh will Jochai Judith zurUckgew1nnen.
Andere Oharaktere sind in,der Novelle nicht so aus
'flhrlich entwickelt wie im Drama.' Die Mutter Esther er
scheint nur am Anfang und spAter nach Uriels zweitem Bann;
doch w1rd aie in der Novelle nicht wie 1m Drama als Blinde
darge.§tellt.
und

von Gutzkow als eine besonders sanfte und sorgsame

w~rd

Mutte~

Sie stirbt "am Ende der Novelle wie 1m Drama

portr!tiert.

Uriels Schwester (Baruchs Mutter), er

schein"t'in der Novelle nicht, aber 1m Drama., und Manasse
leid&t

keinen·Gesch!ftssturz~

anged:trQ~t

wird.

In

der

dar ihm im Drama von Jochai
nur kurz auf den Arzt

Novet~et,wird
~ ~"

"

.t'

de S11'V@..,. hingewiesen,
. wlhren4 er-'
. .. 1m Drama aktiv an der Hand
""

lung bateiligt ist.
(

Auch den R~bb1nern wird in -der Novelle
,,' .

1~

.

~\

keme ,alt~flhrliehe Bea~hre~~Ung· gew~dmet'.
Zuaammengefasat
kann man
die
\
.
~ine !~~lung
~sc~ei

!ehler,

hauptsAchlich als

Bezie~un~·zueinander

Uriel und Judith

.
schlo~s~n~

.t'"

von der

~ovelle

be~rachten.

-

und der Liebe

Uriels oft unent

Haltung gegen!ber'Seinem
Glauben 1st dar tragische
.
'

d~r

ihn um den Erfolg seiner religiBsen Ideen briugt

711 5~

ttsr

m

'*
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und

ve~hindert,

daBS seine Liebe zu Judith in Erf411ung geht.

:

'

~,

J'ORM

mm

GEHALT DES DRAMAS

Dam Drama, daB im Jahre 1640'spielt, liegt das teben

des glelchen Uriel

Acos~a,

soh11dert, zugrunde19

seine BrUder Ruben

den Gutzkow in der Novelle

Fern~r treten auf seine Mutter Esther,

d Joel, Manasse Vanderstraten {ein
~ochter

reicher Handelsherr in Amsterdam)"und seine

Judith,

Judiths Verlobter, Ben Jochal, Judiths Oheim, der Arzt·de

SIlva, die Rab'biner Ben Aldba, de Santos und Van der Emden,
ferner Uriels Neff'e-, ein Knabe von sieben Jahren, Baruch

Spinoza.
1m ersten Aufzug erflhrt man, dass Uriel sieh in

Judith verllebte,als Ben Jochal auf Reisen war.

Uriel und

Ben Jochal treffen einander 1m Hause de Silvas und Urlel
erkllrt, dass er das Land verlassen will.

Der Hauptgrund

dafUr ist seine Liebe Zu Judith, Ben Jochais Verlobte.
U~lel,

Juditha Haualehrer, 1st ein sehr gelehrter Mann.
l

.

,

Seine Familie 1st aua Portugal eingewandert, weil sie end
lich

religi~se

Herrsoha:f't der

Freiheit in Holland flnden -konnte, wo aie die
spanlschen~. Inquis~tion

tragen brauchte.

nieht linger

EU

er

Nun aber.. hat' Uriel Sohwierigke1ten m1 t den

Rabbinern der Synagoge.· . Er hat ein Bueh geachr1eben, das

lJffentlich den jl1dlsehen Glauben disputiert.
.

Silva 1st von

d~n

Dar Arzt de

.

Rapbinern ',~ufg~ordert worden, Uriels Buch

zu prlfen, ob die Schr1ft 1D1,Einklang mit dem Jucientwn. steht •

•
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De Silva, der einst Uriels gellebter Lehrer war, muss in
sieben Tagen seine Meinung g7ben.
Ullter diesen Umstlnden kann Uriel nicht

wegfa.11r.ell'~

Er will in Amsterdam bleiben, um "den Kampf des Geistes"

!ill

wagen.
Der zwelte Aufzug spielt in Manasse Vanderstratens
Villa in der Nahe von Amsterdam.

Sie 1st festlich geachmfickt;

Judit4 und ihr Vater wollen mit einer Gesellschaft die
tAglichen Handelskrisen vergesaen.

Judith 'hat Uriel ein

geladen, obwohl er in Gefahr ist, mit der Acht der Synagoge
belegt zu werden.

Manasse Vand.e.rstrateD: hat es nicht gem,

dass Urisl kommt, aber Judith argumentiert, da ja ihr Vater
als Mann von freier Denkart bekannt sei, k6nne'eD einladen
wen er wftnsche.
scheinen.

Trotzdem verbietet Manasse Uriel zu er

Er erklArt mit ernster Stimme, dass es eich zieme,

dass man Judith an Ben Jochais Seite erblioken solle.
ist as nlcht

~el1 Jo~hJi1i:·der.:mlt

Denn

.Judith· 'verlobt ist?

Jetzt eracheint Uriel, nicht wissend, dass andere Gaste
anwesend

sind.

Er kommt, um seinen Abschied von Judith zu

nehmen und erkllrt ihr, dass, aie sem Leben in Acht und Bann
"

nicht teilen d11rfe, denn wenU" sl.e': den "Verfluchten" liebte,
~de die j~dlsohe Gemeinde 'sielnlcht dulden.

InZl'lischen diskutieren de Silva, und Ben JOQhal Uriels
i

Buch.

De

,Silvas Meinung ist:

Der Arzt und Philosoph

"Dar Autor 1st kein Jude. 11

S11va·jedoch

~e

ac~tet

in Uriel den

Philoaophen und versucht, inn'vor dam Bann der S,nagoge zu
bewahren.

Auf seinen Vorschl'ag 'hin Boll Ben Jochai"vor den

.: "Nit

~

~

,., ttWit
t

$
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Rabbinern erkl4ren, daas Uriel nooh von,Portugal her ein
,

"

aei~

zwangslAufig,bekehrter Christ
und zug~eich

weil sie

wUrde

niema~s

B~n

Das wtirde Uriel helfen

Joohai 'Judith dadurch zurttokgewlnnen,
d~fte.

Chrlst1n werden

AlB ibn die Rabbiner in Vanderstratens Villa mit der
Acht belegen Y1ollen, unterbr1cht Ben ,Tooha1:
Vir' haben wohl in Amsterdam die Macht,
1m
Sohosse der Gemeinde Recht,zu spreohen
Nach unsern heil'gen BrAuchen und Gesetzen-

Dooh ~ber Juden nur--Aoostaist ein Christ.40
Jochai erkl!rt, dass Uriel durch keinen 6ffentliohen Akt'
wieder zum Judentum heimgekehrt sei.. Uriel antwortet, daas
er wieder Jude ist, doch nur aua dem GefUhl dar Zugeh6rig
keit zu seinen leidenden StammesbrUdern und nicht aus dem
Glauben an traditiohelJ.e-- Pri,esterlebren.
gen~gen

den Priestern nicht.

Sfa verfluchen Uriel und

sprechen die Acht 'f1ber ibn aus.
Uriels Seite.

Diese Grllnde

Judith tritt, mutig' an

Jochai halt Judith' fUr eine VerrAterin und

er sohwBrt Rache.

Manasse fUhlt sioh dem Gesohehen gegen

!ber hilfloa, dooh er lAaat Vernunft walten und

aohl~gt VO~,

dass Uriel in seiner Villa bleibt, w4hrend er und Judith
nach Amsterdam

zurt1okkehren~

,

Im dritten Akt steht dIe M6gliohkeit eines Widerrufs
1m Mittelpunkt.
~ingesetzt.

Judiths Oheim t de Silva. hat s'ich f't1r Uriel

Manasse verspricht. wenn Uriel widerrufe, dUrfe

Judith ibn heiraten.

Aber ala er diese MBgliohkelten Uriel
~~

Torschl!gt,' erklllrt dieser.,. ,dass

...
lJberzeugungen werden wllrde!t

Und ,doch:

.
• t

nie zum Verrlter seiner

"

getrieben Tom Mitleid

.

"\
I
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fir seine alte blinde Mutter und auch von seiner Liebe zu
J~dith.;:.ist

Uriel, mit sich 1m Widerstreit', e;ndlich zum

W1derruf bereit •.
De

Silva klagt am Anf'ang des vierten Akts die Rabbiner

Sn,:daas' sie Uriel von allem·menachlichen Verkehr abgesohnitten
bAtten und ibn in v611iger Isolation in der Synagoge hielten.·

Sle informieren Uriel weder,.dass seine Mutter sterbenskrank
·sei,.noch dass Vanderstraten durch den verr4terisohen Einfluse
»en JoohaEan der B6ree einen sturz seines Gesohlftes
litten' hab,e.

Mi t

er-~'

diesen RAnken hofft Ben Jochai seine frt.1he

. ren Reohte auf' die Hand Judiths zu erzwingen.

De:,Silva malmt

den Priester, dass Uriel nur um seiner Mutter und seiner ver
lorenen Braut willen widerruft, una daas es nicht ehrlich sei,
diese wiohtigen Nachrichten ihm zu verschweigen.

Uriels Bruder

Ruben brioht gewaltsam.in Uriels'Zelle ein und erkl!rt, dass
die Mutter gestorben sei.
abzula~sen,

Ruben bittet Uriel vom'Widerruf

um mit ihm und seinen Br!dern naoh Den Haag zu

ziehen, ,wo aie al1e em neues' GlUck Buchen wollten.
Moment will man Uriel in die Synagoge fUhren.
vergeben~

ihn zurttckzuhalt'en:

Synagoge

un~

diesem

Ruben versucht.

die N'achricht', dass Judith :f'f.lr

ihn verloren sei, erreicht Uriel nicht mehr.
~ie

In

Er

st~zt

in

beginnt vor deni:" Yolk,. den von den Rabbinern

geschr1ebenen Widerruf abZU,lesen.. K.urz sagt ert "Gelogen/
lst alles, . was in meinem Denken mir/Mit unserm.

G~auben

nicht

vereinbar Bohien" (S. 68).' Am Ende muss er am Tempelausgang
sich ~ut· dIe Erde legen, ·wo die" Gemeinde ttber ibn hlnweg..

schreitet.

Ala aber Jocha! voller Hohn versucht, . ala erster

'"

,"

,

....'*

>'

1t

~

~,"--..

"lr .

<
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!ber Urlel zu

schr~iten,

springt Uriel empor, reiest sein

Btlssergewand ab, und nlmmt,'halb von Sinnen, seinen Wider-'

rut zurftck.

Alles ist entsetzt.

Der fftnfte Akt begtnnt mit dem Tag der Hochzeit Jocha1s
und Judithso

Uriel, von niemandem gesehen, tritt auf, be- '

gleitet von Baruch Spinoza,. seinem kleinen Hetfen.

Von V'er

zweiflung gepackt zieht Uriel, als er daB junge Ehepaar sieht,
eine Pistole.

er jetzt:

Doch 1.sst er sie sinken, denn klar erkennt

'~lderrufen

Rachel n (s. 78)'.

/ 1st hier vergebens und um nichts die

Judith, wissend, dass 1hr Opfer ihren Vater

gerettet hat, trinkt Gift und stlrb,t.

Ala Urlel sie erblickt,'

und ihr letztes Lebewohl h6rt, macht auch er aeinem Leben mit

e'mer :Kllgel ein Ende.

*
,

.

*

Dieses Trauerspiel besteht aus t11nf Aufztlgen,von denen
der drltte der l!ngste ist, wahrend der erste und f!nfte Auf-,
Bug kfirzer sind als der zweite und vierte.

Die Zahl der Auf

tr1tte wechselt zwischen drei und sieben in jedem Aufzug ab.'
Dleses Werk ist nicht in Prosa geschrieben, sondern in Vers
mellen,

meist~ns

in

jambisc~~m

Pentameter.

Nur selten findet

man Endreim. Wenn er benutzt wird, ist er wirkungsvoll als
Mittel, die Aufmerksamkeit des Zuschauers zu halten.

Doah

Stabreim erscheint immer wider, besonders der Buchstabe aD"
alB Anfangsbuchstabe einander folgender Verszeilen.

Zum :Bei

spiel benutzt Gutzkow d1ese werter am Anfang jeder Zeile:
"Die,. Der, Dass, Dasa,- Dasa, Die,

'Da;

und Des"· (s. 45-46).
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Manchmal

w~rden

gleiche

Sa~zanfange

baim Beginn jeder Zeile

lLe.derholt, so zum Beispiel "Bewiesen 1st" viermal nachein
. ander und ''Nur- ihnen" auoh viermal naeheinander (S. 62).
Lange Monologe sind typisch;

dar l!tngste hat aehtu:ld

sechzig Zeilen.
Im

Allg~meinen

Zweif~llos ~berlasst

gibt Gutzkow nur wenig Btihnenanweisungen.
er dieae der Auslegung eines Regisaeurs.

Im erawn und &sa! ten Aufzug gibt er kaum Anweiaungen ftlr die

Btlhnenausstattung; di.ese beschr!:nkt aich etwa auf:

"Das

Blbliothekzimmer bei de Silva" oder "lmnasses Garten auf
seine;r.Villa-.

Im Hintergrunde erhebt sieh eine mit Teppichen

belegte Estrade, zu der einlge Stufen hinaufftlhren."

Aus

nahmen sind die Besehreibungen des Zimmers 1m Hause Vander
stratens zu Amsterdam am

Anfang.~·

des dritten Aufzugs und such

die des Tempels 1m vierten Aufzug.

'tiber Manasses Zimmer

schrieb Gutzkow: nEs 1st naeh Vanderstratens Gescbmack mit
Bl1de~

und Statuetten geziert; diese letzten k6nnen auch auf

dam Rande eines Kamins

stehen~~.

Und tiber den Tempel:

Ein nledriges Gemach, rechts und links mit offenen
E1ng!ngen. An den W~den sind die Gesetzestafeln
mit· hebrAisehen Buchstaben g~malt. 1m Hintergrunde
trennt ein grosser Vorhang·dies Gemach yom Innern
dar Synagoge, das erst sp4ter sichtbar wird.
Ahnl1che Beschreibungen gehen de~ fUnften Aufzug voraus.

Es

·gibt jedoch ketne Anweisungen. dte die Farbe, den Webstoff
oder den Stil des Btlhnemnobillars -vorschlagen.
Das Iuaeere der Personen im Drama wird

~on

Gutzkow nicht

nliher be.achrieben, nur ihre, Beziehungen zueinander.
sple~

erkennen wir nur

d~ch die~Dialoge,

Zum :8ei

dass Judith fUnfzehn

29
ist.

Das Personenverzeichnls, welches fHntzehn

Char : tere vorstellt, glbt kelnen Hinwels auf Ihre Auasere
Zeit und Ort der Handlung werden wie folgt
"In und bei Amsterdam, 1640." Das Drama spielt
liothekzimmer de Silvas, in der Villa Vanderstratena,
in Amsterdam oder in der Synagoge.

*

*

*

Bei einem Aufenthalt in Paris

1m

Jahre 1846 schrleb

w 1m HArz und April sein Drama Uriel Acosta in einem
Er hatte vorher das Szenarlum, das er von

Novelle

~

SadduzSer I.2!! ....
Am_s-.t=. ,.;e; ,o; ;r;".;.;d.am_
... entwickelte,

er

nac~

Dresden,.um die Position eines

I

:turgen am Hoftheater anzunebmen.

Dort leitete er am 13.

er 1846 selbst die Premiere Uriel Acosta.
beim

~blikum

Obgleich'es

ein echter Erfolg war, verbot der K6nig eine

[

swei ,e AuffUhrung, denn er

den Inhalt politisoh bedenk-

fan~

Daraufhin forderte Gutzkow seine Entlassung ala Drama
turg :. Das ver~aBBte. den k6niglichen Hof, die Auff!hrungen
I

nach

~1erzahn

-.

Tagen wieder zuzulassen.

1

'

i .



.

i-In dlesem Drama" wie in der Novelle, erscheinen einige

U........,;......

4CII~'
errige
!

typisch f'flr den Btil Gutzkowe.

Er benutzt sehr

. ,

I

oft

ialog, um den

H1ntergru:n~

.der

I

mu b '1euchten. ·Im ersten
1

i

-



A~zug

.

de S :lva den Zuachauer mit

H~dlung

und

die SZ'enerie

zum Beispiel macht der Arzt

'.

.

den·V~rh!ltn1ssen

von Ben Jochais

Ulld seiner Rf.tckkehr. nach Amsterdam bekannt f um den·

;0
Zuschauer auf die Entwicklung des Dramas vorzubereiten.

Denn

der Zuschauer muss wissen, dasa Jochais Hauptinteresse die
~inanzwelt

ist und auch, dass Judith, seine Verlobte, w!hrend

seiner Abwesenheit ihre Liebe fUr ihn verloren hat.

·In diesem

Zusammenhang erf4hrt der Zuschauer von Ben Jochai, daas Uriel
Ac.osta

der Lehrer Judiths sei.

Bezlehung denkt.

De

Silva erkllrt, was er tlberihre

Duroh dieser Dialog kann der Zuschauer die

Xonfl1kte und die enstehende~ Handlungen' des Dramas annen:

'.

• • • Judiths KAlte
1st Liebe nioht fUr Uriel Acosta-
1m stillen sah ieh diese Dinge reifen •
.Em junger Denker, dar dem studium
~er Rechte erst sieh zugewendet, ward
~e1t. Eurer Reise p18tzlieh allerorten
Ale Mann von Geist gerfihmt, als Forscher nicht.
lOh sch4tze, wie er schrelbt, nicht, was er sohreibt •
.D,ie sUssen,Laute von Oporto schweben
~och angenehm auf seiner Zunge.
·Ja,
Ala bAtt' er gestern, erst am Tajo Trauben
yom sonnigen Gellnder eich gepflUckt,
So schreibt er noch das reinste Portugiesisch,
.Doch ohne Neigung ist sein Herz f~ Juda-
Die Terebinthen Mamres sind ihm fremd-
lm Dornbusch sah er nie des Herren Antlitz-
Wohl bltlt er sich an die verwandten BrUder,
Doah von dar Synagoge bleibt er fern-
lJalb Christ, halb Jude a.chwebt er in den Ltlften,
trhebt den Zweifel auf den Thron des Glaubens
Vnd hat, (lurch Zufall sieh'Manassen n1th.eirnd,
Sain Kind--nicht mit dem Netz der Liebe, nein,
~t seinem Denken nur so eng umgarnt,
J/a,ss.. sie slch besser g+aubt ',als andre Wesen,
~s Ubliche verachtet Und lhr Herz •
. 'Xhr mllsst aie nehmen. \fie s;e sich Eueh gibt.
Sle w1rd sich Andern, ist aie wi'eder Euer.4l

una

wie benutzt Gutzkow den Dialog, um die Szenerie zu

erkllren?· Schon 1m ersten Aufzug gibt es ein Beispiel, ala

de. - B~lva die tolerante'sttmmung der Stadt Amsterdam und ihre
'

besondere Beziehung zu den duden erkllrt:
Venn bier die freie Repttblik
..

I
I
I

Von Holland unser Yolk nicht,hasst, nicht grausa~
Wie andern Orts, in Sp~ien, Portugal,
.Am Rh-ein und an der Donau una verfolgt,
So 1st eSt denk' loh, erB~ens, weil ein Volk,
Das so wie hierzuland die Bibel ehrt
Und aua dem Urquell seinen Glauben Bch6pft,
.~ch una, die wlr in finstrer Heidenzeit
Die Offenbarung eines Einen Gottes
Wie eine ewtge Lampe pflegten, ehrt,
In una die RUter der Verheiasung ehrt,
:D1e S6hne Davids ehrt, aus deren stamm
Sein Heiland, dar ein Jude war, entsprossen.
Und andernt~s spricht immer noch fUr una
In diesem Dflnenl.and das Blut " aua dem,
Die ~unge Freiheit der Provinzen sprosste.
Denn ~edes Yolk, das selbst erfahren hat,
Vie weh die Knechtschaft tut, wird BrUder nicht
Aua einem blinden Vorurteil verfolgen.
,
Der BiederlAnder.schuf aus seinen Ketten Schwerter-
Und aus den sieggekr6nten Schwertern wieder
JIr ~dre DUlder Sklavenketten schm1edenA
Das wahrlich tut kein edeldenkend Volk.4~
An anderer Stelle stellt Gutzkow einen Monolog dar, der
.

'

nicht nur zur Beleuchtung der Umgebung in Vanderstratens Zim
mer dient, sondern auch ein literarischea Mittel ist, um das'
TempO-

des

Dramas zu

So aehen wir

verlangaamen~

zum

Beispiel

am Anfang des dritten Aufzugs Judiths Va.ter, Manasse Vander

straten, direkt nach dem Aussprechen des kirchlichen Banns
!bar Ur1el Acosta.

In

diesem Monolog Vanderatratens wird der

Zuachauer ftlr den Btil und die Lebensweise dieses Mannes emp

flng11ch gemacht.

Darin.fflhrt

~Gutzkow

von den aktl1ellen

Problemen des Dramas· hinweg ,auf ',emen leichteren, neben

sAchlichen Punkt, nIml.ich·die Prage yom wahren Wert der echten
Kunst:
..

. (Er steht auf, macht' ainen Gang durchs Zimmer und

nimmt dann ein anderes Buch yom Tiech.)
Viel lieber les' ich hier dies kle~e ~uch!
Die B11der, Statuen, das nea.kende
'Versteckte Spiel. mutwUlige-r Gewasser, .
~ieBauten, alles das steht. wirr und bunt

•
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Bier auoh verrechnet in den Ankaufspreiaen-
vial zu hoch nach dem Tar!! dar B6rse!
Was aprecht ihr nur yom Preise eines Bildes
Und llagt, dass sich die ~tinstler 1!bersoh!.tzen?
Xarm. man ein Bild nach seinem Werte zahlen?
was man an einem Bild bezahlt, ist nicht
»1e Farbe, nicht die Leinwand, nicht die Zeit,
Die es gekostet, selbst der Genius nicht,
Dar as geschaffen--denn der g4be wohl
Viel l1eber seine Arbeit ,ala Geschenk-
Was man bezah1t, 1st der .Besitz des Bildes!
Dies heim1ich atil1e, trau1iche Gef~1.43

trnd

1m

Gegensatz zur Novelle benutzt Gutzkow nur wenig den

E1nfluss der Natur auf die Personen 1m Drama.

Es gibt keine

Szene, wie in der Nove11e, wo Uriel und.Judith 1m

ro~tischen

Garten des alten Vanderstraten von aller Welt entrdckt
schmaohten~

NatUrlich macht es die Form einer Novelle dem

Autor leichter ala die eines Dramas, eine Landachaft oder
eine Stimmung in langen, erzllhlenden oder erkllrenden Ab

Bchn1tten zu beschreiben; , doch gelegentlich schll.gt Gutzkow
auoh 1m Drama vor, dass die Natur eine Rolle spielt.
sp1e~

Em Bei-,

davon gibt es, als Judith 1m zweiten Autzug Uriel

er1rmert:
0,

Urie~,

dies sind die BlumengArten

Wo ich gewandelt bin an Euerm Arm,

Each da, Euch dart ein sel.~en Kraut geze1gt
I:hr saht es an, Ihr ~tet ;es mit Namen,
Ihr brachtet Feuer. wunderbare GlAser,
Ih:r zeigtet, vie Na1iur:'.~em::~ist gehorcht,
Vie 1m Metall, im Kiesel, in der Pflanze
Geheimnisvolle Kr4fte schlummern--wie?
Und in una selber l!dJ.re alles tot?
Da ware nichts, was aus -·der Asche st1ege,
Kein Funke aus dem Stahl, aua Gift kein Balsam?
Nein, Uriel, Ihr habt einmal gebaut
for meinen Augen eine Himm~lsleiterf
~nd nun ich oben schwebe in dem Ather,
Im Reich der sellgen VerklArung.,. zieht 1hr
l}le Btaffel fort? N1e. kann "..lch rtlckwlrts finden,
lite mehr mit dem Geme1ne~ mich verbinden !-44.

Oder. de Silva spricht an anderer Stelle mit Uriel:
Ihr d'flnkt Euch :frei! Ihr pocht auf Euer Denken
Vnd forsch' ich in Natur, im Wintertod,
D.n FrUhlingsblfihen und in Herbsteawelken,
Und setz' ich Glaser auf das A11ge, dass
Den Wurm lch oben am Saturn erblickte-
8'0 f11hl' ich, dass wir nichts im Eignen sind,
Dass wir gebunden leben in dem Ganzen
Und frei nur sind in dem Notwendigen. 45

Und

~chliesslich, am

Ende des vierten Aktes, weist Uriel auf

die Macht der Natur hin:
. 0 leugnet ihr
-Das Sonnenllcht durch dleae matten Kerzen?
Sagt ihr, die sterne glaubten das t was wir?

Unsterblich dHnkt 1hr euch in euerm Wahn?
fhr Eintagsfliegen, sommernachtgeboren .
tr.nd wie ein Nichts im ew'g~~ Raum verlorenl
~ Worte fesselt 1hr den Geist, an Worte
~en ew'gen Gatt, an dieae ird'sche Sch6pfung,
Die euer Auge kaum begreifen kann?
.Wir wollen Freiheit von dem alten Joch!
die' Vernun£t sei das Symbol des Glaub ens I
U,nd wenn wir zweifeln, Wahrhei t aUf'zufinden"
~o ist es besser, neue G6tter suchen,
~s mit den alten, statt zu beten, fluchen!46

_ur

AUBser dam Gebrauch der Natur als einem Mittel die
HaildlUng'

1m Drama !liU

~

wieh~igen Tr~um.

beeinfluasen, benutzt
Gutzkow auch einen
.

Dooh ist es nicht der Traum von Uriels

Hutt~r Esther~·der

in der Novelle etwas vorhersagt.

Urie1,

selbE:tt enthf11lt, dass er einen.·.Traum von seiner Mutter und
.A,~..

•

Jud1t,h 1m. Kerker hat.te.

h:,Antang
des vierten Aufzugs trAumt
.
',~

..~

ar, -(lass seine Mutter nicht':k;r1-;ti'1sch ibm. und Judith gegen1J.ber
steh~~

sondern sanft, linde und t~6st11ch.
.

.

Judith ersoheint

1h1n "verkl!lrt von einem blenden.dwe1asen ~ichtglanz. tI, Gutzkow
be.nu~zt

Vr1els

diesen Traum 1m Drama. um' die h6chsten Hof£nungen
s~1nem

«b,r~~

wirkliohen Zuatand im Kerker einander gegen

Auch trAgt dieser'Traum teilweise zu der

~~,

(,. 1

*
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UberWAltigenden Wut Uriels bei',die ihn spAter zu seiriem
Wlde~

fUhrt; diese Wut er.hebt sich aus dem Kontrast seines

frawnbildes und den naokten

dle er beim Er

nann vergleicht Gutzkow geachickt Uriels

vorfindet.

wache~

K·~rJ:cerw!.nden"

Wut mit 3ener von Galileo, ala "Uriel ausruft:
.,_ •. Ich

erwao~Kalt

begrdssten

Mloh wieder meine nackten Kerkerwande.
Uhd zornig fasst es mich? wie Galilei--·
~.

Galileil

Als du auf der Folter,

Dle Erde stehe still, beschw6ren musatest,
~~

aprangst dU, wie die Schrauben nachgelassen,
und riefst den Kardin41en dOnnernd
Dpin'stolzes Wort: Und sie bewegt sieh dochl
U~d dies dein 'Sle bewegt sich doch" will mieh '
'S1iltdem nicht mebr verlas~en, imIDer, immer,
lOLingt mirfs 1m. Ohre: Sie bewegt sieh doch-'
Ubd sie bewegt sich doch--47
~por

Damit. 1st der Zuschauer vom Autor fUr die kommende Bzene,
worin. Uriel wtttend

sein~n

Widerruf eine Lt1ge nennt, vor-.

bere1j;et.
X1assiaohe und hlstorlsche Anspielungen, erscheinen 1m

Drama, aber 1m allgemeinen nur in kurzen Ausdrtloken.
F-igu.ren, dleder 'Autor erwahnt, sind
~il.~o,

e1n~

Ahaseurus und

Ep1kurus·~

A~ax, Ar~stoteles,

Die

Plato,

Spinoza spielt 1m Drama

wichtige Rolle, obwohi ni~~js geschlchtsgetreu besohrieben
". ~'"

Auf die' spanische Inquisition wird nattlr11ch auch an

1st.

.

geBpl~lt,

weil aie

. ...

Ur~els r~ligi6sen

Glauben beeinflusat.

,-uf Rubens und van ny'ok w'eist Gutzkow hin,
"

Auch

auf

~en Einfl.uss

besonders

auf den Geschmack Vanderstratens.

.

'

lIn den D1alogen Uriels,·

de' Silvas und der Priester

f1ndeil wir viele biblisohe, .I.nterpretatlonen, ,besonders die
~'Id1siilien.

ErklArungen von gewissen biblis'chen Ereignissen.:

, mt -

~

II
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So spricht Rabbi Een Akiba zum Beispiel Uber Uriels ketzeri
scha,n Glauben undwiaderholt'standig,

u • • • . Glaubt

mir,.

Rabb1nen~· / In unse~ Talmud" kami man jedes lesen / Und

alles 1st schon einmal dagewasen" (S. 61)'.

Das "alles schon

einmal dagewesen 1st" sagt er elfmal auf nur vier Seiten!
Auf dieee Weise veraucht Gutzkow, -dem

Dr~a

eine historische

Perspektive zu geben.
Tats4chlich richtet de Silva Uriels Schriften gemAss
dar

~horah

und dam Talmud; weil das t!gllche Leben jener

Juden immer von dar Bibel bestimmt wurde,·wird sie oft 1m
Drama. zitiert.

Metaphorische Sprache wlrd auch oft eindrucksvoll be
nutzt. be'sondera in der Szane 1m. letzten Aufzug, in der das
Kind Baruch Spinoza mit Uriel spricht.

Es 1st der Tag von

Judiths Hoohzeit mit Jochai 'und Uri.el ist von seinen Ge
danken ganz in Anspruch genommen.
wand~ln

Er und sam Neffe Baruch

in diesem kfJhlen Garten.' Das hochbegabte Kind bricht

hier Und da Blumen ab und geht in einer Metapher von ihnen
auf die Bezlehung des Henschen zu Gott
I

~ber:

.

lUnd wiest Ihr, wie loh beide untersohelde,
Blumen da am StieJ. und hier die welken?
llie' sind Gedanken dort, und die Begriffe!, .
Dort denkt der SCh6pfer!' ~er begreift der Mensch.
U~d da der Unterschied der·Duft nur ist.
~ie frische Farhe, das- leb~nd'ge Sein,
~P nenn' ioh Gott daa Leben und das -Sein.
U~d ohne Leben, ohne Sein, sind h1er
'
B..~~ welken Blumen auoh. riicllt., Blumen mehr;,
.l1:ur der Begriff noch hat, an' 'ihnen Wert, .
~onst sind sie nichts und'm~gen ruhig aterben.~8
~e

Diese Metapher ist sebr wichtig
-

.

.

-

f«r.

die Handlung des Dramas,

w8+1 :s1e ,Uriel zu s'einem Versuch, Jochal zu

er~chiessen,

.
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a:ntre1bt.
131um~n

Uriel antwortet seinem Netten, "Aua solchen

zog ioh ott noah Gift / Den

~odt

den Abschluss aller

Rechnungen. / Den Tad, das letzte Fazit aller Zahlen!" (S.

77)..

Doch as kommt nicht zum "Abschluss aller Rechnungen".

mit Joohai, denn Uriel.sieht:

Sie wechBelten die Ringe,-- --.Widerrufen
lst hier vergebens und um nichts die Rache!-- -
o denke niemand! Denke niemand! Schwach .
Wird dir der Arm, wenn auch· dein Geist erstarkt
Ja, . eine welke Blume bin auch ich,
Und der Begri.r~ nur hat noch Wert an mir!
So bin ich nichts und mag entsagend sterben. 49
Ala Judith stirbt, s:pricht Uriel fif.r sich:. "Es ist das

Gift

meinen welken Blumen!"

aua

Ihr Tod ist daB. Resultat des

schneidenden Kam:ptes zwischen Uriel und der Synagoge, Gott zu
1nter.pretieren.

Urie]. veraucht Gott zu begreifen ala "das

lebendige Seinn.und "aane FUrwort eines Priesters." Die un
gebro;chenen Blumen verk6rpern daher die Ideen Uriels.
einer der ersten Manner, wie
Do~tlk

HUBS

Er war

und Luther, die religi6ae

mit Vernunft zu beleuchten verauchten •. Vor allen

Dingep verlangt er Freiheit, nach seiner eigenen. Wahrheit
suche~

zu k6nnen. Er behauptet nie,

bine~,

1m

Gegensatz zu den Rab

dass er aie gefunden hat oder dass sie anerkannt

werden muss.

Er erkllrt:

..

.~

IIch babe unser altes ~ehrgeb!ude,
halb auf Schrift und halb auf ~radition,

~a

A\1,f heil' gen und prof'anen Mchem wurzelt ,

.. ,
B,leuchtet mit der Packel der Ver.nunft.
ht in dem Wahn, das W~e au1"zufinden,
s jeder anerkennen mttsste, nein,
,
H meine eigne Torhsit liesa mich redan,
Ii, me1n~ eigne J31inlhei.t l1ess mioh sehen,.
Bur meine eigne Taubheit h8ren--meine!
~ merket wahl, de Silva, n~ die' maine!
lflin was wir seIber glauben,' glaubt man uns. 50 .

i
I

,i
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Ala Urlel endllch seine zwelfelnden phllosophlsohen
Schrlften widerruft und spAter aeinen Wlderruf zurUoknimmt,
erkennt er, dass er das Menschenm6g1lohste .getan hat.
hat f'11r

Er

die Wahrheit gel.dlmpft. aber um seiner Familia und

Judith wlllen hatte er nur etwas Mensohllches getan, als
er seinen

Wlde~lf

Danaoh gesteht er: "Ja, eine

zurUcknahm.

wene Blume bin auch loh." Das 1st ein Gestlndnls pers6n
lichen Versagens, denn er hat seine aufgeklArten rellgi6sen
Ideen nioht bia zur letzten Konsequenz verfoohten.
biner

verursaoht~n,.

Die Rab

daBs durch ihre dogmatlschen Ideen dle

lebenden Blumen., nl.m.llch der l.ebende Gatt, verwelkten; das
gleiehe trlfft fUr Urlel in seiner UnentaohloBsenheit zu.
Obgl~ich

er seinen ursprUnglichen Wlderruf zurftoknlmmt, kann

er sich selbst nicht linger ertragen und fUr seine Ideen
l.!nger k4mpfen.

nich~

Er aoh11esst:

: War n~oht von Antang blieb auf grader strasse,
k6nnte steine wandeln selbst in Brot,
~ glaubt' lhm nicht--die Melnung hatslerloren,
Wer seine Meinung einmal abgaschworen.
l)er

Aua dieser Metapher kann dar Zuschauer folgern, dass dle
welk~nden

Blumen (Gift und

Tod~'siCh

entweder aua dogmatisoher

Blindheit ~der aua Mangel au ~~rzeugung entwickeln.

; Die Ansplelung auf di~ B1Umen ale Symbol des Lebens
und des Selns wird noch 'e:fnmal..von Gutzkow in Judlths letzten

:
Wo~

benutzt:
0. eine andre Welt hab' ieh getr!tumt

u§nd

s~asre Hoffnungen von diesem ~eben;
in kurzer Frdhling nur hat 'slch erfUllt,'
in wenig Blumenduft-doch· dar war sch6n·,·

J4n Wonne Ube;rreich, dass er 1m

.Qch. selig 1.1bert4ubt-! 52

.

Sterb~n
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Eine hervorsteohende Eigenschaft dieses Dramas ist
nicht nur Gutzkows

D~rstell~g

von Judith und

auch von solchen Nebenrollen wie

l~assa~

Urie~sondern

Rabbi Ben Akiba

und den Arzt de Silva.
Wle ftberrasoht wUrde dar Zuschauer sein, die Judith des

Dramas zu sehen, h4tte er vorher die viel oharakterschwAchere
Judith dar Novelle getroffenl

Wie entwickelt Guzkow dieae

krlftige Gestalt,'dass aie Uberzeugend wirkt?
Es gibt hier mehrere Stellen, beginnend mit dem Anfang

des zweiten

Vater zeigt.

Aufzug~wo

Gutzkow Judiths Beziehung zu ihrem

Manassa hat ihr nicht seine Erlaubnis gegeben,

Uri.el zu einem Fest elnzuladen·. .Doah Judith weigert eioh,
seinem Wunsoh zu tolgen.

Wir aehen, wie sie zwar reizend,

40ch ala verw6hntes MAdohen mit ihrem Vater disputiert.

Da

bei erk1!rt sle, dass Manassa ja selbst ein freier Denker Be!
und deshalb sollte er Urlel in Schutz nehmen:
Seit wann ist Vanderstraten denn so fromm?
Der Freund van ~oks, des Rubens nur so glllubig?
(Auf die Statuen zeigend.)
~li~s und die s4mtllchen Propheten
~ertrUmmern dir die G6tterbilder hier,
Die das Gesetz verwirkt.. loh kann nicht glauben,
~s statt des Marmora, statt der toten Bilder 53
lhr nicht den Mut habt,::'Men~ehen zu besohtltzen.
~eder

Grund, den Manasse vorbringt, dass,Judith Ben Jochal

heiraten und Uriel
wttnde.

vergessen'aollte~'8~Hast

auf Judiths Ein

Endlich nennt sie ihre Beziehung zu Ben. Jochai eine

·x.omlJd1e •.

, Weiter enth1111t Judith, wie' aie von Uriel, ihrem Leh:r'er,
bee~lusst
I

.

wurde'.

Bier 1m zweiten Aufzug. wenn Uriel zum.

'9
hst kommt, hat er erkllJ:rt, Judith wegen seines Streits mit
~ynagoge

der

zu verlassen.

Aber Judith argumentiert weiter:

."lst es denn wahr, dass Ihr so grausam scheiden, / So p16tz

llch itber Nacht verschwinden k6nntet?" (8. 32).

Und in dem

sioh entwickelnden Gespr!ch heiss es dann:
Uriel: Seid kalt! Ich bittt Euch, lasst den
Sanften Ton!
Seid·, was Ihr werden musst, das Weib Jochais,
Es ist so oft erBrtert--oft beweint-
Was reissen wir die alten Wunden,auf!
Judith: Ihr sollt nicht von Ergebung reden!
Uriel : Judith!
I
Judith: Ich hass' Euch~ wenn +hr so gelsssen sprecht!
.Urie1: Ihr Wiest, bei unserm Volk: herrecht die :Familie,
~r Vater will, das Kind gehorcht--die B~de,
Die erst von Eisen, werden,Roae~ettenl
54
J!ch ka:nne das, das Leben ist einjTreibhaUSNun

~ommt

eine Rede Judithe, die k:tay zeigt t wie unabbderl1ch

ihre Entscheidung ist, Uriel treu zUlbleiben:
I

I

. Sagt das, Acosta, wenn Ihr eint~ geht
Euern kalten zweifelnden Ged, en,
Sagt das nicht hier an dem Marmo~tisch,
Wo Ihr das w4r.mste Leben mir ersahlossen!
~ezmt Ihr das grt1ne, stille Laubinicht mehr,
~en Frieden nicht, wo Euer Mund ~on Kriegen,
Vom Sturm der Weltgeschichte mirlerz!.hlt? • • •
N,ein, Uriel, 1hr habt einmal geb~~ut
Vor meinen Augen eine Himmelslei~er,
~nd nun ich oben schwebe in dem Ither,
, IJn Reioh der seligen Ver~Il.rung, 'zieht Ihr
~,ie Staffel fort? Nie kann ich rfick.w4rts finden,
Hle mehr mit· dem Gemeinen ~ph verbinden155
~t

0,

1

lis em weiteres :Beieip1el."von GutzkoWB Entwicklung der
,/'

Gesta~t

~

Judith' mag sein Versuch galten, uns Judith' tote

Mutter als ein Vorbild zu zeigen.

Die Mutter, de Silvas

Sohwe$ter, wird zum ersten ·Mal von

~em

Mann Manasae 1m

dr1tten Aufzug beschrieben, wie treu sie ,ihm nach seinem
erste~

Geschl1ftsverlust geblleben ware:'

'#
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Deme Mutter,
Gesegnet se! 1hr Angedenken! Jal
~ie gab mir Mut zu neuer ~atigkeit.
Sle aah noah einmal unsre Sonne lttchelnUnd starb im GI~ok--ersch6pft von jener Kraft,
Die ktinstlich aie der Welt zur Schau getragenQ
~er kalten Welt!
Ha, ~ies GefUhl des Elends,
Ease man allein nur eich vertrauen darf,
ss keiner fUr una in die Schranken tritt,
, ss wir nur selbst, ein We1b, ein Kind vielleicht
." ie Schmiede unsers Gll1ckes sind.56

'E

Aut dleee Welse versucht Manasse sein Kind von der Wichtig
kelt und dem. Wert der Treue einer Frau zu tt'berzeugen,.
Tage von Judiths

Ho~hzeit lob~

Und am

de Silva ihr Opfer:

0, wieder lieb t ich dlch f~ dieee Tat,
Die rein von deinem Kinderherzen stammt.
~ muastest deinen Vater retten! MUBstestl
~ biat in Wahrheit meiner Sohweater Kind. 57

Dlese Worte maahen Judith nicht stolz,sondern stUrzen aie in
eina dtlstere stimmung. und sie stellt die Frage:

"Ala meine

Mutter starb, sagt mir de Sll.va, / Wie stand-mein vater an
dam Grabe?"'(S. 74-75).

Jetzt erwartet der Zuschauer, dass

Judith vielleicht auch an ihren eigenen Tod denkt, und dass

das Opfer und der Tod dar Mutter von Gutzkow herangezogen
werdetJ"

um das Opfer und den Selbstmord Judi th t vorher anzu

deute;n.
1m drltten Aufzug

'Ereisrusse ,

I
!.
I

:.Bit~gt·

··,.Gutzkow noch einlge andere

die auf Judith einwirken.

.

Schon am Anfang

des Aktes beobach~et aie. dass lhr Vater Bowohl um seine
-

!ochter als allah um einen m6g1ichen zweiten Geschlftsverlust

I

sebr basorgt 1st. und aie spr1cht'voller MltgefUhl zu ihm:
"Ich ~u~ht Euch, Vater, und ich find' Euoh nlcht? / In

. Eurem:

Absah~uss

scheint Ihr .wie verI orell., . / 1hr· seht so

~.

, )1 "-;<"',:

•\

$" :.' ',.

f?

....~

.'

",

%'. .~\~:.c""
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trftbe--" (S. 44).

Auch ein Gespr4ch zwischen Manassa und
Verm6gen~einemrach

de Silva zeigt uns, dass Vanderstratens
s~chtlgen

Jochal bedroht wird.

Angst Uberkommt den alten

Vanderstraten, wenn er erklart:,
Joohals ganzer Anhang grUsst nicht mehr.
Ich bab' es auf dar Berse wahl gemerkt,
Wd.e man die Stellen aussucht, wo man glaubt,
Dass ieh am leichtesten verwundbar bin.
W!9Dn man den Kaufmann in die Enge treibt,
let er verloren--58
Nur nach Uriels Widerruf kann
geben und auf die

Vanderstr~ten

ihm Judiths Hand

seines elgenen Ver.m6gens hoffen.

Sicherh~it

Dooh noch weiss niemand, ob Uriel widerrufen wird.

Nun stellt Gutzkow noch einige andere Charaktere vor:
blinde Mutter Esther und seine Brtlder Joe'l und Ruben.

Uriel~

Sie kpmmen zur Villa Vanderstratens, um Judith kennenzulernen.
1m Gegensatz zur Novelle lobt Esther hier Judith gegenUber
Uriel:
SohHn Boll sie sein, mein Sohn, doch sch6ner noch
ihre Re1ze, die verwelken werden,
DUnkt mir die Liebe, die sie dir geweiht-IXn Unglttck hat sie sich f11r d1ch bekannt-59

A~s

Doch weil Esther glaubt, dass Uriel nimmer wlderrufen werde,
kann ale "Judith ihren Segen

dith fragt:

nic~~

Eine bestttrzte Ju

geben.

"Nicht an se~ Weib?" (8. 56).

Und Esther ant

worte1;:
Sein Weib?

Wlrst du sem Weib?

:a,trllbe deine Eltern nicht t mein Kindl
Plieh nicht mit· ihm! Dein Vater hat nur dichl
lfl;l.r' eme einz' ge Tochter ,. ~t Manasae. 60

Dem Z*sehauer

w~d klar~

Ju~ith in

dass

tre~

Zustatd gestoasen wird, weil .81e

I

t d{

;? .

..

zu Urial steht. 'Denn

#

d

fo~,

.."

einen hoffnungslosen

•

,

~'"i;:.r..~.",
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wird aie ohne Uriels Widerruf dadurch fUr die

etne~Beits

ZerstBrung ihres Vaters durch Jachai verantwortlich.

Wider

ruft,Uriel aber um ihrer Liebe willen, ,so hat aie ihn zwar
fUr eich gewonnen, doch erkennt sie auch, dass damit sain
geistiges Leben zerst6rt wfirde.

Und als 'Uriel sieh ver

zwei:fi'elnd entseheidet, um seiner Mutter, seiner Brtlder und
Judith willen sein Buch zu widerrufen, veraucht Judith ibn
davon abzuhalten:
'. .... 0, Himmel.,
Wenn erts bereute!--Fasst as mich nieht bleier.n?
~st denn das Weib des Mannes ew'ger Fluch,
S,eit Anbeginn dar Welt ihn schon ve:r.'1deinernd?
Setn Blick war matt wie eines Sterbenden--'
lta1t seine Hand, die Knie' zJ..tterten
(ale st!rzt ans Fenster und ru.ft hinaus) "
r:,aas ab! ~ass ab, Acosta-tu es nichtl
- Zu spilt I
l'erhAngnis, strafe gnttdig unsre Schuld! 6I

Es

in' der Tat zu spat.

i~t

wahn~tnnige
gels~iger
ge~te

Uriel--obgleich er widerrufen wird--nur in voller
e~wlchst in

Freiheit leben kann,

Judith eine nie

Entschlossenheit.: Unnachgiebig verfolgt

ihre Hochzeit mit Jochai.

Zlel:l

und

Aus der Erkenntnis, dass der fast

~einer

J~dith

ihr

Daa Opfer" das Uriel lhr

Mutter bringt, .. wird sie auch ihrem Vater bringen.·

Sie W.111"in,jeder Weise so heldenm4tig wie Uriel se;n•
.

....

1m letzten Aufzug sc~ieSSlioh stel1t Gutzkow eine
trag±aeh'-:resignierte Judith dar,'die ihr h6chstes Opfer
Einen Augenblick nach ibrer Hoohzeit', endlich dar

brin~.

Rackgabe des Verm6gens ihres Vaters verslchert, tritt aie
alle1fn in Manasses Garten' und nimmt Gift.

vie

~

Uriel irrt dort

Traum.umher:wenn, er aUf Judith trifft.

1hn auf':

Sle fordert

"., ... Se!' mutlg und 'entfl~eht., / Zu Geistessiegen,

,I

; ..
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unbe~rrten,

fre1en! / Zu defnem eignen gr6ssern Selbst!",_ .'.

(8.'19). Uriel erkennt mit Schreoken,
!rode

~e

dass

aie bleich und dem

1st, und sie erkll1rt ihre GrUnde ff1r ihren Selbst

mord ,in einem z4rtlichen Lebewoh1:
Hast du-glauben k6nnen,
gebildet,
war--der Liebe?
~e1n Vater ist gerettet--doch nur 60!62
Si'ehst dU, Acosta!

~ss diese--Seele, die du zart
~1cht wUsste, was sie schuldig

SO wie er Judith portriltlert hat, so stellt Gutzkow auoh
Urie1 als eine starke Gestalt dar.
Gutzkowa Gebrauoh des Dialogs.

Am aufschlussreichsten ist

Wenn er zum Beispiel allm!hlich

den Zuschauer mit der Pers6nliohkeit Ur-iel Acostas bekannt
macht t, benutzt' er die 'Eindrf1cke, die andere Personen von

Urielr haben.

De Silva beschreibt Uriel ala Heinen Mann von

Geist' bertthmt, halb Christ, halb Jude, und mein Feind"; Ben

Joohal sieht 1hn ala e.1nen "Fremdl1ng" ; Judith hltlt ilm fttr
!bren, gellebten Lehrer,. der 1hr "das' wS,rmsteLeben ersohlossen";
Manas~e

nennt ibn einen "Ketzer". . Durchweg bekommen wir im

Drama' ein BorgfAltig zusammengesetzresBlld unserea Helden, daa
sus d,n Dlalogen der anderen Charaktere entwiokelt wird. ,
,
I

In Uriels Monologen sehan wir am

i

r
I
I

u:nd s~ine Pers6nli.chke1t.

1;

trete~ die

Im

1

Dr~,
.

I

Ge'da:nken

Urlela'~

klarsten seine Ideen

im Gegensatz zur Novelle,

,

kurzen Bemerkungen hervor.

Uriel

beschrelbt zuerst seinen Glauben ala !!a Auge, 4aa den Stab,'
der

It~e

VAter dreltausend

J~

im Glauben hindurch geftlhrt,"

erset,t:.

V1elleicht 1st's recht~ wenn man des Blinden Stab,
D,r.1hn dreitausend Jahr hinQ.urch geftlhrt,

S,ln hf;llles, reines, sahend Auge nennt.
'
D$:r stab,. er .hilft dam Blinden suchen, 'tasten"
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Er sali~tzt vor Unfall ihn, er ist sein Auge.
])a p18tzlioh fAl.1.t ein Glanz in seine DAmmrung,
D~r BJJinde aieht, er s.ieht mit aebndem Auge-,
Er bltckt b'eseligt auf ~ Sonnenball.
Die Sonne blendet, ungewohnt istalles,
Er ka:Qn die Dinge, die er sieht, nicht nennen.
E:i! tas:tet an, was schltdlich,. ja, er strauchelt;
Das helle junge Auge hat noah nicht
Des Stabea tausendjtihrlge GewBhnung,

Die dunkel ~re dunkle Welt begriff.
Do~h darum, weil die Wahrheit nicht das GlUck,
Daa vo~le Gl~ck des Lebens gleich gewahrt,
Weil der erl~ste Blinde strauchelt, f4llt.
DSrum: soll er das ungewohnte Sohauan
Ins gr:f1ne, neue, junge Leben Irrtum,
Des Behena erste Freude S~de nennen?
Neinl wenn mein freigeworden Auge auch
Yom Glanz des Lichtes noah so sehr mich Bchmer~te, . '
Den Sohmers der Wahrhe1t-wid,erruf' ich nicht. b 3

Doah am Ende widerruft auch dleser Uriel des Dramas,
allerdlngs aua verschiedenen GrUnden ala in der Novelle.

Drama stehen sieh

das

~ema

Im

der Liebe und das der Wahrheit

gegen!ber. und·Urie1 kampft linger ala in der'Novelle mit
selne~

Pfl1chtgefUh1

gegen~ber

seiner Familie und Judith.

Bie;r!' 1st es nlcht :Ben Jooha!, dar 1lm. verrl.t, und auch nicht

Judith. die 11m verlf1.sst, s'ondern Uriel selbst, dar fIdem

Herzen aeinen Geist" zu opfern entscheidet.

(s. 56).

Es gibt e1ne· Ursache f1lr die Zurf!cknahme seines Wider

ruts 1m Drama und in der Iovelle~Rache.

Aber dieae Rache

',

mildert a1ch im Drama und

al.Jm~'ich

erkennt Uriel, daas die

zwe1 Opfer' Judi the 1lm. zu s'.ine~ ;eigenen To~ ff.thren.. Ihre
Hocb.zeit mit Jochai war das' e1ue Opfer,. das sie ihrem vater
bringt; a1s,~ Jttdln k()nnte sie ,nicht andere handeln.

Dalm gibt

sie s:lch selbst den ~odt weil 'sie nicht ertragen ann, mit

Jocha1 und' ohne Uri'e1 su' leben."·- D1eses ~et~te Opfer Judith't
wenn sie l1riel "in' d1.e Welt mit· ~tigem Vertrauen tt Bchickt,

,

I,
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1st fUr diesen zu viel (S. 79).
Myrtenkranz und sagt:

1st

dein~

"N~

Judith reioht ibm ihran

hin,. du Einz. t ger, dieser Kranz

(S. 81).

Jetst iat Ur1el von ihrer Liebe f1berwilt1gt.

Seiner'

soh8nen Judith' Lebewohl bringt ihn jetzt zu seinem eigenen
Abschied:
• • • Nlrgeud
Bind' ioh ein Grab, bei Christen nicht, nicht Judenl
IQh bin von denen, die am Wege sterben.
E1nst, hoff' loh doch, sleht man sieh wohl so emen

Verlornen Denksteln an und sagt: Da ruht
Die Aeche eines armen'mfiden Pilgers,
Dar'ins Gelobte Land der Wahrhelt zog.
Er eah aie nicht. Dooh eine Wolke legte
Sieh rosenrot vor sein eraterbend Auge-Es ~ die Liebe. (Er zeigt auf Judith.) Saht, was Liebe tat I
Und nun lass' ieh Euoh diese Welt des Irrtums,
Der Zweifel und des Wahns und der Verfolgung!
walst gr6ssre Steine nooh auf Menachenherzen.
Die sieh wie ioh naeh Gottes Antlitz sehnten
Und ohne Filrwort ames Prlesters wagten,
Unmitte1bar ins Auge ihm zu schauen-64
Ich kann den meinen nicht mehr 1!nger tragen.

Man muss gestehen,. dass Gutzkow una einen Einblick in
den Geist eines Mannes gegeben hat, und,den Helden sehr
menschlich

dar~te'l~t:e

-kr4ftig und schwach zu gleicher Zeit.

Ein stlrkerer Charakter im Drama1st Manasse Vander
straten. ' Gutzkow vergleieht ihn:mit Uriel in dessen freier
Denkungsart.

Aber dar

Aut~~· en~wickelt
,

geseh1ckt die Gestalt

;

Kanassas a1s- eines Mannes, '~er 'd~m a1ten Glauben treu bleibt·,
YO

~er

dieser angezweife1t

wir~:,

FIr einen Mann ~on freier Denkungsart
!oh beka.nIIb:, und stolz bin'ich darauf,

~~

Dass·man,Manasse Vanderatr~ten n1cht
~ Bu~shemd am Vers6hnungstage s1eht •
. ,lob. will nicht heueheln, lttngst geh6r' ich, weiss man,
Dam allgemeinen Glauben jener.Freien
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Die sj..ch von Moses, ChristUB, Sokrates
B$ssre von dem Guten ausgesuoht--;
Doch $ndera 1st es,.wo man k4mpft und streitet,
N~ Staub aufwfthlt um altes Vorurteil,
Das au der Masse ewig haften bleibt-Da tret~ ich zu dem Glauben, der besteht,
65
Und ~ mich nicht von !ussern Pfliohten trennen.

Des

Auah

erm~¢et

Manasse leicht,. wenn er von

~hilosophie

konfron

tiert wird:
Wie m6glich, dass man durch PhilQsophie

Den alten Wust sieh fBrmlich konstruiert
Undo w,!eder ankommt, wo man. ausgegangen!

Ala Kind, jawohl, da will ieh geme glauben,

1m Gl~uben ware zweimal zwei gleich fHnf;
.noah geht mit der Philosophie t wenn sie
I~ Kinderglauben ein Geheimnis findet
66
Und, Zw'eimal zwei sei f'flnf, beweisen will!

.:.Ein anderer Charakter, der Behr s'charf und menschlich
dargestellt wird, ist der Arzt de Silva·.

er Acostas
ten.·~ber

vern~tige

Im.

Drama verateht

Eewelsfolge. .Nachdem er dessen Schrif

die er richten solly

g~lesen

hat, erkllrt er:

Wie ich mlch mit dem Buche so versehlossen
··In stille Einsamkeit auf meiner Kammer
U:p.d in den Paragraphen las und las',
lJa we~ss ieh nioht, es hat mich wu.nderbar
DQCh manches innerlichst davon ergriffenl
SQ manches hat in mir den Denker wieder

Mit sllgewaltfgem Zauber aufgeregtl
Und

~er

~ ~~fBt

rLe.f's in mir:' Unm.6g1ichl

.Nein!

den Irrenden ~ ~ieBter nioht,
An aie den Sch"lJ.ler Platos nioht verraten •.
·Una. ge~e Mtt I loh man9~es '·.in die Thora~
In UllS,ern Talmud eingez.eichriet, was
Be! vielem .Falschen,. vielem 'Q'nbewiesenen
·Ich Tiefgedacht'es .doch zu lesan fand
'DOch da es dort nioht steht·und ioh gelobte,
.'lianh Talmud und der Thora ibn zu riohten,
So aohrieb ich nur dies eine \Alort am Ende 67
:Des ga.ilzen :Buchs: Dar. Autor 1st kein Jude'.
. Vnd am Enda des Dramas !st as noah de Silva', der treu zu

Vr1el-s Ideen steht und der 1m letzten Monolog sehllesat:·

o

at'8~t

t

I

die Schauer di'aser Stunde niohtl

't

H('Qi-7tMbe'

.:
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Zwei Zeugen eines Glaubens, der die Welt

vera~it!

Richtet nicht,denn wie wir hier

vor Schrecken stelin, die wahren M6rder
D~B ~~ummen Paars sind wir!
0 geht hinaus
1;l'nd pred1gt: Schonung t DuJ.dung, Liebe I
Erst·

Und was der wahre Glaube? Ach!

Dar Glanz

D~r alten Heiligtdmer, seht ich, schw~ndet.
·Glaubt, was. ihr glaubtl Nur ttberzeugungsreinl
.Nlcht was wir meinen siegt, de Sautos! Heinl
(Er schl!gt ans Herz.)
68
Wie w1r es meinen, das nur trberwindet·.

"
Uber
Rabbi Ben Akiba und die anderen Priester gibt

Gutzko'l einige kurze Beschre1bungen", die leicht h:umoristiech
sind.

11;1 die Szene; wo Urlel als Reulger vor den Rabbinern
.

.

erscheint, bringt Gutzkow efue Spur von Humor t trotz des
Ernstes der Situation.

Rabbi Ben .Akiba

sp~icht:

• • • Setzt Euch,. Acostal Drttben steht-nicht wahr,
Dort, clrtlben steht ein stuhl., Rabblnen? Wie? .-..
s~tzt ~cht Acostal .Wiest, ich z!.hle neunz1g

.~~~ ~~e!i~~~~~:::Xi~~~~Fttsse!
Auoh ist,der Humor hier ein

~elteres

die XntensdtAt der Handlung' zu

·11terarisches Mittel, um

erleich~ern und

Publikum gelegent11ch zum LAoheln zu bringen_

.'

,

, .
.

(Er setzt sich.) 69

.
'

'.

t'

.

,f

auch das

ZUSAMMENJrASSUNG

Dam Leser wird klar, dass ein guter Teil der Novelle
Uriel

gew~dmet

1st.

Guzkow f!h±tdie Handlung von den Be

schreibungen Uriels hinUber zu seinen eigenen Interpretatio~
lSn ala Autor und endlich zum. H6hepunkt, Wendepunkt, und

Schluas

d~r

Novelle, wobe! Uriel immer der zentrale Oharakter

bleibt.
Bur in einem Punkt der Novelle wird der Leser von dar
..

logiSchen Entwicklung der"Handlung abgelenkt und zwar in
~utzkows

oft langen, sehr komplizierten Interpretationen von

Ur1els Ge1steszustand und stimmungen.

Nach Uriels erstem

Bann.von dar Synagoge beginnt Gutzkow dessen Ideen zu inter

pretleren und zwar auf solche Weise, dass der Leser manchmal
den Lauf dar Handlung verllert.

Diese Bemerkungen Gutzkows

sp1egeln oft seine eigenen und nicht Uriels Beobachtungen
)t1der.
Es

~lang Gutz~ow,

eine gesch1chtllche Nove11e tiber '

!rolerenz und Liebe .zu schrelben, 'ein Thema mit dem der Leser
sympathialert und welches seine Aufmerksamkeit beansprucht.
Dar' Autor b1tlt dl'e Erzl1hlu.ng in Fluss mit tlfgllchen oder
ga-r stilndllchen Erelgnlssen.

SO~'

Auf diese Weise bleibt der Leser

betel11gt, obwohl die Zeitspanne des Geschehens slah wenlgstens

!her tInf Monate erstreckt.
])as

Drama ergreift den Zuschauer durch die Handlung, das
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di~

Thema,

fremdartige Szenerie, die, lebendigen Oharaktere

und die Erhabenheit der Spraohe.
natlrl!~her

Entwicklung von Uriels Bann zu seinem schliese

liohen Widerruf, dann
Url~l

Dieeee Werk l&uft in

EU

dam Wendepunkt, wo ein

rachs~chtiger

diesen Widerruf zurUcknimmt, und endlich zu dem tragi

Bohen Schlues.

Die Szenerie wechselt nur von den Hlusern de

Silvas und Van'derstratens und zur Synagoge.
Zuschauer nicht von den 4usseren Eindr1:1cken

Dabei wird der
~berwAltigt.

Die Beziehung zwisohen Uriel und Judith k6nnte die Dar
wirklicher Ereigniase in Gutzkows Leben seine

stell~

Jahre 1836 wurde er wegen

sein~~

1m

Schriften zu einem Monat

Gefangnls verurteilt • Amalie Kl6rme stand dem Autor wIlhrend
dieser leidvollen Zeit treu zur Seite.
Vlellelcht gerade wei1 die Novelle dem Drama ala Hinter
~d

d1ente, gelang as Gutzkow, das gleiche

gedrlngter und wirkungsvol1er zu gestalten.

~hema

im Drama

Noch heute nennt

es ein Kritiker "a p1'ea for religious tolerance second only

to Leasing~s !!athan ~ Weise.,,70
1m

zur Novelle geht der Zeitablauf des Dramas

~egensatz

,schneller vor sioh.

Langwierige Ereignisse, w1e sum Beispiel

Uriels ReIse, erscheinen nlcht 'iln Drama.
angaben

z~isohan

den Akten hat

d~r

Auf exakte Zeit-·

Autor verzichtet.

Trotz

dam erscheint der Handlungsablauf logi,s'ch·.

Schliesslich kann man sagen, dass die zwe1 Interpretationen

von.Acostas Leben

aUB

dem Leben Gutzkows kamen.

Bevor er die

NOVelle 1&;4 Bchrleb, hatte er die Autobiographie Acostas ge
1esen.

Zu

~ener

Zeit wa:r er eiD. junger Mann (dreiund.zwa.nzig
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Jahre alt), der noch nicht viel yom Leben erfahren hatte.

Deshalb 1st die Novelle ein etwas unreifes Werk, das voller
VerzweifUung 1st, ldlhrend das Drama dasselbe Thema mit einem
gewissen anspruchsvollen Ton der Resignation behandelt.

Inner

haJ.b der zw6lf Jahre-,,, zwisohen Novelle und Drama. hatte Gutzkow

unter

-d~m

polltischen Druck der Zeit gelitten, und diese

Erfahrungen verursachten lnderungen sowohl in seinen Charakter

zelchnungen ala auoh'in der SchluBs16sung belder Werke.

In dar

Novelle wlderruft Acosta seine Ideen zweimal und nimmt diesen

Widerruf zweimal zurdck.

Doch 1m Drama 1st der Inhalt sorg

fl1tiger konstrulert und es gibt nur einen widerwilligen Wider

rut.

Fer.n~r

1st in' der Szene der Zur!cknahme des Widerrufs

die Vernunft wichtiger ala Rache:

in ihr fordert-Acosta von

den Rabbtnern; dass sie -Gott nioht-nur an Worte und diese
irdlsche Sch8pfung fesseln dUrfen, weil Gott was Heuer Auge
kaum begre1fen kann" 1st.

(s.

71).

Beide Werke, die die

rellg16se Skepsis des siebzehnten Jahrhunderts wlderspiegeln,
erleuchten die literarische' Periode der AufkO"I:!n211g.

Gutzkow

hat Sehonung, Duldung und Liebe gepredigt; in seinen belden

Werken

~

man die Vernunf't ala das "Symbol des Glaubens It

erkennen.

c
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Fortunate Jews, you who once sought your asylum among
Holland's polders and dikes!

Have you enjoyed your Passover

lamb in such peace anywhere in alien lands?

Have you ever

been allowed to break so many boughs for the Feast of
ernacles as at the Bay of Y?

~ab

Nowhere did your chimneys smoke

so happily during Paraskeue, the eve of preparation for the
Sabbath;. only in Amsterdam were your men allowed to wear such
richly-embroidered gowns, your women such heavy golden neck
laces and earrings!

The Dutch feared neither your money,

nor your beards, nor your beautiful daughters.

Nor did they

fear Jehovah, to whom they allowed splendid temples to be

built in their land and who

wa~

worshiped with wax candles,

all kinds of unintelligible sounds, indeed even by

in~olerant,

heretic-seeking orthodox priests and Levites!
It was in the first half of the seventeenth century,
on one of the streets that leads out from the large quay to

Amstepdam, that perhaps the most painstaking and revered of
Jewish mothers sat together with three of her sona in a proud,
stately house.
late.

What

Night had fallen.and it was already getting

splendid surroundingsl

of Oriental and Dutch taste!

What exceptiona.l blending

In the draperies, sofas, and

'1nce~se

burners, the unrestrained, resilient, voluptuous

~rient;

in the remaining appointments of a

magnifi~ent

room, the trim, baroque porcelain'elegance of ' the

drawing

~lltchl

The l1lother J Esther', exohanged with her sons those ten

der, ooncerned words and glances which nowhere are so truly

. I

. I

~or

intended

of a

come from such uneasy hearts as in the intimacy

Je~ishfamily.

It is perhaps egoistic, cold toward

others-this "cender "sense of family" of the Jews--but it
1s full Q,f devotion and saorifice for its own.

all had just recently emigrated from Portugal.

~ey

Elieser wrote to the old homeland, his head resting on his

left arm,· and he pulled the

c~dles'on

the table closer and

Joel weighed Portugese coins with a small gold

closer~

balanee and carefully entered the amount in a book in which
he then computed the weight in Dutch coins.

youngeat, a sparkling-eyed boy

~f

about 'twelve, sang the

gay songs of the vineyards along the Tajofs
nodded to

each~

Ruben, the

Esther'

b~s.

glanced now at Elleaer's letter, now at the

needle on Joel's gold-balance, now stroked Ruben's curly
ha1r'aad kissed the faithful lips which had not forgotten
such beautiful melodies.

That is the Hebrew mother:

she

wants to give to each of her sons tfe greatest fortune, the
oldest aget the most beautiful brid~, and the most charming
children. i She always takes one sonl's part against the others
and yet loves them all.
Now-, however, with El.ieser having finished his letter

and Joel

~t

the same time having finished his weighing, Es

tker felt .relieved of those two cares; so quickly (she could
not

~lve

not

~ar

o;therwlse!) she grasped for another one.

away.
1

It was

She sighed, and her sons understood her so

I

well 'that even Ruben became quiet and-kissed his mother's
'

,

hand~

~hey

gased silently for a long time until her oldest

~

3l
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ventured to take the burden of a painful question from her
heart and spoke out softly, "Will Uriel stay out again to
night?"
Urlel was the third of Esther's four sons.

She threw

herself petulantly into her chair; then she composed herself
and asked Elieser whether he had found a trace of Uriel any

where.

"1 talked to Cousin Jochai," answered Elieser.

"He

met him a few hours from Amsterdam in a better mood ·than be

fore, even intending to come b'ack to the city soon."
Esther did not trust these words, for she herself

would not have hesitated telling a lie if by it she knew she
aould do her loved ones a kindness.
she warded ofr Elieser

~d

With a wave of her hand

said, "Don't deceive me, dear!

I

know that he's running away from us because his love for Je
hovan grows colder every day.
sonl

Oh, what I hoped for from this

He was raised with all the sciences and arts the human

spirit can conceive of.

His performance excelled every mod

el; he aonieved early what others win only through the loss
of their best years.

He has had the courage to bring us all

back again to the faith of our fathers after we had been com
pell~d

to renounoe it.

false teaohingsl

And'now

~e

turns again to the old

His virtue is tarnished; his heart is ob

stinate; he abandons his mother and his brothers.
he go?

, plea,

Irl
the
,
,

fro~

con~essionals

Where wi11

of the Christians, in their tem

their priests he will get directions ,and thereby

,make our lives miserable I "

sa
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J6el wanted to defend his brother and console his moth
er.', IIHow ean you insult Uriel so?" he asked.

cion has 'no basis.

He olings to us with his whole soul and

relig~on.

honors"his

nyour suspi

But he is annoyed!

to give up for our sakes!

What has he not had

He is a scholarly man, one who is

pained to have to dispute so many fallacies that are wide

in

spread

the sciences."

nYes," added Elieser.

"He haa always been a dreamer

and tormented himself with the lot of humanity.

He would

like to make the world a happy place and prevent all human
beIngs from the perversity of standing in their own light
through their own guilt.

That drives him from us into lone

ly solitude where contact with our self-seeking bustle and
ambition doesn f't disturb-./ him.

So we' shouldn f t hold it

aga.tns t him. tt

Esther waved her hand in disagreement and said, flI

wish it w.ere so!

But you all know what the sages in the

synagogue think of him.
when he

~eets

He avoids contact with them, and

one of them, he argues with him.

bi Ben Akiba told me that

~hey

The old Rab

already have a long list of

all the heresies that he oJenlY expressed and that a ter
rible fate awaits him

if-h~_persists

further.

Indeed, has

it not already been proved that he dissuaded two Christians
from their intention of returning to the fold of the old
Ch~ch?

~en

there be a clearer sign that he regrets his

own step?"

nOh., see him in a better light 1" entreated the se'cond

'I

t?
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brother.

"However muoh this dissuasion" may contrast with

his own actions, I must be content to consider myself'too
obtuse

grasp his intentions.

t~

We're not capable of put

ting our~elves in his frame of mind.

He surpasses us spir

i tually, :intellectually, and even in his experience in every

field."
"B~sides,"

interrupted Elieser, "his love for Judith

Manassa might have contributed to his disordered thoughts.
hi~

Sinoe

proposal was accepted, however (or so I've heard!),

he oan't help but return soon to his usual disposition."
At :this, Esther sat up slowly and glared at her sons
with a

said

p~ercing,

hi~l

"Judith Manasse?" she

"I swear to you by Almighty God, she will de

sole~ly.

strqy

almost ghostly look.

The whims of,this capricious girl might occupy

Uriel t s f!8ncy for awhile, but he', will soon tire of her airs
and

,perls:h like a madman.

Then he'll drag me and you and

your s1stjer into the grave after him.

Our great God, who

speaks tOI me in my dreams every night, has made me foresee
all this

~learly

already.

I dreamt that you were all still

I
I

very

yo~,

and I took you to the mountains outside Porto.
I

As we stb;od there, so alone, the area suddenly
!

.~

'

b~came

light,

.:

and a spljendid castle enveloped in clouds of sun-s'treaked
I

mist

appe~ed

if from

a

~ess

I

~

thousand suns •

It was lighted from the inside as
At the gate, a

beautiful woman in

ar blue as the sky could be glimpsed.

you with
UrleJl

before us.

l
I

~oaxing

un~rstood

words to come into the castle.
what she, said.

I

I

,,' .

She called to

But

o~y

He hurried to her, and she
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took him in her arms.
nNow it wasn't long before I heard a plaintive wail

'from the castle.
on the

high~st

It was Uriel's voice!

He soon appeared,

pinnacle and he was pleading with us, as in

death's last throes, with his han.ds outstretched toward us.
He cried, 'Mother, Joel, Elieser, Ruben!'

that time was
help; but in

~ot

~

yet b9rn).

(Who indeed at

I wanted to run to him to

instant the castle disappeared, and I heard

nothing more but his cries becoming more and more heart
breaking.

In my horrible fear I ran toward his voice, but

I saw nothing until it became night and a sudden chasm
olaimed my life and,Yours."
Est~er

whi'Qh

sh~

had not yet recovered from the excitement in

relived the ex:periences C?f· this dream, and the
looked with horror into. the face of their deathly

brothe~s

pale mother when the door opened and Uriel came in.
His was a tall and imposing figure of powerful build.

His face, dark and shaded by a full beard, had a serious,
~eBe~ed
I

I

expression only infrequently surprised by a twitch

around the corner of his mouth; his eyes were dull and deep

'"

I

I

I,

I
I

set.' His fSll:clful, knightly dress added to the noble b'E1.ar
ing and

p~opriety

which seemed innate to his behavior.

Uriel did not know what had directly preceded his en
trance, but the excited atmosphere in which he found his

family was more welcome to him than if they had approached

him

tn

glad'

expectant silence or_with prepared questions.

for

the tension.

He was

It 'gave him the privilege of quietly
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tak~ng

a dimly-lighted seat, throwing his loose coat about

him, and without greetings or thank-youts to any offered
him, to continue his gloomy. brooding.
Ru~en

approached him first and, almost childishly,

at the bolt that imprisoned Uriel's personality.

tug~ed

The

others' attempted to break the anxious silence with intention
al sounds made by moving this or that about the room, for

they obviously suffered from this torment of uncertainty,

• I
I

although they dared not address themselves directly to the
object of their worry.
Urlel, who had such a sensitive ear that he could hear

his family's pulse beating, was incapable of intensifying his
ill humor to the point of oruelty.

He got up, took off his

,coat, loosened his clothing, and assUmed such a cheerful ex
pres:sion that he would have give'n much, had it been natural
to him.

"You were perhaps grieving on my account," he began.

"It's true I shouldn't stay out so long, but you know how
much I like to occupy my mind in solitary wanderings."
He went up to the table and accepted the refreshments

of tropical fruits that ,his mother offered him.

Ryou shouldn't make yourselves so dependent on me," he
went on, "for I'm a moody person and not really made for mak
ing anyone happy.

I should really have a business, and then

my religious affairs wouldn't provoke your attention so much.

Why canoern, yourselves with these controversies running
thro-p,gh our lives only at random and that carinot get in our

.. (''''gr• • ,

!'

f

.i
I1

i
Ii

I
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way?

Besides, I've decided to set aside all these disputes.

I'll see whether I myself can't succeed in freeing my mind

from a commotion that is absolutely fruitless.

Why deny my

self the blissful, quiet sharing of your happiness?
my own soul,' infecting my thinking

w~

I chafe

a perpetual fever.

Yes, I admit to you that I often don't know whether I am not
more ashamed of my distress than comforted by it."
The sufferer paused a moment in his admission and per
haps himself drank in the joyous feelings which he had brought
abo~

within his family.

Then he continued, "I know well

that the human soul can never find its focus except in God,
and that every time' it thinks it has found such a pivot it
self, it is always farthest from God.

"r

am aware how near I am to, death, and just when I

think I have life figured out!· My distress has no basis or
I must admit that it is my weakness that torments me.

How

often have

and

I already made the Creator's world for Him,

how often have I torn it all apart again in order to build
it $new I

That seems to me now to be the curse of those fal

len ,spirits who in their still, divine state were empowered

to be at God'-s hand for the world's creation.

They turned

away from their Master, and now a burning desire consumes
them to imitate Him.

That accumulation of thoughts, one spi

raling out of another, is after all more a temptation than
an

yet

em~loyment

,en~oyed

whiCh I

of heavenly power.

As for me, I have never

what I struggled for unless I found that verified

wante~

to smash with, my ideas.

• -,

f

t~"

t

t

I feel now how blessed
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it if3 to live among you. tf
Uriel sat, .down serenely among his own and smilingly
obse~ed

how his mother,. who would have gladly hidden her

happily regained peace of mind behind a mild admonition, was

put in her place by a serious, almost angry glance from his
brothers.

Now in the coziness of their conversation, the

evening approached the threshold of midnight.
Morning had hardly dawned when Uriel arose from his

He found his servant busy harnessing his horse in the

bed~

he swung into the saddle and rode through the

oour~ard;

still qUiet streets of Amsterdam.

The conciliatory note of the last evening still echoed
within him.

Yet, while passing the

help hurling several curses
as i1; were.

upo~

synago~Uet

he could not

it, for morning benediction

nWhat co'uld be more agreeable to heaven?" he

addea, and spurred his horse to get away from thi-s hateful

Nearing the city- gate, he stopped more frequently and,
as

he

i~

stre~t

were expecting someone, searched each projecting

with penetrating glances.

Indeed, as he caught sight

of t~e gate, he saw that his cous~n Ben Jachal had' ai~eady

arrived for their meeting.
Ben Jochai was younger than Uriel, smaller of stature,
his facial, features more compressed and more Oriental;

in

his whole manner there was much'voluntary submiss1on--perhaps

more than would be adequate" to inspire confidence.

He bowed

deep1t to Uriel and aocepted the offered hand more as an

"

,~
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unexPected condescension than as the greetings of an equal,
not to mention a relative!
Uriel, in a bold and frank mood; scolded this hesitation
as they rode on and oalled it a lack
smiled modestly and said, "My dear

ot

courtesy.

I
Cou~1n,

But Jochai

it has been to"O

short a time that I've had the pleasure of being in your com
pany-.

I'ou 'tiere in Rolland a long time before deeming me

worthy of more than the meaningless greeting of a relative
olde~

"and wiser than II

Recently, through luckier Circum

stances, my ardent desire to be oalled your friend has been
revealed; yet, I feel that in spite of how much I love you,
there is still a wall which separates me--if not from your
heart, at least from your mind, from your highest insights
and virtue,s" n
Uriel replied, "That won't do, dea.r Cousin!

You have

obligated me through your" self-sacrifice and through support
of

mr moat

cherished plans, and I know how I am indebted to

you for that.

I've chosen this morning to let you have a

closer look at my situation, which you know only in part.
Look!

The sun wrests itself out o£ the" fog there.

May this

be an omen 'that only pure, ,radiant truth will c"ome from my

lips!n
Uriel slackened the horse's reins and confided:
of all, listen to the most important, dear Cousin.
orig~lly

"First

I was

born and raised into Christianity, and I have

live! as a Christian 'for

mo~e

"Aoosta, a Jew, changed his

than twenty years.

f~ith--whether

My father

oompelled or through
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the illusion of such honors as were later really given him-
I don't know.

He came into close contact with the Oourt of

Portugal and was even

ele~ated

to- knighthood; his great wealth

may have been the biggest reason for thatl

I was destined,

as it were, to' exemplify clearly the good Christian convic
tion~

of my parents, for I was to devote myself, although not

to the priesthood, to a related Christian area of study, main
ly canonical law.
fo~ ~eligiou8

MY innate disposition toward, the search

truth was helpful in this choice; I sat day and

night poring over the writings in which Christianity was
I, was so given over to 'this faith that I still re

tau~t.

main~d

true to it even when my father died and wi thin my fam

ily the longing for the old accustomed ways, or conscience,

as they called it, began to stir.
n1 pursued my study of the law zealously and when I was

twen1iy-three was appointed treasurer of the Cathedral of Por
to.

However, the c10se contacts with the spokesmen for the

Chri~tian

doctrine soon diminished my love for it; and since

I am always

80

weak and tend to oonfuse the truth of a matter

with the lie of its advocates, I decided to turn back to the
faitb. of my forefathers. rr

At this revelation Ben Jochai, perhaps unintentionally,
dir~ted

and.

to

a sharp glance at Uriel who immediately understood

~,on.t1nu.ed,

d~grade

"You are surprised, dear Cousin, that I seem

my decision to return to Judaism by attributing

it to weakness.

But what I wanted to say was that it did

give .me the first impulse to doubt Chri.stianity!

However much
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I

urii l paused here, for he perceived keenly that he was
apprpach14g difficult confessions.

He must either retract

much from!the c~nfess1ons just made or accuse~self of a
(

stri~g {nconsistency •

Ben Jochai stroked the mane of his

horse, th1Ugh behind this nonchalance he seemed to conceal
t

his lUrki4g anticipation.

IINO~, dear Cousin, you really know everything that has
,

hapP$ned ~ince,,, Uriel finally continued.

"The whole com

munity ta{ks of nothing else, and I have to fear that in

thei~ pas~ion they have already taken sides against me. What
was a mor1 natural consequence to foresee than the heresy of
which thei accuse me?

- I all

sary afte

So~n

I wondered whether it was neces

to become a Jey-again to demonstrate my aver

sion to C istianlty; hadn't- I sold myself from one symbol
to anothe " from one ceremony to another, from one compulsion
to ~othe~?
lift~d

That cut me to the quick, for the potion that I

tolmy lips against the old poison was just as devastatI

1rig..

t

liN 0 i it vas no 10nger doubt of the divine that seized

me,

I accused Heaven of making use of the lowest,

most mise able, and most materialistic props in order to
ente~ men s hearts, and £inally'I gave myself up to a dull

1ndlftere~ce that I believed could protect me against everyI

thing.

I '1eft the church. _, _

"Hc ever, the
in me a

the

C

unfort~te

illusion that they had found

osen instrument of ,Jehovah-' B teachings compelled

oongr~gation

to seek me out again and again from my
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i

h1dl~g-pl~ce.
,

I was to

t~e

'

upon myself the advocacy of

I

Jewls~

lay--in writings as well as in open debate, and also
I

among Ohrtstians who wanted to turn to Judaism•. My heart
is an ene+r of the liel

When my adversaries attacked rab

binic tra4ition, I remained silent; indeed, I declared that

I could ntver defend an ethic of selfishness.
~ynagogue

with the

I

The break

became more and more evident.

They broke

into: my atartment and stole my papers to which I had dared
entrust

m~

trembling, timid thoughts--thoughts which I

.~ould

not reoor4 had I already regarded them as outright truths.
!

They, gave Ithe papers. to the physician de Silva, my former
friend, w~o 8uppo6ed~y is determined to refute tnem in an
t

I

open,

lett~r.

nso!Without wanting it, I. became entangled in a hard
oonf~1ct ~hat I can't endure because I have no defenses

ii. For if you were to ask me what my goal is, the
final one Ithat I will not abandon in spite of all tortures,
against

then my s~fering must ~oin in the wail that is all around
me in apage and time and that devestates me more than all the

adversiti~s with the synagogue.

dete+mine~

I

conclusively:

There is nothing that can be

I kno;yi nothing,' dear Cousin. n

:Sen IJochai was openly emb'arrassed; one always is when
the eando~ of a hero suddenly turns into that emotion that
I

t

see~ to ~emand cqnaolation, which~ however, one dares not
offe~.

I~ fact

again in

~aise

he

anticipated that Urie~ would burst out

of Christianity; indeed he was convinced

after sev4ral moments that he had not erred in his .
.1
l
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oalQuiatipns and turned to his cousin:

"Under these condi

tions, of'course, your old love for the Christian faith will
j.

have awak,ned again, and I think you would be happy if you
would only submit to the inspiration of your desires and to
I

your courtfge, which I don't deny."
Uri~ll

however, waved Ben Jachai., off and without sus-

I

pecting that
his cousin had spoken to
r

h~

as a tempter,

1

secretly, as if he ,,' were ashamed of the conf-essioli

whistp~red I
r

and yet w+th his whole heart, til ha~e the Christians!"
sp~ed

He

his horse and for a long time seemed concerned only
I

with the tacing hooves of his

~teed.

I

But:now the riders had left the main road and turned
t

onto a si~e road which was to lead them closer to their des
tination.

This perhaps brought Uriel into a qUieter state
I

of mind, rd he would have liked to avoid the inevitable.

Jocha1,

h~wever,

had used the interval to oompose some words

of oonso14tion, such words as usually lag behind

si~it±cant

moments.
1

"A11hough it's not to be expected," said he, "that you
t

oan

bri~iabout

changes in the synagogue, they will 'still have

'
to' agree, Iffinally, to let you
go your own way_

You're already

f

wida~y

I

knqwn around here, and although reputation is a most

vuln*,nbl~

you.

thing, the synagogue doesn't' have the power to hurt

Youlwill spend your happiest days when Judith is your
r

wife and

~ll

her marvelous oharms oonfined now to her 'father's

;

house wil~ graoe your own."
!

1

~bi~ turn of expression was more effective than the

.. H ..

\.

p'

t

r'

I

,

I
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begl~ing

of Joohai's reassuring words.

Uriel looked up

rode closer to his oousin, and said happily,

chee~fullt,

"Witll the ibelove-d woman so near, .the world looks different.
Even

thou~h

all that is ugly in my life cannot suddenly turn

I

to beauty. I feel nevertheless how insignificant it all is
i

and shun ~asting
my thoughts on it, thoughts that I now beI
lieve

sho~ld

belong to my love!

Still I don't oomprehend,

Jochal, h9w you gave up your rights to Judith with

BO

little

dlff~cult~~"
Joc~i

to h$r

wh~~e

smiled and responded, "Although I was betrothed
yet in the cradle, I've never succeeded in later

ye-ars. to ~~y
claim to my rights.
I ·

I relinquished them
.

to you

beoause I

~ove

my pity.

~or could I assuage Judith's longings any better

you, and your yearning for the beloved aroused

i

than by

ea~ing

both

happy 1"

BO

Urle~

you've

mad~

the way for you.

Now I'm content to Bee you

offered his hand and said, "On this acoount, too,
me your eternal debtor.

I haven't been able to

find a mor~ loyal ambassador nor a more unselfish intermediary
I

--the kind love always demands.
I

Forgive me for, repaying you

t

today With(so many gloomy stories!"
i

But foobai did not listen, and, oblivious to every
!

thinS, he *uttered, nOh, Judith is beautiful!"
Urie+ perceived how his own heightened longing beoame
!

the echo

or these

words and listened with rapture as Joohai

I

repeat~d h~a furtive exclamation· over and over.
~he ~un

had a1re~dy travelled well_ over a fourth

ot its
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daytime course when the riders found themselves close to their
I

destinatipn.

Glistening through the hedges and promenades

was the cpuntry house of the rich Jew, Manasse Vanderstraten.
I

~ouse

It was a

T~ey

style.

which for those times was built in the best

Boon reached the drawbridge over the moat which

still som$whSt feuda1ly encircled the' modern mansion., and
~

I

they rode!into the courtyard.

This very early visit was a

surprise; however, the scattered members of the household
were soon in one place, Judith was in Uriel's arms, and ,the
old Vande~straten was talking business with Ben Jochai.
Wit~

childish actions the two lovers started out their

days toge~her, for when they had reached the orangery which led
t

from the

~ouse

to the distant gardens, they first rearranged

their jeweP-ry and the other adornments of t~e1r beauty.

Uriel

I

found everr chain, every braid, her headband, her earrings
and

her

dark

sa~h

curls~

unsurpassed and

approp~iate

to Judith's long

her majestic brow, her dazzling throat and the

\

oountless

~harms

with which she excelled the wildest dreams

i

about Gree~ets Aphrodite.
I

She, however, contrary to her lover,

found not~g right about Urlel's, appearance, liked neither
I

his neck

z1.ff',
,

nor the way the c,hains of his gold pendant

hung, nor the tilt of his hat plume, nor the lacing of his
i

shoes

whic~,
I

above all, appeared to her too pedantic.

She

!

had much tq trim and straighten on her idol before ahe held
i

him. worthy I·of her kisses. And Uriel was h~ppy in this play;
i
;
. his eyes nt4rrowed as if, t,he ~orizon of his mind were l':lluch too

vast tor t~is
quiet joy•. He ~bandoned himself to the
I

'@

t
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lessn~ss

of this pleasure--to Judith's peculiar, charm

fanci~s;

to her whims; her childish_ mindless chatter;

the whple absurdity of such a young love--with the same
··Y··-1ous'feeling of surrender one has when a tender hand
thro~gh

s

one's hair.

Why can no description be found

the secret pleasures of a happy love!

One would offend

odite were one to eavesdrop at the tent of Achilles as
ee1s

t~kes

helmet and armor from him and, amid kisses and

ghter,:celebrates triumph after triumph of amorous games
j

of battle.
Inttusions into the lovers' world succeeded only when
ceived with cunning, and since neither had
,

the~

were often outwitted.

co~versations

t~me

to be

Then they had to take part

of the others, even in their meals; they

give answers to questions which people eagerly posed,
yet they did all that with only a glimmer of conscious
dreamed while they ate the pheasants Vanderstraten

~h~y
impor~ed

rig~t

s

from afar, -and they declined the marvelous sea
after asking for them.

Judith considered every-

g a d~sgusting disturbance and found each course-worse

the qther.

She tossed bits of bread at her relatives

and decla~ed that they had taken only a minimum of care with
the r

bea~ds

and if

on~

today.

She called her

fath~rts

bothered her with a lot of

wines adulterated,

que~t1ons

or praised

1

her

be~ty:,

tun te
so

she cried out and called herself the most unfor

cr~ature

harm~g

who lived on the Bay of Y.

In short, she was

that Uriel was struck dumb; he hardly dared to
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lookl at
so.

~er

for fear of destroying that which enchanted him

Finally they were alone again and they wandered with
through the shaded walks of the park.

armslent~ined

We~e

,

I to choose a place where

~

might best exchange

tend~r wo~ds with the queen of my heart, I would lead you

from the city into green forests and show you that inviting
brlg~t

glow which drifts through the whispering branohes

from,a simple country housel

What more do you need to re

aliz$ that life here is peac

slender roe whioh,

I

glides through the half-open gate into the court

unaf~aid,

yard\while you prepare to fo. 19W?
but

~lso

$ost poetic places

I

thei~ Dl~as
gove~eas

I

burd~ed

These are the most royal

n which France's Henrys enclosed

from Pbitiers!

The Goddess of Idleness is the

of every villa tha
Businessman or the

serves as a retreat for the over
h11osopher, for summer fun, or

\

even'~or

the so-called joy i

beautiful nature.

They have

I

been ~rea1ed for love alone, these still places with their
i

tall rindqWB, their far-ring ng tower-clocks, their orangeI

fo~talns,

riee,!

pools, swan ; with their grottos, pagodas,

I

I

statu~s--~

the condition,

howe~er,

that all these oharming

. VUlg~iti«e be accessible on+y to a gardene~, a cook, and an

old h~uselJlFl.idl
I

I

,Urle!r:J.. was happy among

th~

temples' and grottoB and stat

ues t~t t~e poor taste of the old Vanderstraten had accumu

l

lated here,.

Both of them, UrieJ and Judith, required those

·water~Bpou~ing

dolphina and babbling fountains because they

commttq1cated to them

for'hours~

murmuring that.whioh the two
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lovete, only holding one another in their arms and exchang
ing faithful glances, did not say.
nous

p~d~ing

of the

idl~

Unohanging, the monoto

swans was to them, whose breathing

was barely audible, like the noisy beat of wings from the
oute~

world.

And that world they no longer recognized nor

to acknowledge.

want~d

and they

s~oke

The slightest sound startled them,

softly, as if fearing to awaken the sleeping

from their s1umber.

leav~s

Already the evening approached; the sunshine rose high
er in the,treetops.

A

pros~ic

promenade, not grasping the

neoessities of love, led in straight and virtuous lines to
the mansion and brought them back into the circle of those
4

gathered.
grin

~f

Ben Jochai came toward them with the impudent

a knowing intimate; general oonversation and fruit

and wine passed around soon linked them to that weak eleotric
chain which held the most diverse people here together.
~hen

an unexpected clamor could be heard in the oourt

A servant came plunging onto the garden terrace to re

yard.

port the arrival of an,unusual group that followed right be
hind bim.

Men

i~

long robes and with unshorn beards, rabbis,

and,

~s

one saw with horror, rel?resentat1vea of the synagogue

came

~n

with hasty strides, throwing searching glanoes at

those they found

gathe~ed

here.

Uriel, suspecting nothing

good, stood up and stepped toward them.
pleas$d them more?
"Alas!

What oould-have

For thei sought him •.

Woel" they all cried in one voice, and the one

delegated to speak continued, with frightful gestures and in

~

0/,

•

1'1

(:,,&"&>-:.,, edt
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hollow tones:

"Woe to this house, where the plague of the

curse the church must, pronounce on one of her lost sons
, spreads throughout its walls!
Uriel Acosta:

The

is meant for you,

cure~

perjured traitor of the eternal commandments
/

of the Eternal God, protege of the fallen angels, and secret
instrument of the godless enemies and scorners of Jehovah!
Long enough has Jehovah borne your deceitful mind surpassing
itself with ever new abuses of His name!

You stopped at

nothing to undermine the divine structure pf the Law, and
adopted, for the purpose of ridiculing your own faith, the
blaok magic and false doctrines from every
the Cbrislians.

~aith,

mostly from

A learned soholar, Judas de Silva, has de

clared your doubts to be dangerous and has proved in an ex
emplary thesis that by them you have brought extreme punish
ment'upon yourself.' Heaven's patience is at an end.

We are

here with the order to excommunicate you and'; to pronounce

the curae of God on you.
~hus

may the grass scorch under your feet, and the air

--recoiling from your mouth--withdraw, as one shrinks from

a

le~er.

,Heaven be praised!

May the body of the woman who

bore you be struck with inflrmi~,Y; your brothers will ,shun
you like a virulent

infectio~,

and your

you a stone when' you are dying of
~he

sis~er

hunge~.

will offer

Heaven be praised!

dirty swine we despise will run after you, and every bit

of water

~ou

might want to use to cleanse yourself will mud

dy before your eyes.

Heaven be praised!

The

infik~it1es

of

old age will burden you early and you will Buffer a life of

sml
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languishing illness;

year after year the Angel of Death will

strangle you, and your bones will crumble into dust·· even be
fore you are bathed after death.

Heaven will close its ears

to your pleas and would sooner forgive one who killed his
father than you who were cursed by God through the Church!"
This imprecation affected Uriel less than the effect
whiCh it produced on the gathered crowd.

Wondering, during

the first words from the rabbi, whether he should bear this
incurable fanaticism with the indifferent air of one superior

to it, Uriel observed for a moment the ridiculous (I should
rather say mockingly-ridiculous) irony of how nature and the
simplicity of the happiness that he had just enjoyed contrast
ed with the,many unnatural assumptions of established,

sumed authority.

p~e

He paled, however, 'as he saw those about

him scattering, and he steadied himself against a vine-covered

pillar.

Even before the worda of the curse had ended, all

those remaining timidly shrank from him in horror:

Vander

straten jerked his trembling daughter away, and she offered
no resistance;

Jochai withdrew to avoid any dilemma into

which his superstition, his fear, and his friendship could
lead him.

Uriel reached his hand imploringly toward
,

~-

Judith~

.

but ahe was too weak to challenge the possibility of "was"bing

away" at the side of the accursed man.
jected him.
his

as

11fe~
he~vy

Terrified, 'she .re

Urie1 stood, devastated; all the troubles of

driven ba.ck with

8-0

much effort, fell upon him now

as iron.- He was silent and hardly breathed.

He'

remained this way a moment; then a sudden rage seemed to
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seize him.

He clenched his fist, the veins in his neck

swelled, a threatening cry of despair stuck in his throat,
and

with raving gestures he rushed away_

He fled into the

courtyard, seized his horse from the stall, and galloped
away without even a saddle.
Anyone who saw Uriel storming through the streets in
the twilight, without a hat, with hair flying, incessantly
spurring his streaming-wet horse, must have believed him a
demon from the

fable~the

King of the Heath, who, in a trail

of flaming sparks, flies through his magic circle in order
to reach the night-or perhaps Orestes, who had just mur
dered his mother and who hears the Furies behind him swing
ing their burning torches'.

ly by.

Trees, hills, lakes glided hazi

Uriel wanted only nothingness, desolation, an end to

thinking, oblivion.

But the horse's energies did not last;

wheezing, it

finally eased its gait, and Uriel no longer heard the rushing
..

sounds in the empty night.

~hings

no longer floated by;

he

saw that they were standing still and only waited for him to
come near.

The moon stood above him;

silent shadows; one star after

~other

the trees threw

long~

flashed in the sky.

H.e had to stop in order to c'ompr~hend all that had happened.

It seemed to him as if a long oblivion lay behind him and an
old, gloomy experience which deceived him once now mocked him
anew.

In despair he clasped his hands together as that mem

or'f left him, and he realized the enormous burden that this

latest hour had put upon him.

He saw the moon. this old
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watchman ot his' love" and it seemed to him as if he had ex-·
perien~ed

only Judith's

unf~ithfUlness--betrayed

he had believed to.be sa true.

Th~n,

by the heart

however, it occurred to

him why she had fled when he frantically reached out
~he

her.

t~

vacuous priests agitated his soul; their bony arms

stretched up to him from the ditahes along the road; and
ev~rvth1ng

around him here. called out with hollow voices,

8:8'

if from the grave, the words of the curse the priests'had pro

nounped.

Uriel trembled; he' spurred his horse, for he was

not yet capable of bearing the entire burden.
The increasing darkness •. brightened by the moon, helped
him.

It made the horizon vanish; it sU1'.rounded.him with vast,

d~solate

emptiness so that his' emotions ·could dissolve in the

open spaces, Without disturbance, without memory of that
which was no more and of everything that was lost.

Now' he no

longer saw Judith alone nor the priests' alone, but all of them
.

.

and himself--acoursed, rejected,

~d

excommunicated.

Now he

no:19nger had any religious association with :the human race.
What would not have disturbed him under other oircumstances--'.
that he was to assume the responsibility for his

O\\'n

soul-· .

torm.,nted him now.
,He asked himself, then,.whetherhe·had the authority

to build h.1msel.f' a temple?

Whether fiery flames, as once in

Jeruealem, .would come out of the earth and destroy his heathen

creation? Whether Heaven is not a place created solely by
~

co:Q.gregation , r:f beliefs and which to entreat for his own

happ~~sa

would be .in vain? Whether Jehovah were more

~ust
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than the Jews sinoe Uriel himself had often gone in circles,

with all the limitations of a mortal mind, trying to shape
and interpret Him? . Whether all that did not constitute a

crime now followed by just punishment? Uriel's thoughts be

'came confused, he lost consciousness, and unaware of their
direction he swayed limply upon his exhausted steed.
Just outside the city he finally stopped in front of

a house well-known to both horse and rider, and he looked
around.

He was not mistaken; his sister lived here'.

faJ.l had not yet completely set in.
from

A.

Night

gentle west wind b.lew

the sea, and the moon brightened the oourtyard whioh

Uriel entered.

He caught' sight of his. sister who waved a

friendly greeting and called out to him from a terrace above.
Her ;husband was on a long

~ourney;.

whom would she be happier

to s:ee now than this brother who among all of them was clos
est to her heart? Uriel sensed the electric

a

p~e

force of such

and unselfish love which is that of a sister.

He was

tncapable of immediatelY overwhelming such'a peaceful heart
with his profound misery; he sat down. at his sister's side
and with trembling haste press.ed her hand.

"I come to you as stea1thily as a thief," he'said soft
11', nand take what you will Boon deny me. n

Bis sister looked at 'him questioningly.

you, Uriel?" she asked tenderly.

served his distorted features,

th~

~t

troubles

Then, however,. as ahe ob
trembling of his mouth.

his ilI.taring eyes, she stood up. suddenly and asked. more earnest

,17 what had

happened to him.

But Uriel only askeo. about her

..

ttz:

t . w ..

~
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ch1~.

She called, and her only child, a boy of about sev

en ,.ars, ran up to his uncle whom he easily recognized in
the moonlight.

Bare your heads!

This boy was :Baruch Spinoza.

UrieCl took him on his lap" and the' divine Child, almost sus
pecta-ng from the glanee of the sufferer the torment which
he

h~elf

,·Urie~· s

was later to encounter. refrained from disturbing

solemn mood by asking those questions which a child

always has ready.

Ris mother, however, pressed more intensely on Uriel,
throldng her arms- around him and pleading with him not to

tortUre her with his secrecy.

But, sighing, the outcast

push,d her away from him, saying, "Don't touch me, dear Sis

terl

I am too defiled and tainted for your pure soul..

tomo~ow
erad~cate

Early

you will have to ask'the priest into 'your house to
with a holy rite the blemish I left behind.

bear the curse of the synagogue:

I

I am excommunicated! It

A cry of horror came from his sister who was not pre

pare' for such a blow.

Uriel wanted to leave, but she thr9w

her arms abo·u.t him, weeping and vowing that she would never·.
in t1,J.e :face of the whole world. let him',. he~ brother, go.

l1riel looked at her questioningly.

He thought of Judith, who

had betrayed him, and sank back ':into his chair, defeated.
Spee~h failed him, for sadness. pain, and ~oy cannot respond

at t:Q.e same moment.
His sister soan attained a realistic perspective from

which to evaluate' his entire situation•. She begged Uriel to
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makal a decision.

He would be safe staying in her house, ,

not )l1dden but open1y; she "lIould hurry to ,their brothers and

seek; their advice.
her" and said,

But Uriel resisted everything, kissed

"B~l.oved

Sister. your loyalty makes me as

But I forget that Judith forgot mel

unha~py

as happy.

as~ed

to compare your love with hers.

to

~I

I'm

You are a goddess

' However. I need solitude; it would only intensify my

punishment if I were to see you suffer because of my reputa

I won't go back to; the City, but will set out

tion.

-

a~

and go out to new places.

ri~t

,

Don't contradict my decision!

I wO\1l.d suffer'too much i ! I were to stay here."

His sister wept. Baruch looked wide-eyed at Uriel and
asked who had caused him such bitter suf':f'ering.

the

~harp

Uriel felt

contrast between this child-like innooence

tha~

susp.cted no evil and the' fanatic ,caricature that persecuted
H$ laughed aloud. wildl.y from pain and

him.

the

~ost

burst out

~r1 th

horrible threats against the despisers of nature '

and truth.' He paced up and down the parquet of the terrace
'and,. stretohing his hands toward

the

stars~

8uddfln downf'al1 for all lies and barbarity.
nal~

, with

But when he fi

sank'doW1l. exhausted into his chair, Baruch Spinosa,

-au tmfrightened countenanoe,. quoted the text from the

Bible:

to

prQPl).esied a

~

"Whosoever shall smite thee on the one cheek, turn

the other also."

Ural looked at him silently and then asked him where

he ha;d encountered

the~e
,

:words. Baruoh said it Was from the
'

New ~~stament whioh he, was reading in Greek.

Uriel."s eyes
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g11s~ened

'and

with rapture.

'~xclaimed

He closed his 'nephew in his arms

in Latin, "Veniet alter, qui me ma~or erit."

Tear.s streamed :from his eyes. he staggered down the stairs
of

t~e te~~ce.

,and soon had ,disappeared into the darkness.

After this scene one may not be able to comprehend how
the doom pronounced on our hero could effect the total dis
integration of hi's willpower. -Even taking into oonsidera
tion that this persecuting aot came from a so-called
opp~sBed

church, and that within Christian forms and rit

ualSIQUstOmary
a1m.o~t

a

everywhere a Jewish excommunication must be

meaningless, it is strange that Uriel, perhaps out of

de~p1y-rooted

love for Judaism (which he nevertheless

fou~t), Burrend~red

himself completely to the illusion of

the qurse, sett1ing down nowhere but wandering without pur
pose ,o,r goal from one place to another'.

Only how long

could Judith's image remain suppressed in his mind? Already
early: the next morning after his

depart~e

from his sister,

he unve-iled it again in its full, radiant splendor and in
addit~on

cause~

to everything else now lost his courage a1se.

of his misery became intertwined.

The

He suffered more

from Judith's loss than from.-the ,excommunication which,
othe~ise.

would not have disturbed him.

So he let one

cause of his persecution merge in-to the others; he confused

the order of events a.n.d,. as ·is typical of gloomy minds, he

soon

to~k

the happiness

o~

his love as a
,

~hal1enge

which he

,

himseU, after all, had :flu:rig to heaven.

The totally
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crushing feeling, however, is that of inevitable resignation.
I

'

-Thi$ took hold of all his emotions

80

that his fate lay upon

him like a heavy burden, and he believed that nothing else
I

rem41ned for him but to suffer.
Also, there is a kind of superstition found only among
men who otherwise are .far above prejudice.

The perpetual

preQocupation with religion subjects the mind--even the
queQtloning, enlightened one-to an involuntary tolerance
whi~h may

develop into a lightly-rooted superstition.

Since

Url.1 was not one of those philosophers who topple the exist
ing

iedifioe of religious dogmas all at once and only oonsider

valia that which they themselves put into its place, but was
one accustomed to examining each idea in turn using the step
by-sjtep method of the ske,ptic" still' his mind was continually
susp~nded

in some kind of religious vapor that could sudden

ly overwhelm him and rob him of his intelleotual armor. ' Re

llgipn was stronger than he because he fought it only for
its

~wn

sake, not in order to deny it but to affirm it.

However, as so much in your hearts depends on the outer
envitonment, so the various landscapes Uriel encountered in
his

~~ling

s030urn affected him in different

'~ys.

The

mood whioh we have just'seen predominated when Uriel followed
solitary paths., depending on himself alone.

But when he saw

largt cities, the bustle of crowds, how everyone was busy
purs~g

his own interest.,' then this soon diverted him again

from ,Ihis melancholy.

His face brightened and he became un-

I

deciq.ed whether to rejoin the hubbub and take part aga1l'l in

$:

*-'.
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obl~terat1ng

The~

The old

of his spirit asserted itself again and courageous,

au~city

~1

one day with the one following it.

thoughts rang triumphantly through his consciousness.

he could laugh aloud and cry out with a mocking heart,

"A11 these men, as I see them going 'at full speed and carry
ing

~on

their work, what do they know of the intellectual and

, spi~itual bonds that invisibly encircle them?

The shopkeeper

wei~

hiB wares, the customer counts his money, the drayman

pus~es

his oart, the farmer his plow;

pred:ccupied with himself.

They appear at this

independent of one another.

plet~ly

eaoh one is intensely
~oment

com

Every demand whioh the

state, the church, or science makes upon them must be a bother
inde~d,

they have even'completely forgotten them!

These men

willi comprehend someday how insignificant that power is that
'secr~t17

pulls the strings.

The' time will oome when they are

so opcupied with their existence that they will be unaQle to
reme~er

cla~

either the church or a state that wants to make

on them.

ques~t.ons

They will shake their heads and answer the

of the priests and statesmen with laughter."

Ur1el was in the most cheerful mood as he said these
word$ to himself.

After an.already two-month-long journey

thro.8h the contryside, he. iay stretched out. his head rest
ing 9n his arm. on one o:f the outer grass-covered entrench
ment$ whioh encircled the Fortress A.rnb.eim.
obsttucted view of

bo~dless'fields

He had an un

that. engaged the farmers'

. atte~tlon, of the main roads covered with oarts and wagons,
and

qf the Rhine, whose course he had ohosen to guide his trip.
.

(

tr

r
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He 10st himself in his thoughts that this time were as if
by the sun.

~d

As he glanced up again, two riders who approached on
the highlray below caught his attention.
one of them seemed familiar--the

h~rse,

Everything about
the bearing of the

rider--indeed, he could almost have sworn it was no-one but

his cousin Ben Jachal.

He got up and was undecided whether

to climb down the embankment or not.

He strained to recog

nize Jochai's companion, a young man Who appeared unaccus
tomed to the saddle and who looked anxiously at his horse's
hooves.

Uriel was in the road without wanting it;

he walked

forWard a few steps so that the approaching riders could get
a good look at him.

They stopped.

Uriel strained his eyes

and a rising suspicion about Jochai's companion startled

him.

The young man, anticipating Uriel's suspiCion, leaped

from1his horse and embraced Uriel, clinging to him and shout
tng.W1th joy.

It was Judith.

It was a long time before the three established a sen
sibl~

exchange of information and· the conversation became

settled.

The diffioulty of a reconciliation being present

no longer. Judith,

w~ep1ng

and Qrying for joy, caressing and

entreating, showered Uriel with a flood of the most oharming
.

,

words of' love that took every reproaoh from' his lips.
dear~et

Beloved," she aa1d~. ."do I deserve ~t all to kiss the

hand that

h~ld

me close with such a devoted love?

do I know of no punishment that would
~t

~1I~y

comp~e

:your 10ve without having to 10se it?

Ahl

Oh t , why

to the loss
I am foolish!
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My remorse is' so great t~t

w.l)ole life is in' your hands.

I wo,uld gladly choose death if· you withheld your love as I
did minel

You had thought me t'oo weak, U,riel, to bear the

publication of your peouliar t now heretical ideas.

You must

even'now still believe it, since at that moment when,! became
aware of those ideas' together with their results, I lost all

But you can t t be unjust to a woman who, in love,

my senses.

is'oapable, of wondrous deeds but who otherwise looks at every
thing in ast'onishment and thinks it overpowering.
y~u share

your thoughts with me?

Why

Why

didn't

didn't· you raise me to

YC!l~

level·,. Uriel? '!Iou li.ved br day

amon~

whe~

evening oame you lowered yourself to me, 'a. weak,. childish

your gods, and

mortal.
hSO

you yourself cut the tie that otherwise would have

bound me fast to you in' that .frightful hour!

that I am!

A:lasl

I burden you with the guilt. but I do

make the transgression easier on you.

Fool

~t

only to

For my wrong can't be

eradicated; 1:.·8ee mysel:t as a wretch" perjurert a. bad weed

-

gro~tng

behind the wall and

~o

serve the day that it lives.
a marvelous creative power

tor

~uSt

Oh,: Ur1el, l.ove mel

capa~le
-

~obility ~or

worthless that it doesn't de
of

everyt~ing;

if I look

,

my soul; for any pride at all which· is not

temporary" I· can find it only in you.

reduc8,d to nothing.
U~iel

Y.ou have

I am completely

Only you can: raise me up. again! "

pressed her hand silently but smiling and full

ot 19ve. His emot1011B oV6rt'ihelIiled him'.

Judith continued,

pointing to Jocha! who-silentlY- led ,the horses.by their reins,

go

"How much thanks lowe YO,ur admirable friend!

Since my ,

father abhors the very remembrance of you, Jocha! remains
'11.13

refuge..

T·he puzzling aspects of the speotacle that sep

arated us. Darling, gradually faded from my despairing soul;
the~

Jt!y longing for

I perceived their s1gnificanc·e clearly.

you, which will die only with death,. t,ortured me, and I
founa. advice and help for everything from Jochai.

He' al-,

lowed me an insight into the riddle of your bold mind and
awakened my desire to share your soaring thoughts'.

I was

ashamed that superstitious fear could have won out for a mo
ment over my love, and

ha.sten~d

the decision which is crowned

with. $uccess through finding you.

to

loo~

I. fled 'I1f9" father's house

for YOu; we followed the'road you had to have taken

and encountered tracke that often led us astray but yet have

brought us to you.

Jachai took oare of

m~

as a brother would

have_If

At this', Jocha! turned to Uriel also and said,' "Dear

Cousin. \fhen in" your crisis you should have been able to

count on 1I!3" friendship, you saw me suddenly

~"3.varing.'

sured I haye never regretted a failur& so painfully!
cided to expiate'
~ur

~

guilt by

dev~ting ~self

Be as

I, de

completely to

service and kliew how oherished a kindness I, would ac

complish by' supporting Judith in'her longing for you 'and
dertaki12g this adventurous

~ourney.

un~

I've been chastened by

expe11.ence and realize now' that it would be' unbearable to
sep~te

myself' from you, or indeed. to continue being misun-,'

derstood. n.
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Uriel embraoed them both happily,. his eyes sparkling
with 3oy; even

th~

embarrassment that his wild appearanoe

and his long unout hair and beard had oaused him gave way

to an overwhelming feeling of exuberance awakened by the

restored fa.i th in Judith,:. the one dearest to him.

"Did I

not ouspect this very day that the sun meant something good!."
he shouted.

"These recent events have passed like a long

night env:eloped in fog; I knew; that everything had to change.
Oh,t: why" do you still hesitate :to take that place in my heart
I

that is really yours, the' place I have up till now moistened
with.my tears!

Why shouldn't ~' surrender
Qom~

plet.ely. now that you have

with me to the inn where we
disturbed embrace.

to make me happy!· Hurry

can celebrate

Oh, tell

our reunion in un-'.

where there is such a thing.

m~
,

myself to you com

I

stronger than the urgings of the heart!"

They clung to one another still awhile; the horses·
;

glanQed at them with understan¢i.ing; the occasional traveler
stopped.

I

a.n~

perhaps prayed softly, for he hoped that every-.

thing would become more beaut-iful under the sun when men
could love eaoh other in that way.

Then they

h~led

to an

iDn in the 01 ty and found Eni:f:f'i!iient leisure and privacy to

pour out and clarify their

~eelings.

However, the rapture of the moment drifted away as if

through a baak door.

Judith

hersel.f~

the dreaming, the hap

py one, was the one who sought to open it.

As little as it

corresponded to her decision to" entwine herself like a sash
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around Uriel and not to forsake him'wherever he went, she

put in a few words about return and recantation.

It 'wou1d

have been too risky had they first been expressed by Ben .
Jochal.

Uriel looked at her in

surprise~

was contemplative rather than irritated.

but this surpris-e

He kept silent and

did not oontradict her when Judith described, in the most
glowing terms, returning to the old circumstances of life
and

~specially

her father's profitable business.

When.Jochai notioed that his cousin's will was complete
ly defenseless, he stepped forward as if on signal and said,
good does it do, dear Friend, i f you deyrive yourself

~t

of enjoying the most beautiful life?

You've often admitted

to me that Amsterdam, the city which you
~harm

great

fl~e

now, holds"

for you, and· ,at those times you still

that it was destined to hold one of your dearest.

di~ft

know

I don't

say that Judith oould leave you; I am only thinking that.

love longs for the places that were the witnesses to its
first tender vows.

Love ia always somewhat boastful with

its fortune, and where else could each of you display your
treasured love to a larger band of rivals and admirers than
in Amsterdam? tf

Uriel offered no resistance.

Only his assent was

lacldng, and Jochal tried further to gain it.

"You :proba.bly

dread going back home because you're excommunicated?" he

asked.

"However, your cleverness alone should triumph here,

even 1£ your- stubborness hesitates.

Your adversary, de Silva,
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has given the opinion that your writings weren't intended
to recommend Chriatlanity,:but rather were intended to show
that you are devoted to the almost extinot ae.ct of the Sad
ducees.

Since'the Sadducees were never expelled from the

congregation, however, and had full freedom to teach in the
temple, the Synagogue's anger has toned down considerably.
While they wouldn't take back the ban of their own accord,
they couldn't hesitate to do it if you yourself oame a step
toward meeting them half-way and laid down an open admission

that

y~u

have been searching in your writinge only for the

truth in Jewish teachings!

You wanted to insist on nothing

that would run directly contrary- to them.

Is anything of

. any- importance lost in such an admission?"
tJr1e~

did not venture to answer,. "Honor I " to that, how

ever, but he felt that Jachal's persuasiveness was:· ·ma.neuver
ing him into an action that he aou1d regret later on.
oleverly you choose your words!" he said.
recant and perjure rI17 own convictions?

"I should openly

I am. to :put on the

air of a penitent and no longer allow myself to-look
in the eye

~

my

own oity?

"How

peop~e

You don't give me the best advice!"

But Jochai was a keen' observer of men; he lmew that

Ur1el had the desire to compromise and that he would only

drive him back again if he continued to cloak the indisputable
fact of the recantation in further words.
So U"riel was compelled to fight himself, and he con
cluded~ a~

..

._:t._ ",.

Judith listened with

helgh~ened

senses,

"I carry
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no grudge against the olergy and could
decide to aocommodate their :f'oibles.
relations are 'dear to me.

out~of

generosity

Also, m.y family and

Above all, it is beoause of you,

dearest Judith, whom ,I could not take with me into the wild
bustle of the world with all its miseries and dangers.
true, your father

It's

in grief now because of you; but tell

~1ves

me. Jochai, are you oertain of the willingness of the Syna
gogue?

And what kind of a recantation do they want?"

Jochai evaded answering and seemed not to want to ap
pear to be on intimate terms with the Synagogue.

Yet,

80

great was Urie1 t e desire to oonclude everything for the
best and go back home with Judith's newly acquired love,
that it did not even concern him how Jochai had given only
general,. optimistic answers' to his questions'•. So, giving
his hand

Q~

i't

to the happy Judith and Jochai, Uriel said

he woUld do everything to repay their love.
Let us not

dep~ive

the unfortunate man of our sympathy

becauf3e we see him here failing t?ne of his many tests.

We

who are accustomed more or less since birth to live in a
continui;ng martyrdom may easily ,be ready to condemn a' man
who had the courage to come forward against the" dogma of a

fanatiC, intolerant religion-and who later could be oapable
of cr&)ll1ng up again to the

han~.

that punished him.

ever, contusion had entered Uriel's mind.
indeed, he had to give

eve~h1ng

How

He loved Judaism;·

up for it if he did not

want t.o see his early youth and-· his life t a hopes betrayed.,

He had renounced Christianity; shouldn't everything then make
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him :r:emain true to Jehovah's teachings?

Even had he been

able to separate himself from them. how empty and futile his
soul would be, how everything would have changed to incon
sistency and shamel

Because he knew no' third, independent

position by which he could live, he fled back again

to

the

shelter of Judaism, sacrificing his own opinion to the ex
isting situation.
The days of the journey back disappeared amidst the
variety of pleasant expanses and the most cheerful conver
sations.
~udges

Uriel possessed too much inborn pride to meet his

to whom he had

bowed head.

voluntar~~y·subjeoted

Judith found 'herself in the

himself with a

happie~t

of moods,

for she had effeoted much with her efforts, and indeed in
suoh a short time that she was 'not exhausted.

Joohal vol

untarily undertook every effort that spared his friends

trouble and seemed to thrive wholly in their wishes and hap
piness ..

Amsterdam was reached in a short time.

Judith had not

yet shed her men's clothes but did not hesitate to go with
Urlel on his first visit before he called on anyone elss.
!ehey rode stztaight up to the dwelling of the Head Rabbi, whom

Jochai had notified earlier of Uriel's

arrlval~

Uriel had

him informed of his decision to be reconciled with the church

and aeon obtained permission to go before the rabbi.

He

w.~~

him alone--a stern old man of less fanaticism than his asso

etate t but of unshakable

conf1~ence~

Ur1el was aocustomed

to his' appearance and endured him. without becoming intimidated

,

,
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by him.

He candidly explained his convictions, gave his as

surance of his most loyal

d~votion

to Jehovah's service, and

desired to be pronounced free of the ban at once.

The Head

Rabbi pleaded the excuse that he must convene a,clerical

oouncil, and until the'lr decision, Uriel was confined to a
t~

room that was on the upper story of the rabbis' home

and that rather resembled a jail.

The assembled council, meeting on the premise that the

heret,1c had put himself in its power voluntarily, decided now
to show as much as it could the harshest side of its mercy.
When Uriel was called before tne council, he was informed
that the ban would' be

remove~

from him if he would formally

reea:nt his heresies immediately, '.and also swear to abide by

the truths that'would be read aloud to him one by one.

~hen

the announcement of his penitence and the removal of the ban
would be made during the evening service in the Synagogue.

For a moment Uriel was rebelliOUS, but since he was tormented
by impatience to return to his companions'

ana

to enjoy as

soon ,as possible the fruits of this annoying ceremony with
his friends and family, he urged the proceedings on with a

rashness that embarrassed the judges.
,

stopped and threat'aned to

,

b~eak'

The presiding rabbi

"

off the discussion if Uriel

behaved with such an indifferent and unremorseful haste.

But

trriel ',B assuran'ces that e'\'Terything was of the most sacred
earnestness to him and that he only wanted to speed up the

moment that would lead him back to the old oommunion of faith
and hape determined the ra.bbis'to accede to him and finally to
.. ...
~
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take the ban from him through a solemn

his'

~cquittal

declaration~

Uriel,

certain, cut off the admonitions for future

good behavior ,and left the gathering that had found its ex
pectations about Uriel's remorse disappointed throughout.
But Uriel too was in a different mood than he had ex
pected when he first set foot in this house.

The submission

and humility of the past days had left him; the sight of
those men, whose authority was based on consent only and

could stand on nothing but the printed letters in the strangely
shaped scrolls before them, gave him back his ful1 independence
again.

Only the consideration, pf his once-made decision and

of what still could happen to his' disadvantage Qonvinced him
to finish the task.

His' companions, who had wa1tera for him

anxiously in the rabbits anteroom, were astonished to see him

that cold, but he reassured them and hurried to return Judith

to her father.
Although Jochai had been the helping hand in Judith's
disappearance, he had to be the go-between in her return also.

It

w~s

enough for Vanderstraten that his daughter was back

with hiDl again; he was glad to ,forgive her his sleepless
nigl:lts since ahe promised in the future to make his days 'so
I!lUch the more enjoyable:

by readmg--aloud to him in the

evenings, playing the Zither, or interpreting his dreams.
Uriel,. t,oo, was completely welcome.

Vanderatraten admired him

for his kindness, his manliness, and his intellectual gifts.

He was no longer obliged "to hate him'because the lifting of
the ban had taken the stigma from him.

'f

) t

~
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Urlel broke awaY"Boon, however; after he embraoed Ju
dith and thanked her for

th~

victory she had aohieved over

him. 'he hurri-ad to his family.

They had already been in

formed of the news of his' return and pardon, and they eager

.ly awaited him.

Here he enjoyed the sweetest triumph of

surprise and the most tender oompa.ssion.

He took it all in

with such abandon that it· was as if he had found both his

youth and peaoe again forever.

The natural train of events, of course, ended such that
the barely-obtained sastisfaction of all parties was soon to
be disturbed again.

But Urle1,.who found himself under no

illusions regarding this f attempted to see whether .it was not
possible just once to give the lie to an old experience.

He

oalled this unchangeable train the preoociousness of life and
maintained that one could master the future after all if one
were only prepared for the eventualities it would bring with
out Qne'a own doing.

Therefore he prepared himself for every

thing he had to' meet in the near' future.
curiosity and

uncal1ed~for sym~athy

He antioipated that

would burden his every

step; that his friends'would strive hard to praise his deci
sion and offer their services; that now everyone would be
l1~ve

in

himself entitled, with assured confidence, to speak out

hie presence about

religlous·hereales~

In short, he cal

culated with pOinted insight that complete misery that occurs
when great minds deign to act like lesser ones, and he brought

himself to bear the 1nevitablli ty of 1t •

·r

~1

~'Mt
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He' resumed his' former study of law and made it his
pan10n in misery.

com~

Fortunately this was then still sufficient

to occupy his mind, -when, finally the prai.se and advice of his
people were, stifled.

Every time he wished to settle, a small

problem; it made him oblivious to'one day's passing into an
other. Time, the terrible enemy

~f

the unfortunate, did not

torment him when he divided it into small segments and
weighted each one with a light load that allowed him to for
get.

But he was not capable of rising to the higher level

:trom which he had--Tiewed his scientifio studies earlier.
~hen

every impressive

observat~on

which diverted him from

small details would have led him to questions that he now
strove to keep out of his,thoughts.
Under such Circumstances, it was natural that Uriel
had

a change

of mood.

The earlier oheerfulness, which had

not even abandoned him when he saw the catastrophe gradually
.forming, now completely vanished.

He was his own worst en

emy and persecuted himself with vengeanoe, as though he had

split his personality into two halves.
gle raged-within him.

A persistent strug

He no sooner detected himself in a

train o.:t thought which he had decided to banish than he
wnuld abandon moderate' thinking and call himself a fool who
wanted to dam up the irresistible.
socketa~

Hia: eyes sank

int~

their

deep lines furrowed into the plain of his brow; the

smooth .flow of his speech hesltated, and his taking part in
others' lntereBts dim±nished.
No-one could suffer more from this change than Judith.

...

tt b

s.

..ri
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The t,ransformatlon which she herself had experienced
heightened her concern.
un~hanging

Because in her past mood of ever-·

cheerfulness that could not be put out of sorts

and that made her look at' everything placidly, she had not
noticed the sinking ruins of the proud structure that rep
resented Urielts mind.

But now she herself had beoome sen

sitive to the confusion of life.

She perceived everything

more easily now and learned to realize how great a part
suffering plays in the workings of the world.
manner of
peared.

ra~ponse

~he

simple

to her lover's tenderness had disap

She smiled painfully

~d

unbelievingly when Uriel

broke the silence between'them and reminded her.of the in
nocence of an earlier time.
~oreI

But how rarely he did that

Be was no longer in love's immediate spell; he

was distracted in his vows--indeed, even in his kisses.
!he demonic in his nature emerged more and more.

He per

ceived nothing without at the same time also meditating on
his perception.

These are the men who can make a woman

teel so happy and yet so wretched; who wreck the paradise

of love with a cold, unexpected, prosaic remark; and who
are more often inclined to be loved than to love.
semble long, capricious April weather:
torme~ted

They re

after the! have

their lovera horribly, they flash sunshine again

and become the most divine of men for one whole hour.

had Urie1 become the Mephisto of his passion.

Thus

The very

places in Vanderstratents garden th$t had once overheard
the whispers, oaresses, and laughter of the lovers now saw

G* 1"

!

II

.~
i
I
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Uriel drawing ftgures in the san"d

~d

Judith moistening them

"with her tears.

Soon, however,- Uriel remarked that he wasn't fated to
act out his sufferings like an actor, in a play _ He knew it

was high time to make a decislon if he wanted to save him
self from despair, from the quiet wasting-away of a broken
heart.

He pulled the various strands of his fate together

again to make his own destiny_

Nothing could determine this

more for him than Judith when one day, clinging to him, she
murmured as if waking from a dream, "Oh, dearest, has all
your strength worn away so that you can see me suffer wi th
out wanting to help?

The sorrow that I am the cause of your

latest misfortune is gnawing at my soul and weighing me down!,
Since that moment you stepped out of'the rabbisr council and
offered your recantation, .peace of mind has eluded me.
a sacrifice you've made for mel
to give up your convictions!

What·

What it must have cost you

I'm consumed by the thoughts

that your considering my pleas made you come back to me.

Oan you belieTe

my

love woUld have grown weaker had I had to

embrace the h9re·tical, the excommunicated, the homeless in

you? I'll never be able to

pene~rate

your thoughts!

Even

if you had made a contract with Satan, our bond shouJ.d not

hay& been disturbed.

Now

yo~

won't believe all this, for

I've let the chance to show you my loyalty slip by. No as
surance, no s.y.mpathetic consolation on your part can satisfy

me, only proving myself to you can.

Were our position more

unfortunate, then perhaps we'd both be happier I "
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Uriel understood this complaint perfectly.

For when

he applied what Judith said about her love to the obligation
that he believed he owed to truth, he found ,himself ,in the
same torment.

Indeed, that 'remedy he envisioned was the

same she seemed to want.
it.

He, however, hesitated to choose

From this hour on, during which the lovers renewed their

vows, Uriel declared that he was giving up every temperance,
every restraint.

He had no intention of engaging in open

combat with his opponents" but neither did he want to
them nor himself any l.onger.
wanted to acknowledge it.
to find an

opportuni~y

~eceive

Where truth' challenged him, he

Judith called herself fortunate

soon to show what she was capable of.

One soon saw that Uriel's behavior changed, for he was
surrounded by informers and made no secret that he regretted
everything past.

An apostate for the third time, he thre'f

aside the study of 3ustice and injustice, again sought out
the old scholars who had written about the relationship of
human and divine things 'in ancient and modern languages,
looked for associations with free-thinking men among Jews
and Christians. and began also to write' down again the re

sults of his research.

The ~:f'e~< and despair that' had been

a part of this activity before had now completely disap
peared; he had returned to an occupation that he had reluc

tantly given up and of whioh he had now grown all the fonder
because of the opposition to it.: Ev:ery discovery'he made,

formerly the cause of. gloomy moods, now filled him with that
~QY.

that rewards lucky, sudden success.

How could all this

10:;

have remained hidden?

Various rumors were spread conoerning

Urlel's new change of.mind: ·he supposedly had ridiouled a
ceremony of Jewish worship here and there, had cast into
doubt one or the other of its main truths; also, as if really

to confirm all this, he was not seen in the temple anymore.
!he same Head Rabbi of the Synagogue who had presided

over the council of acquittal had the opportunity himself to
witness the recent change in the incorrigible Portugese.

He

was busy at Uriel" s house with an orthodox religious observ

ance that Esther had asked for.

As Uriel came in toward·the

close of the ceremony, he found the
of

~almudlc

rabbi~,

discussing a rule

moral teaohings with his youngest brother and

several other boys gathered in the room.

One of the boys (in

order to prove how early. the drive. of heresy and bigotry man
ifests.itself in manl) had informed the rabbi that a friend
of his was not afraid to say things that were forbidden by
the laws of the Israelites, and that moreover he said them
frequently and even found pleasure in their mention.

The

rabbl'unexpectedly praised the accused and called his

~egin

Ding

commendable.

"Because," he said, just as Uriel came in,

"it is quite .often a great~r virtue before God to expose one
self to a temptation and

t~

resist it than to avoid it,".

Since the boys had now left the room, Ur1el, familiarly
and in a

~oking

nlood, slapped the rabbi on the shoulder and.

said, "Now I'll show you, Venerable Master, that today I am

neither a Chr1stia.I1 nor a Jew.

Chr1·stia.n.s have the same moral
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law that you mentioned from the !falmud.

They also teach

that it is better to go to bed with lewdness and to get up
again pure than to avoid the temptation from the beginning.
But what a horrible, hypocriti'cal belief that is!

Isn't the

nobility of the soul greater when one flees from sin rather
than when one merely overcomes it?

Only he who makes a

business out of virtue can defy sin.

On the contrary, how

ever, virtue should be an inborn drive, a free outpouring of
love streaming from deep wi thin.

Anyone who voluntarily al

lows himself a battle with sin in order to show his strength
has already lost his innocence!

virtue than a pure
~he

And what can be a greater

h~art?n

rabbi looked up at

Uri~l

with a penetrating glance

and left the room, muttering a threat in his gray beard.
Now Judith summoned all her strength to stand by her

lover.

She ignored the

~gs

whispered to her; she even

failed to temper the open slander spread about Uriel, for she
believed herself capable of excusing him for anything.

She

felt more courageous" more superior than the others, sinoe
she had become the confidante

ot a great mind. Yet how often

She found herself surprised again by weakness!' There were mo

menta when she retreated completely into her natural disposi
tion and became very depressed by'the 'lmiquenesa of her situ
ation.

Her decisions had to mature in too short a time; her

innermost feelings had been exposed to the harshest side of
life too suddenly.

of bearing grea.ter

Perhaps a woman's heart might be capable
p~in

than

~

man r S t but it must become
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accustomed to suffering gradually.

Yet everything that hap

pened to Judith took. her by surprise:

she was to love, hate,

remain. flee-almost at the same moment. - The advice ahe re
ceived was conflioting

indeed, she- was often terrified to

see that when she look d for the-reason behind an action,
love was not always th

first consideration.

But all., these -th ngs were-only buds of the future, wh'ose

tragic unfolding we ap

Judith still sat near Uriel and

listened attentively this disooveries
alternated with his oa
had

promise~ ~hat

the

that~

up till now,

Oompelled by experienoe, they
love would not be solely for pleasure

but also for sharing

1 that would aohieve their spiritual

union, be it even scho arly discussion of serious questions.

Uriel found nothing

wr ng

with

that~'for

he said to himself,

"If love exists to mak man happy, it is also there to en

noble him.

One

only love the person one admits is

supe:nior to oneself.

or that embrace lifts us up so tha.t

our hearts will be

our eyes brighter, and our thoughts

bolder."
Therefore he

Judith the confidante of his studies;

er from.her prejudioes so that he

he tQok pains to free
could enjoy her true
tion.·tor 1ove' s sake,

But·the curse of this educa

0

h1ch has already betrayed many a young

man_ threatened to str e here also.

Every woman.perhaps has

the desire to go beyond her sphere, but then she fears isola

tion.

She does

nO~'possess

abandons a man facing the

the

wo~l.d,

,$

~uate

defianoe that never

but she acquires it only
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through an instance that loses its effect the moment it is
over.

Men who create ideas utilize each step leading

~p

.to them, but what woman has ever· developed ideas one step
at a time even if she benefited from an extraordinary educa
tion? They come to her. complete, ready-made, cleansed of
I

the debris of building and searehing, l,aving her unable to
I

defend them.

I

Here Judith's capability broke. down; here she

lagged behind Uriel; and the more remote he be.came, hurling

at her more of such abrupt ideas that were unprovable and
unproved to her, the more miserable she became.

Sh·e- was in

the position, as it were, of-countinuously reaching her hands
out to him and pleading with him to take pity on her.

But

even in this mSnner she loved him.

Uriel saw nothing of all this.

All he wanted to be

satisfied was to find' himself Undisturbed in his room, shar
ing his moat intimate thoughts with Judith.

There was no

need of more, for now he saw the future approaching without
fear.

H~

was prepared for the moat extreme eventuality, and

that event could be no different from what he had lived
through already.

His reputation among .scholars increased

more and more; he even ventured to publish a paper in which
he defied de Silva's charges. reaffirming all those
pIes that de Silva had previously condemned.

p~inoi

Thus any day

he could expect a new show, of force from the Synagogue; how

ever, they still hesitated, hoping for something more outra
geous from him so as to gat him entirely under their eontrol.
Suddenly-, however, all these oircumstances took on ·a

... '

1

-p

t

I
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new shape.

A short,

conver~ation

that Uriel had with Judith

one moonlit eventng was the,cause of it.

She had asked him

whet}ler he really deserved the name "Sadducee" that everyone
gave him.

Uriel did not suspeot anything and said, "If that

18' a word which indicates an independent op1nion--oertain'
about a lot of things, but still uncertain about most--then
I would like to see myself called, by the name of that sect!"

"Then you don't believe," blurted Judith, "that our
/ souls will be united again after death?"
~oses

taught nothing about it," replied Uriel mocking-

Judith did not understand him at all. but it seemed to
her at this moment that a deep, dark chasm opened up and she
was doomed to plunge on and on through an eternity, the idea

of which she was unable to grasp_

She trembied, kept silent,

and only after a long while asked this wretched man for the

second time whether he had wanted to say that they would both
sink'into eternal night?
Uriel nodded his head' solemnly and replied, "Where is
it proved that we should 'live again in the 'hereafter? All
the necessities of life

tha~

nature imparts are only intended

tor our earthly life; they don't 'even suffice for that, after
all. because we must die and our bodies crumble away into

ashes."
JudIth felt as if supported by an extraordinary power

. and replied with ·tefTor in her f1na1 effort:

"!hen why
....

strain your intellect to search out the truth, when it will

10.8

be lost anyway ,with your life?

Say that there is.another

world,· for the sake of your greatest thoughts, for the sake·
of

~verythlng t~ught

about religion, virtue, and, nature I "

Urlel did not sense Judith's agitation.

Instead he

laughed and said, "You speak so boldly, as if you wanted to
Do you think, then, that every single thing,

quarrel with me.
in itself', must

~e

carried to the ultimate' consequence? When

our mind creates a thought, it fulfills an activity it has
/been entrusted with.

heaven has granted it!

Indeed, even more, it enjoys a benefit
Whatever our mind oontemplates should

only serve to give itself 30Y.

To the truth of these contem

plations eternity is indifferent; truth also exists without
the mind.

Take an animal!

It make-s use of all the powers

at its disposal; if it cannot aspire to everything man can,
should there then also be a kingdom for it in eternity where
it can be elevated to the human level?"

Judith could not answer that, b.ut she ventured yet

another question:

"Why' 'then, Uriel,. are men divided into

good and evil, if there is no :place where this ditferenoe
will s'omeday be rectified?"

This conversation was already becoming whimsical to
Urie1 and he smiled, exclaiming)

~~ow

modest you are, Judith I

How subtly you have described reward and punishment I
me, if

~here.

Tell

,really ,were an eternity and. it busied 1teel! re

warding this' one and punishing that one,. wouldn't 1t thus al

low a great defect in world order? For what elee,could you

."
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oa11 it but bestowing a prize achieved no longer by virtue
but by self-interestl
own. sake·.

Virtue, like truth, exists for its' ,

So it shares a premise which has never yet been

disputed in' the case
that

o~

You don't demand of beauty

it should enhance.itself further! . I would like

so~eday

never to see you more

are now.

beauty.

beautiful~

dearest Judith, than you

because of this, I refuse to aoknowl

~herefore,

edge the immortality of your soul, since I fear that you
/could be different someday from what you are

~ust

now."

With these words that she believed valid, Judith, how- .
ever, lost all the threads that still held her faith and her

hope together.

Pleadingly, she IO,oked up at

Ur~el·.

<,

She.

felt that she had reached the boundary beyond which she could
~ollow

him no longer.

Since he kept silent, she ventured to

beseeeh the, still stars above them to help her struggle
against Uriel.

the

wo~ld

was

But he called everything Illusion and said
~ust

a caprice of God's; it couldn't be a plan

conceived by God because only earthly weakness,. that could
create nothing by a word,· made plans!
everything that

U~1el,.

and she felt it

~exquiai teli

And Judith considered

gruesomely ye.t cleverly, had said,
in :Q.er innermost soul.

cringed, wailing under the' speil'- of his words.

She

She implored

him: to retract his premises; then. almost out of breath,. she

straightened herself, and. with her last

whether their vows of· love
into the void?
U~lel

And

wer~

wou1~tt

question~,asked

him

also destined to fade away

lovers meet again in eternity?

denied everything.

He laid his ice-oold hand in
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Judith's feverish one and said f "How can a person love with
out possessing the charms of the body and soul that adorn us
here on earth?

Itcan't be proved that we appear in heaven

with the same boots and spurs as here.

Our little weaknesses

that are often so lovable _ your many moods -that delight me

all of this must stop there!

It could, at the most, be only

a spiritual condition that oonstrains us to love each other
in thought, but in no way with kisses and embraces.

Tliese

/splritual pleasures without sensual feelings must, however,

be very monotonous; I can't imagine this general bliss hoped
for in the hereafter without

th~

greatest boredom.

As cer

tainly as I live nOWt I will someday lie dead, without con
scloUBne~s,

without knowing that there was once a Judith.

!here is only one immortality--that is the one in the memory
of

man.

Any other is a superstitious and

self-se~~~ng

decep- 

tion. n
Then the atheist

ove~~he1med

his lover

wi~h

caresses

and induced he!;, through his unrestrained and almost assumed

-cheerfulness,- to make the best of all his oruel explanations.
She smiled. too, and promised him on leaving that she would

consider everything carefully. _
Judith.,. of course,. was not independent enough to have

dared.now to condemn Urie1, but she could oonfess to herself
that her confidenoe
~olted

~

him was wavering.

He. himself had

her out of her former innocence and had taught her

to attaeh importance to questions of the kind disoussed on
that evening.

She

reali~ed

that she could not· follow these
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soaring ideas any longer.

She would not have believed that

her faltering could mean a lessening of her love had not
Urie1 himself said that one could also love without immor
tality!

She was equal to neither of these dilemmas that

befell her faith and her love; she became resentful that she
was thrown in between, and there were moments when the anger

over the originator of all this conf¥sion mounted a1most to

hate.

She already avoided meeting Urie1 sometimes; yet. at

the same time, because she repented of it. she voluntarily
Ben Joohal, wh(>se advice she sought,

looke,d him up again.
strengthened her in

~er decisi~~

to tear herself away from

Uriel.

It appeared more and more that Uriel's cousin played

a

role and that he in no way intended to give up his

~alse

elaims to Judith.

It remains to be seen what consequences

this'change of convictions will have.
It was Uriel

himBel~,

however, :who ruined everything.
!

His determination abandoned him anew:when he saw (Judith's
changed.behavior.

The moment when he wanted to claim her as

his brine was closer than e'V'erj all

~is

thoughts turned in

creasingly to her love, and now ,it appeared as if it had

more

become more half-hearted,
e1 fell into despair.

reserved and suspicious.

Uri

He had b'een prepared for everything

the future might have held for him' except the loss of Judith.
After all, she had taken half the burden upon herself, or at
least promised not to be separated from him, no ,matter what.
He had hoped. that she would compensate for everything the
future 'might" deny him, and he had grown accustomed to thinking

'$ <I'
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of her as his partner in future joys or sorrows.

Now she

forsook him.
Still, he did not see disloyalty in it so much as the
fact of a loss which he could not comprehend.

He was not

like many another to whom a woman had been untrue, raising
his arms toward heaven, looking at everything that had gone
before, tormenting himself and saying, "Is it really possible!"
He did not go back to the blissful hours when Judith could

not have feigned love; he did not compare the certainty, the
loyalty and happiness of past shared times with the uncertain
ty and disloyalty that

destroy~d

him now; instead, he thought

about the state of things to come.

plain everything to ,himself.

He believe'd .he could ex

He accused only himself and de

scended from the heights to which he had so recently risen

as if in reeling unconsciousness.

"So now in addition to all the afflictions I have al
ready met on this earth," Urie1 oried out, "I have drawn the
curse of heaven upon myself as well!
out of this labyrinth?
love most.
my

foot!

Where do I

fi~d

a way

I myself have pushed away the one I

I found a wry pleasure in crushing a pearl with
Why

does Judith eVade_.. me?

She doesn I t hate me,

but I've beoome strange to·:her~· I myself tore the bond that

bound her to me, for what woman wants to be close to the free
thinking arrogance I toyed with when we.were together?

It

is no $ngry decision that causes. her to avoid me; I myself

drove her to. it.
~and

I cut her off from a world whose language

thought she comprehended.

.

,

And did I then give her back

11'

a new one for it?

No!

She aoquired nothing but incomplete

ness, doubt, speculation, and emptiness from me!

She was

capable of bearing once the misery that was imposed on me;
yet I, blinded as I was, aocepted her daring to endure it a
second time.

I

perceived a challenge in what was just a

mute token of her love--an intention that I should have ta

ken for the act.
day; then all

my

Now I can expect the renewal of my ban any
ties with

people will have been cut.

my

I

will be rejected, despised, avoided; and yet I was capable
of involving Judith in this miserable plight?

She probably

doesn't admit this new blow to herself, but she suspects it
beforehand and, without realizing what she does, she avoids
the one who is guilty of oontinued wrong-doing to her.

How

do I help myself and her?"

Ben Jochai stepped timidly into Urie1's room.

His

countenance wore the mask'of sympathetio friendship badly.
But Uriel, preoocupied only with his sufferings, had even for
gotten that Jochai had avoided him since his recantation,
forgotte~,

·too, that· he had been given proof of some of ,:

Joohai's 'actions that· cast a
will.

s~adow

over his cousin's good

Urie1 'oomp1ained about his sufferings and asked whether

he knew
the

and

o~

any help or advice.

apo~ogy

Jochai immediately dropped

for his long absence with whioh he had begun and

eont1nued, "My dear Oousin, this unfortunate stage in your

relation to Judith brings me to you.

tortured by the same pain as you.

I know that Judith 1s

I don't know whether it

was a previous quarrel that s'ilenoes your tongue from an open

';..

confession, but the situation now requires a public pro
nouncement! "
Briel implored him to explain himself frankly.

"You deceive yourself," Jochai continued, "if you
believe that Judith hates you._ It's apparent to the whole
world that her behavior toward you has changed; but when
she avoids you, ahe does it only for her love's sake.

dith is in a state of mind that is
yours!
,lif~.

er;

~ar

Ju

more unhappy than

You have her so shackled-that she cries for light,
and breath.

You have brought her heart into your pow

you have now also confused her mind.

find a way out if

s~e

Where should she

doesn't want to lose herself?

wOr.$hips the turbulence of your thoughts, she

thing you have

She

beli~ves

every

to her, but it is already more than

pronounce~

She has strength to bear."
Uriel put his hand

~n

his eyes., for every word con

firmed what he already had had to admit to himself.
ft}low, however. this is not such,." Joohai continue,d,
1fthat it

~hould

really amount to a break between you.

onl7 depends on your deciding to do

~omethfng

It

about it your-

sell,. n Jochai hesitated but Uriel indicated that he should
continue.. , "Well, then," said his cousin, "I know that Ju
dith is' lost for you if the crisis which is definitely in the
making hits onoe more."
Uriel sprang, up,' hastily grasped Joohai's arm. stam

mered,. "You're talking about the ban!" and anxiously awaited
the

vora that was

~orming

on JoohSi's lips.
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lie said, deceitfully enough, tilt's true she wouldntt
be able to endure the ban.

Therefore yOQ.must evade it."

"How should I do that?" cried Urlel despairingly.
Jochal kept him in cruel suspense for a moment, then
stepped up to him,

sei~ed

Toice; "Wretched man!

his hand, and uttered in a subdued

How it pierces my heart that you were

singled out for so much suffering!"
Uriel plunged into a chair and wept profusely.
was silent.

What more could he have said that Uriel did not

aJ.reatiy know?

burned

yo~

Jochal

Nevertheless he said it:

writings.

"The Synagogue has

It has already been decided that at

morning's dawn a new and much stronger ban than the former
one·

~ill

your

be pronounced on you.

.~udges

and

sub~ect

Prevent everything!

yourself to a penance!'

Faoe

I will muster

all my influence to arrange its being as mild as possible.
in the future, give.up any new irritation of the oon

~hen,

gregation!

Either leave

place or go to work for your

thi~

brothers so that you will have

s~me

diversion.

For this prioe

you will have bought Judith backl"

Uriel

st~ed

fixedly at him.

Jochal, with his latest
~h~

explana~ion,

It occurred to - him

t~t

looked paler than before.

thought overwhelmed him for a moment that he must car

ta~nly

hate him for robbing Judith's love--that Jachal could,

under the guise of friendship; give him bad advice.

But the'

awareness of his desperate situation rushed through him; he
pac_sd up and -down the room wringing his hands and iniploring

Jochai to tell him whether he could be certain of Judith

1

"
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after he had subjected himself to everything?

Jachai con

.fided that' that was how Judith had expressed her feelings
to him.

"She isn't cruel,".he continued, "for she doesn't

know herself what she wants.

And she was not thinking at

this moment of the humiliation that you are to experience,

but of her own peace of mind, of a mellowing of your whole
nature which crushes her.

She will be unhappy when she re

have

to Buffer because of this new de

alizes what you will

velopment, but then you will,.be sure of her! tI
Uri.el, clasped his hands.

Shame and despair scourged

him; no further word oame from him.

Jochai left, promising

to return in,s few hours.
In. the meantime, the rumor of Urielte new excommunica

tion had already spread throughout, the oi ty.

brothers were in tears at his

ho~se;

His mother and

his friends and ac

quaintances besieged him

~o

the council r s decision.

Not being left alone for a moment,

change his mind and to forestall

he hardl.y lmew where to find any olarity of mind.

Whereve:t"

he a110wed himself to be seen in the, streets, fingers were
pointed at him; groups tormed where he stopped and went with
him to his house which he was barely able to reach'because of

his shame.

In the midst of, the-~e developments of premature

sympathy and ourios! tY"~ he Was doomed to lose his coura.ge

even though he wanted to pull himself together.

All his res

o1ut1ons wilt.ed; Jochai found him crushed, capable of moat
~,

irrational act •. his will rendered completely powerless.
It was evening.

The sun had

....

~7'\ 21- . ,.0-
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~ust

gone down.

The room
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filled with people offering advice and sympathy.

was surrounded by curious bystanders.
take long for the fanaticism
heighten.

The house

Indeed, it did not

the assembled crowds to

o~

Threats and curses filled the

a~r.

Uriel did not

fare better than ·a criminal who is led to the stake.
noble bearing of this proud man

destroyed., He asked him

\~B

self, sighing. "Am I sti1l Uriel

The

AcoBta~

the confidant ot

Plato and Socrates?"
He trembled convulsively ~ for he heard how his name was
dragged through the mud of the street below.

He took the

books that' lay on his table and,. weeping, kissed them.

It

seemed to him that he must take leave of everything and reo
oncile the spirits of the sages with whom he used to assooi
ate intimately, for it still hung only by a hair that he
would betray them.

Jocha! c'ut this

hai~.

lIe helped the 'U..nresistiIl.g Uriel

tromhis chair and Uriel, no longer

ob~ecting,

was led by

Jochs! out into the rampaging crowd, through the streets
lined with houses ful.l of curious onlookers.
witho~t

danger of being stoned

the dwelling of the Head

Finally, not

by the crowd, they reached

Ra.bbi~~,

Uriel found himself in a dark, cell-like chamber.
ohal had left him

\t11 th

Ja

the assurance that he would try to

keep Judith in a favorable mood and that he would do every
thing possible to make the Synagogue's deoree a lenient sen

tenoe. Uriel counted on both

assurances, for it seemed

~hese

to him more and more as if Jochal held his fate in his hands.

t~"

...... ~ t
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He was alone.
enced·!

What horrible humiliation he had experi

He had been dragged through the most popula.ted streets

of Amsterdam like a criminal, pursued by the abuse and stones
of the Jewish mob.

To

th~

Christians he was a spectacle that

was either viewed with indifference or that provoked even their

mockery.

Here they called after him, "Defector!

And there, "Atheist!

Heathen!

Christian!"

Philosopher!"

:But what was yet in store for him?
anything from the revenge of the rabbis.

NOTf

he could expect

He cursed his cousin

who had made himself the' master ot Urielts weak will and had
led him here; he paced up and down his room like a wild ani
mal, struck hi's head, against the wall and pounded on the door

that they had locked behind him.
him to return to his senses. ·He

Then exhaustion compelled
S~~

down onto a bed that

was in the room and lost himself',in a stuporous, dreamy state.
His imagination awakened; he deluded himself with the most
horrible thoughts--aaw himself treated as the most common
orimjnal, saw his cousin and even Judith participating in it.
His senses left him, for nothing had pity on him any longer
except. at last, sleep which unravelled his feverish imagi
nation and rocked him into a brief respite.
The next morning the messenger from the Synagogue es
corted Uriel into the rabbis' assembly room where he had
giv-en his

~ft-regretted

reoantati'on.

He found his

~udges

al

ready gathered and was astonished when they asked him why he
had

bome

there.

He himself did not know how this had come

about,. and he asked, "Am I not here at your x;equest?"
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The presiding rabbi returned the question with these
words:

nWhat should compel :tis to bring you into our midst?

Our curse would have found you wherever you might be."

"I am here," replied Uriel, "to hold back'your arms
already poised to strike

me.

Do not condemn me before you

have heard me."

"Why should we listen to you?" inquired the Head Rabbi.

"You have condemned yourself in writing, conversation and

deed:

it is all there.

The sunshine which ripened your

.crimes cannot be taken back, unless you Toluntarily submit
yourself to the Synagogue's penance."
"It is on that account that I am here,." maintained

HI want peace with you; I have no desire for the anx

Uriel.

iety that your persecution brings to me, my family, and my
entire future!

So hurry your decision and deliver me soon

from y.our power!"
Uriel could not make f3enae of the muttering whioh ran
through the assembly now, until the Head Rabbi finally ex
plained that their decision would be made known a.t the ap
propriate time.

Uriel asked once again that every-thing might

be concluded quickly and was, again led back to his room.

Now one day lapsed into another without Uriel's know
ing anything about his fate.

but

t~e

They brought him food and drink,

,guards answered hie questions only with evasive talk.

Bis impatience grew

~

proportion to the fading of his strength.

His face grew gaunt, his eyes sank into their sockets, his
bodT shrank together.

The alertness of his mind disappeared,

,.. t
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too; h!s imagination dulled; for what oan be more destructive
than being unable to, wait for,the moment of your own humilia

tion!

One delusion followed another.

Uriel gave up hope

hit upon the thought that they wanted to isolate him

and

entir~ly
I

from t~e world.

Deprived of all his resources to thwart sJch

a plan,. he grew to accept it and gave himself up to complete

If this method was selected in order to break

resignation.

his proud spirit entirely, it was well-chosen.

Uriel dreamed

away his monotonous existence from one .day to the other.

was his only torture.

Time

It was as if he had chained himself

to the vanishing minutes that dragged him slowly away and de
livered him

fro~

one hour of torment to another.

At last he

also 'grew accustomed to the progression of time, and in ,mind
and body presented a lamentable picture of destruction.
, Thus might several months have slipped by, when one
day

Uriel's oell was opened at 'an unusual hour.

Although

it was broad daylight, the glare of countless oandles drifted
toward him..
rido~.

!Ehey were carried by rabbis who crowded the oor

Someone stepped up to Uriel and explained to him that

the time for his' penance had come. ' Uriel was silent.

Re-,

prQaching the men for his long imprisonment was thwarted by
his despondency and the anticipation of what was yet to hap

pen.

They disrobed him, handed him a loose hair shirt which

he was supposed to wear" -thrust a burning candle in his hand,

and motioned that he--in this humiliating attire--should now'

follow them.

Urlel a110wed everything to happen.

of soon being set

t~ee

_.I

The thought

from this utter torment overcame him'
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and he hoped

tha~

after a short time of misery he would'reach

the object of his desires •. ,This realization, as much as it
seemed to be' oontradicted by the weakness of Uriel's'mind
and body" nevertheless raised his spirits again and infused
him with a high level of consoiousness that-he might have
wished not to p,)ssess during the following scenes.
~ust

For,

as he stepped into the Synagogue, he was startled to see

it filled to capacity.
this rare spectacle.

Everyone had come to be witnesses to
The. rabbis had trouble opening a way

throUgh the pushing congregation; everyone wanted to be near
the victim of the moment and gloat over the mien of a crimi
nal tn'whose face they, of course, could brag that they would

never do the like.

Yet compassion also wanted to be near him

in order to encourage him.

Everything

\rlas equally

revolting

to Uriel,. whom shame and despair had alre'ady begun to embraoe.
As much as he wanted to,!, he was unable to lUt his eyes bold
ly and look over the cro'\'Id; he was too powerfully aware of

the contrast of his oWn wretched

appearance~ ~tndf

humiliated

in a most miserable manner, he followed the rabbis who made

room for 'him so that he could safely Bet foot in the crowd.
Having reached the high altar, the procession stopped.
'

,

Ur1el was motioned to step

up onto the dais., Bere he stood

at f1rst~ visible 'to everyone, alone, wondering only how to

meet the assembled crowdta'glances coming from every
Incapable of showing

defianoe~

co~er.

he lowered his eyes in shame

and in the overpowering consciousness of his agony.

A rabbi
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stepp~d

up to him and handed him a parchment scroll inscribed

with a long list of his

t~anBgre8s1ons;

he was to read it in

a loua voice as the first act of his penance.

Uriel might

have expected this and, without knowing what the scroll con
tained t began reading in a subdued, pa:thetic tone.

hI, Uriel Acosta," it said, "a Portugese and Chrisian
~om

birth, confess openly tpat I, after having

embraced Judaism, directed all my

ef~orts

voluntarl~y

to attack the god

liness of my new religion, to cast its principal teachings
into doubt, and, to the

pa~ticular

advantage of Christianity

(which I have secretly not renounced) to undermine the wor
ship of' Jehovah·.

To this end, I seized every opportunity to

antagonize the Synagogue officials, to disturb them in their
duties, and even to

ridi~ule sacre~

they were being performed.

rituals the very moment

MY intellectual abilities were

directed only to laying a hidden trap; to representing un
doubted tenets, through talse conclusions; as unprovable;
and then F where the power of intelligence did not suffioe to
a~ta1n

my goal, through mockery.

ly against the Scriptures of

t~~

They were used particular
old and new traditions.

I

published interpretations that were supposed to prove that

the current institutions ot
mo~

~ewiBh

worship were not in har

with the old scriptural writings, and I invited so muoll

ire and resentment from Heaven that I must regard the ban de
creed upon me a year ago only as deserved punishment for my
Qf:tense~.

Oh. had the' pena1ty lasted longer!

Rankling under

the. inoonvenienoe of the ban, I decided to play a diabolical

game.

Still reeking of my.cllrse t I went back to the Syna

gogue fathers and feigned
fo~ebearance

ban.

r~pentance

and submission.' The

'of these vanerable fathers freed me from the

S.ince then, however, I have come forward. more openly.

Wherever I· could succeed at alIt I. sought to bring the teach

ings of JehOVah into

disresp~ct;

I directed my attention to

everyone who might possibly be inclined toward them and dis
suaded him from his intentions.

countless souls.

I cheated Heaven out of

But my arrogance.rose still higherl

Not

withstanding that I repeated my earlier transgressions to '.

the .fullest extent., I

consider~d

it insufficient to dispute

only the institution of Jehovah and instead desecrated Him
himself.
powe~t

I called into question the existence of a divine

denied the permanence of the Boul, and heaped horror'

upon 'horror.
my

Yet now, having reached the highest point in

crimes, I was overcome .by dizziness, fainted. and plunged

miserably to the ground.

Godts punishment had reached me.

I acknowledge that I should completely

~orfe1t

all claims to

Ris' assistance, and that He would 'in no waY' find even my ex

cruciating death an adequate atonement.

But the .holy' 'Fathers

of the Synagogue have promised to interaede for my soul and
to 'c'ommend me again to godly favor through a complete penance'

imposed by' the' church.

So,- then, pronounce everything on mel

I am thirsting to pay for lIlY'

~rimes!

n.

Urlel had already wanted to stop with the first words,
when he had mechanically read that he was a Ohristian, for he

saw here his

cousin,~a

treaohery., ,Soon he faltered at a s6'cond
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place, and at a third, but the rabbis compelled him to read
,further; his last words were b.aXdly still audible.
swayed

bac~a.rd;

Uriel

the rabbis' caught him, took the candle from

his hlmd and: led him' into a dark corner of the temple where
h~

was to 8\fQit his ultimate fate.
In the meantime, the crowd began to chant that psalm

that David sang when Doeg, the Edom1te, came and told Saul
that David was in Ahlmelech's house:
self-H-.

on Uriel.

"Why

boastest thou thy

This fanaticism, however, faile,d to have an

The weakness of his, spirit had disappeared.

e~fect

The

blood seethed through his veins; he could have burst out in

a loud voice against these men if the chanting had not drowned
him'Qut.

What did they stll1 want from him? Were those false

words still

an:insut~iclent

recognized his cousin.

humiliation? Uriel thought he

He shook 'his fists at him.

mistaken and gritte'd his teeth with rage.

into this position?

He was

Who had put him

Who promised the most lenient punish·'

ment? Who had disclosed' the details of his birth and hiB
opinion about death to, the- rabbis? He threw himself to the
ground and writhed l.ike a wild, animal. 'But the chanting over

came his' rage; he had to surrender himself to exhaustion and

waited Silently

~ow

for

~hat

was yet to come.

UteI.' the psalm had been sung th:rough to the end, sev
eral servants led the Penitent out of the darkness, placed
him directly before' the high

and atripped his' clothing.
him.

a1tar~

tied him fast to a pillar.

Th!rt1-nine lashes were rained on

Uriel did not cry- out,. but moaned softly; his spirit
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suffered more horribly than dld his abused body.. He sensed
painfully all that was being' insulted through him: .Learning',
He was prepared to suffer punish

Reason, Socrates. Christ.

ment·. he would not have feared death,. but this degradationl
His pain overcame him; tears' fell from his' eyes, but they be

came the source of a new torment for
confUsed with tears of repentance?

h~could

they not.be

His' feelings suddenly·

changed again to rage; he gestured threateningly with his
mangl.e(i, arms and hurled countle-ss curses until the psalm that
Da~1d:

wrote' rose above- him:

''Make a

~oyf'ul.

noise unto the

-ltord t 81.1 ye lands!"
Uriel was silent.

passIons

tha~

He reviewed the number of uncontrolled

now raged wildly" .within him, and then stopped

where revenge :fumed.

Revenge was the only word that gave him·

courage to endure still more, for the measure of his suffering
was not yet complete.

If there can: be an even greater punish-_

ment than the ch8.stisement of a noble, free-born body in
a great soul.

seized him

dwel~s,

~or

then -this was to befall. him as Yell.

~hich

They

the second time, led him to the' doorway of·the

templ.e, secured him to the' threshold and had the entire crowd

that was now leaving tread

o'Yer'·~1m.

Fanaticism thought neither

ot compassion nor consideration; it helped to' carr" out the
puniShment with a vigorous hand, and stepped mercilessly on

the unfortunate's twisted body.
revenge 1s a.

brigb:tening~

Uriel bors .verything, for

co:m.forting friend of every insult.

It denies to the mouth the' privilege to

err

out its pain; it

makes every- wail mute; 1 t even shortens the time:

at suffering
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and., indeed, gives life back again when one might have thought
it completely vanished •.
the last

mome~t,

Re~enge

helped Uriel persevere· up to

until the whole of Jewish Amsterdam had

stepped over him., Now, however, it helped him to snap oom
pletely the thongs that had fastened him and that were almost
:trayed through. by' the feet of the orowd.
dished her bloody torch.

~ike

Now

~engeanoe

bran

a madman, Uriel plunged from

the place of his humiliation and through the streets of the

city to his family's
house.
.

With a deathly-pale countenanoe,
.

dripping blood, and in olothes torn to shreds, Uriel appeared
be:fore his assembled family whp:pI. he found in tears and laments.'
, Be said not a word that could be understood; he ,spoke, he de

manded, but no-one knew what he wanted.

He laughed aloud

wildly; he' wept from rage.
Only young Baruoh Spinoza dared to approach him.
grasped the child and lifted him toward heaven.

Urisl

His eyes re

vealed that he wanted to speak, but his tongue failed him.

He

sank back, took the ohild on his lap, attempted once more to'
say something, and these words forced themselves stumblingly

:tram his heaving breast:
noth~

"Innocent boy, you still suspeot

of the horror of this wQrld, and a destroyed man.

abused to the pOint of madness, ,carries Y'ou 'in his "armsl

Don.'t

you shudder before the crimes theY' have' committed against me?

Dontt look at me so passively, Boy!, What has happened'to me
',baa never been heard ot before.

Yes, you tremble, "divine child ..

Even70ur innooent countenance mus.t pale when 1 t sees this
~

outrage, this desecrated

bo~,

this trampled pride!

You
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eonsecrate my revenge!
1ton,

You promise me that you will carry .

Spmeday, when your spirit

of God's dwelling and ask
mystery.

~hy

ascends~

tap at the door.

He punishes those who love. His "

My' incomplete, destroyed work I give to you, alone

still fearless and avenger of

m:r broken sword against those

wretched creatures serving the Almighty.

The present col

lapses for me; I· have hope onJ.y for the future.

Oh God. oh

God, how wretched You have made met"
His family wanted to help, wanted to wipe the blood

from his

~ody

and take off his torn clothing, but he pushed

them all back.

"How much longer, how much longer?"

cried.

My body grows limp; I am a wounded

"A.b8'aten pride dies!

.eagle that beats its wings but will sO'on die.
leave me alone.

h~

Leave me alone,

!he hour is at haud."

With these words he left everyone and hurried to his
room where he closed himself up for two days and took hardly
~

nourishment.

~t

Then suddenly he seized two loaded pistols

had hung above his bed for.

the cur4.ous crowd that
ly

s~me

surro~ded

time, made a path. thro~gh

his house, and plunged mad

forward, ,not even concealing his murder

~ochairs

house.

He sought

It was evening.,'

He had to pass

t

Vander~traten' shouse.

thing light.ad as for a cel.ebJ:8.tion.

another to the door8ay
ct~uPles;

w~apons.

an~

Here he saw every

Coaches rushed one after

delivered beautlfully-attlred

servants ran. Up, Iand, down the, staix-s J the fragrant

perfume of amb'er permeatec; aU the rooms J all the doors of
·the.house

were open to alloW the occasion the most room

'" f

'me

"

f

,+

.'
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possible; lively music resounded from upstairs.
astoniahed--he still had
th1s~.

tha~-

Uriel was

much awareness--to see all of

A suspicion shot through him.

-It hurled him like

a.

bullet up the stairs into a large room lighted by a thousand
candles and filled with impressive guestss

Everyone shrieked

in terror when they oaught sight of 'the madnian.

already found his victim.

But he. had

He aimed at his cousin t the pow...

dar flashed, and-Judith,_ Jochai's just-wedded bride, was

.

'

bathed in her own blood. Uriel, who perhaps did not see' how
horribly he had missed his target, seized the second pistol.
2eople tried to stop him,: but desperation gave him oolossal

strength. He he1d-baok the pushing crowd with his weapon arid
made his retreat into an adjoining room.
~s

heard.
~he

He had put a· bullet through

Soon a second shot
h~:s

brain.

same earth-oovered Urlel's and Judith's bodies.

Yet

the pronouncement of the Synagogue separated them, for Uriel's
remains were brought over to a far oorner of the cemetary-.
His mother Esther, however, who could not bear these horrors

and the loss of suoh a son, soon ,joined him in death.

Neither

did their abode remain without adornment by their loved ones;
Uriel's sister planted weeping willows and flowers of mourning.
One often saw :Baruch at his unfo-rturiate uncle' s final refuge.
~m

the

rememb~anoe

of this

be~oved

sufferer, he took the

strength to bear the torments that a world distorted by men
had allotted to him also.

